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"Reliability!" "Consistency!" "Superiority!" 

i 

Not mere adjectives ... but actual references 

made to SPEED tubes in thousands of letters 

sent to us from SPEED users all over the world. 

These features make SPEED the popular 

product it is ... They prove that whatever their 

purpose, SPEED tubes function correctly! 

BUT SPEED isn't resting on its laurels! The 

efficiency of the NEW TYPE SPEED TUBES 

has astounded the radio world. Exclusive de- 

velopment of the TRIPLE -TWIN Types by 

SPEED engineers is axiomatic of the progressive 

organization behind a justly famous product. 

We are proud of our product and of the 

splendid reputation it has made for itself. We 

are determined that it shall continue to render 

the advantages of perfect performance. It's 
worth your while to get acquainted ... There 
is no better product! 

1*0 I> 
That 

I. 
Keep abreast of the times! Turn to page 128 -A for our card requesting current 

bulletins sent free of charge. 

CABLE RADIO TUBE CORP. 

230-240 NO. NINTH ST. BROOKLYN. N.Y. 



OPPORTUNITIES 
are many 

for the Radio 
Trained Man 

Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull, hopeless job! Don't be 
satisfied to work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how 
to get your start in Radio -the fastest - growing, biggest money - making 
game on earth. 
Jobs Leading to Salaries of $50 a Week and Up 
Prepare for jobs as Designer, Inspector and Tester- as Radio Salesman 
and in Service and Installation Work -as Operator or Manager of a Broad- 
casting Station -as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, or in Talk- 
ing Picture or Sound Work- HUNDREDS of OPPORTUNITIES for a 
real future in Radio! 

TenWeeks of Shop Trainin 
We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Tele- 
vision and Sound equipment - on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge !- T 
Broadcasting equipment, the very latest and newest Television apparatus, Talk- 
ing Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment, Code Practice equipment, etc. 
You don't need advanced education or previous experience. We give you- 
RIGHT HERE IN THE COYNE SHOPS -the actual practice and experience 
you'll need for your start in this great field. And because wecut out all useless the- 
ory and only give that which is necessary you get a practical training in 10 weeks. 

TELEVISION and 
And Television is already here! Soon there'll be 
a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION 
EXPERTS ! The man who learns Television 
now can have a great future in this great new 
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amaz- 
ing new Radio development! Come to COYNE 
and learn Television on the very latest, new- 

Many EarnWhile Learning 
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And 
don't let lack of money stop you. Many of our students 
make all or a good part of their living expenses while 
going to school and if you should need this help just 
write to me. Coyne is 32 years old ! Coyne Train- 
ing is tested -proven beyond all doubt. You can find 
out everything absolutely free. Just mail coupon 
for my big free book! 
H. C. Lewis, Pres. RADIO DIVISION Founded 1899 

COYNE Electrical School 
SOO S. Paulina St., Dept. CZ -8H Chicago, 1H. 
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TAlKING PICTURES 
est Television equipment. Talking Picture and 
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to 
the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new 
Radio field just beginning to grow. Prepare 
NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn 
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talk- 
ing Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment. 

All Practical Work 
At COYNE In Chicago 

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build 
radio sets, install and service them. You actually op- 
erate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct 
Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your 
own Television programs over our modern Tele- 
vision equipment. You work on real Talking Picture 
machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless 
Operating on actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't 
waste time on useless theory. We give you the prac- 
tical training you'll need -in 10 short, pleasant weeks. 

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts 
P - - n e - n - - n n n - - - n - - - - 

H. C. LEWIS, President 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. C2-8H Chicago, Ill. 
Dear Mr. Lewis:- Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and 
all details of your Special Offer. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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Iwill train you 
at home 

to fill a 

BIG PAY 
Radio Job. 

cJ5/elLa_. 

$100 a week 
"My earnings in Radio 

are many times greater 
than I ever expected they 
would be when I enrolled. 
They seldom fall under 
$100 a week. If your 
course cost four or five 
times more I would still 
consider it a good invest - 
ment." 

E. E. WINBORNE 
12117 W. 48th St-. 

Norfolk, Va. 

Jumped from 35 to 
Mee week 

"Before I entered Radio 
I was tanking $35 n week. 
Last week I earned $110 servicing and se Ming 
Radios. I owe my success 
to N. It. I. You started 
the off on the right foot." 

J. A. VAtiGHN 
(:rand Radio and Appliance CO.. 
3107 S. Grand Boulevard, 

St. Louis, Mo. 

8500 extra 10 6 months 
"In looking over my 

records I find I made E500 
frein January to .Lay in 
my spare tone. My best 
week brought me $107. 
I have only one regret 
regarding your course -I should have taken 
It long ago." 

HOYT MOORE 
R. R. 3, Box 919, 
Indianapolis, Ind., 

If you are earning a penny lese than $50 a week, send 
for my book of information on the opportunities in Radio. It Is free. flip the coupon NO1V. Why be satisfied with 
$Sir, $:30 or $40 a week for longer than the short time it 
takes to get ready for Radio. 

Radio's growth opening hundreds of $50, $75, 
$100 a week jobs every year 

In about ten veil's Radio has grown (1"111 ;I *2.000,000 to u $1.I00,I000I0 iudnsl ry. over 300.000 jobs have been created. Hundreds more are being opened every year by its continued growth. Many men and young men with the right training -the kind of training I give yon -are stepping Into Radio at two, and Ihr,. thus Hick. feruua' salaries. 

You have many jobs to choose from 
Itroadtastiug stations use engineers, operators, station 

managers and pay $1.200 t'o $1.000 a year. .lo a n fact nrers 
continually need testers. inspeetors, foremen, engineers, serv- 
icc n, :u, buyers, for jobs paying lip to $7,:,00 a year. Radio 
Operator/4 on Ships enjoy life. see the world. with board and 
lodging free, and get g I pay besides. Dealers and jobbers 
employ service men, salesmen, buyers, managers, and pay 
$30 to $100 a wick. There are ninny oilier eppo rtumiti,s 
too. My book tells you about ther, 

Go many opportunities shiny N. R. I. men make 
$200 to $1,000 in spare time while learning 

1 d:ry , u r oll I scud ;coo 11141. vial %illII 1,11 .Iu Auld 

master quickly for doing 28 jobs, common in most every neighbor- 
hood, for spare time money. Throughout your ersurse I send you 
information on servicing popular makes of sets; I give you the 

plans and id,as that are making $2011 and $1,000 for N. R. I. stu. 
dents in their spare time while studying. lty cur., is famous as 
the co ai rse that pay for itself. 

Talking Movies, Television, Aircraft Radio 
included 

Special training in Ta 'king yl or lea. Television and home 
Television experiments, Itadbis use In Aviation. Servicing 
and Merchandising Sets, Broadcasting, l' Inertial and Ship 
Stations are included. I ant so sure that I can train you 
satisfactorily that I will agree in writing to refund cvcry 
penny of your tuition If you are not satisfied with my 
1.. -sco, anal lo.lrustion Si ,v ice ul1,m co /111111t 11g. 

64-page book of information FREE 
Get p"nr ',Ts I ,,,lay. II II. n I1,,, Ii.oh "'s 

good jabs are, What. they I . bell, you about my 
course, what others who Irby. oaken it an doing and 
making. Find out what Radio offers you without the 
slightest obligation. ACT NOW! 

J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2 HXX 

Washington, D. C. 
Our Own Rome 

Pioneer and W o r I d's 
Largest Home-Study Ra- 
din training organization 

Ai; ; § ft r i`,-- -ll, devoted entirely to train- 
,'._..._ __ ... ing men and young men 

for good jobs in the Radio 
i. ill industry. Our growth has 

paralleled Radio's growth. 
14e4í We occupy three hundred 

s 'I' times as much floor space 
now as we did when or- °^`..r, ganized in 1911. 

Special Free Offer 
A, 6c Manual 

in Radio 
on Trouble Shooting 
Sets Sent Free 

Art r w and receive In ad- 
Orion ray big free hook 
"Iticl1 Itvmanb, In Iloilo," 

js Sell ire vlantlal Im 
1411 d.l'., and Il:dtery 
(',rated .rt,. Only my 
- r adents could hale this 
Io.bk In the vast. Now 

odor: nf this magazine 
.,ho mall the r ulna rill 
o odd else it free. (bemoaning 
bola. noises of all kinds, 
t., ding .{Emig, broad tun- 

. huais an abri infi,, ni ,, 

tun- 
ing. d 

r distance reception, ills- 
t,.nol Or mutt 1 d signals, 
,l, r Audi,. and Radio Fre- 

onry 
.nlpliarat loll and 

ther vital service Inform:. 
t ion I, crmtatned in It. Get 
a free cops' bp tailing the 
coupon bylaw. :\l NOW. 

.. NEW Radio Equipment 
for Broad Practical Experience 
Given Without Extra Charge 

With the aid of this equipment lull ran soak out with 
)our rl n n on hands :any of the things yad In our text 
honk,. From it at,al get the valuable experience that tells 
an expert I a beginner. In a short time }nu have 
learned ,i hat It nook! take ,years to learn In the field. It's 
training like this that puts the extra dollars In your pay nrlope. lane of the many circuit, pm build and experl- en 

n you` perform a e: )Ìen,uring the merit of tube, 
ulldina: n elllmorter.r tube olt meter, and Geld dip meter 

for .n work. You actually noire experiments Illustrating 
the important principles In the 25 best known gets. 

I have doubled 
and tripled the 
salaries of many, 
Find out about 
this tested way 
to BIGGER AY 

L f e t ún e f m p l o y m e n t I e r u i c e t o a !! qra dya tes 

FILL OUT AND MAIL 
THIS COUPO 

.1. E. SMITH. President 
National Radio Instlt life, Dept. 211XX 
Washington, 14. C. 

Ucar Mr Smith 1 want to lake adl:mlage of your 
Sonia! Offer. Send b , s, oar two hook 'rmuble 
Shooting In Il.l'., . \.t' cc and Battery Sets" and "tllrh 
Ite,ards In Radio.- under,tand re,me -t don. 
as obligate me. 

1 aolr 

Arldress 

City fitnle 
agM» 
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96 PAGES 
OF NEW DATA HAVE 
BEEN ADDED TO THE 

OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION 
SERVICE MANUAL 

NOW 
OVER 1,200 DIAGRAMS 
450 Pages 
Flexible Looseleaf Binder 
Complete Service Data 

OFFICIAL 
REFRIGERATION 

SERVICE MANUAL 

To bring this useful service manual right up -to -date. Mr. L. K. Wright. the Editor of the 
OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL, has added a wealth of entirely 
new material on electric refrigerators. This new section. which totals 96 pages, has contained 
therein dozens of new models of recent manufacture which have been placed on the market 
during the past few months and in addition, information regarding improvements on older 
models. As usual every refrigerator has been accurately described from the viewpoint 
of servicing -diagrams to illustrate the essential parts. and simplified so that repairs can 
easily be made 

NO EXTRA COST FOR THIS MATERIAL 
The addition of these new pages will not increase the cost of the book to those who order 
their copy now. With the inclusion of more pages, the OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION 
SERVICE MANUAL will have over 1,200 diagrams and over 450 pages. Its flexible, loose - 
leaf binder accommodates the extra pages very easily. When the material has been placed in 
the manual. you will have a complete 1931 -1932 OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION 
SERVICE MANUAL. 

Radio Service Men -Turn Idle Summer Hours into Profit by 
Servicing Electric Refrigerators with the aid of this 

New and Complete Service Manual. 
THE idea of electricians, radio service men and other mechanically inclined men, servicing 
refrigeration units is self -evident and the thought has occurred to perhaps untold 

thousands ever since electric refrigeration started. Yet nothing was done, because the 
average man knows little or nothing about refrigeration. Compared with servicing a radio 
set or wiring a home for electricity, the servicing of a refrigerator is absurdly simple. 
once you get the hang of it. 

The OFFICIAI. REFRIGERATION SERVICE 
MANUAL has been edited by L. K. Wright, 
who is an expert and a leading refrigeration 
authority. He is a member of the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers, American 
Society of Refrigeration Engineers, The 
National Association of Practical Engineers, 
etc. 

In this Refrigeration Manual every page 
is profusely illustrated: every refrigerator 
part is carefully explained: diagrams are 
furnished of every known machine: special 
care is given to the servicing end. The tools 
needed are illustrated and explained: there 
are trouble shooting charts, and other ser- 
vice data. 

Remember there is big money in the re- 
frigeration servicing business. There are 
thousands of firms selling refrigerators 
every day and they need to he cared for 
often. Eventually there will be more re- 

THE FIRST COMPLETE 
REFRIGERATION SER- 

VICE MANUAL 
PUBLISHED. 

Clip and Mail Coupon 
TODAY! 

frigerators than radios. Why not increase 
your earnings with a full or spare time 
business by servicing refrigerators. 

Here are some of the important chapters: 
Introduction to the Refrigeration Servicing 

Business 
History of Refrigeration 
Fundamentals of Refrigeration 
Description of All Known Types of Refrigera- 

tion. 
Service Tools and Shop Equipment 
Motors 
Trouble Shooting 
Unit Parts, Valves and Automatic Equipment 
Makes and Specifications of Units 
:Manufacturers of Cabinets 
Refrigerants and Automatic Equipment 

and Many other Important Chapters. 
Several thousands of copies of the OFFICIAI. 

REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUA!. have been 
sold: and there still remains the greatest 
opportunity for thousands more to learn how 
to make more money in a short time through 
openings in this new field. 

r 
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc. AC -832 
96.98 Park Plane. New York. N. Y. 

1 min, he tritit in IO:um, for $5 on 
I. he. k. -temo. 

n 
\t.nry rnrdrr .epl.' II for 

xhl! -h to ud i -Ia¢e a; re .nhl. 
of 

011 ore 
I, 11EFlut:r:R.yrloN SKit. 

Vi 'K )IAN I'A I.. together with the extra 98 
Pages of new material at no .erra cost. 

Name 

\threes 

19íy State 
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RADIO 
Manufacturers, Distributors, 

Jobbers and Dealers 
If in need of Service Men wire or write us and we will send you the name and 
address of Service Men in your city or vicinity. 

THIS SERVICE IS FREE TO THE RADIO TRADE. 
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION, Inc. 

98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Radio Service Men Join the ORSMA 
EVER since the appearance of the com- 

mercial radio broadcast receiver as a 
household necessity, the Radio Service 

\1:tll has been an essential factor in the radio 
trade ; and, as the complexity of electrical 
and mechanical design in receivers increases, 
an ever -higher standard of qualifications in 
the Service Man becomes necessary. 

The necessity, also, of a strong association 
of the technically -qualified radio Service Men 
of the country is forcing itself upon all who 
are familiar with radio trade problems ; and 
their repeated urging that such an 
association must be formed has led 
us to undertake the work of its 
organization. 

This is the fundamental purpose 
of the OFFICIAL RADIO SER- 
VICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION, 
which is not a money -making in- 
stitution, or organized for private 
profit ; to unite. as a group with strong 
common interests, all well qualified Radio 
Service Men; to make it readily possible for 
them in keeping up with the demands of their 
profession; and, above all, to give them a 
recognized standing in that profession, and 
acknowledged as such by radin manufac- 
turers, distributors and dealers. 

To give Service Men such a standing, 
it is obviously necessary that they must 
prove themselves entitled to it; any Service 

Man who can pass the examination necessary 
to demonstrate his qualifications will be 
elected as a member and a card will he issued 
to him under the seal of this Association, 
which will attest his ability and prove his 
identity. 

The terms of the examination have been 
drawn up in co- operation with a group of 
the hest -known radio manufacturers, as well 
as the foremost radio educational institu- 
tions. 

We shall not attempt to grade the mem- 
bers into different classes. A 
candidate will he adjudged as 
either passing or not passing. If 
the school examining the papers 
passes the prospective member as 
satisfactcrv, we shall issue to him 
an identification card with his 
photograph. 

If the candidate does not pass 
this examination the first time, he may apply 
for another examination three or six months 
later. 

There is absolutely no cost attached to 
any service rendered by the Association to 
its members, no dues, no contributions. 

If you wish to become a member, just 
fill out the coupon below and mail it to us. 
We will send von all the papers necessary 
to become a member. 

RADIO-CRAFT for AUGUST, 1932 

The following firms have cooperated with 
us in formulating the examination papers. 
The Prosley Radio Corporation, ('hwinnet I, O. Mr. D. J. )totter, Service Mgr. 
Grigsby-Gnaws; Company I Maiest it 1, Chicago, III. Mr. L. (i. Wilkinson. Sertira Va, 
Stnmtberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester. N. Y. Mr. E. S. Browning, Service Mgr. 
Colin R. Kennedy. Corp., South (tend, Ind Mr. R. F. 

McNamee, )'rod. Mgr. 
1tC. \ -t9cbm Campant', Inc., Camden, N. J. Mr. H. C. Grubb. {'Ire- President. 
Stewart -warner Corporation, Chicago, Ill. Mr. T. N. 

Cotten, Service. Jlgr. 

The schools who have consented to act as 
an examination board are: 
International Cnm+pondenee Schools, Scranton. Penna. 

M r. 1). E. Carpenter, Dean. 
RCA log lone +. Inc., Nov York, N. Y. Mr. D. O. 

whelnn. )'resident. 
East Ray Radin Institute, Oakland. Calif. Mr. T. T. 

Tonneidlt, INmctor. 
man Training A ¡owl:tlan of America, Chicago, ID. 

\I r. .\. (i. Mohaupt, l 'rendent. 
School cf Engineering of Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wis. 

5h.. W. wenvath. President. 
Radio College of Canada. Toronto, Canada. Mr. J. C. 

Wilson, )'rendent. 
Radio !Melvin!). Coyne Eleetriral School. Chicago, III. 

Mr. II. C. Lewl.. l'rndent. 
MAIL COUPON TODAY! r -I 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S RC -8 
ASSOCIATION. Ina. 

98 Park Plane. New York. N. Y. 
I w141) to brvone a member of your A seoelatlon. 

I'Iea+e mull me e the esaminatim paner+ and appli - 
atbo blanks. 

Name 

Address 

Town State 
1 
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING IN RADIO 
IN THESE DAYS OF KEEN COMPETITION 
AND SCARCITY OF JOBS AND POSITIONS ? 

I T is always the well- trained man who wins out ON er the horde of thousands of superficially trained and incom- 
1 petent men. You are reading this magazine because you are interested in radio. Sooner or later, the time 
will come when you will wish to cash in on your knowledge. Your chance may come over night, and then the 
big and vital question will be, "How well equipped am 1 to fill the job ?" You are in radio because you like it. 
You also realize that, at the present time, there are many branches of the radio art which you do not know as 

thoroughly as you should. Knowledge, these days. can be gotten cheaper than ever before. It isn't necessary for 
you to go to college to become proficient in radio. Start today, to build a REAL radio library and become ac- 
quainted with all branches of this great and growing art. In this page are listed the world's best radio books. 
We have combed the market for the really important books in radio; so that, no matter what branch you are 
interested in, you can pick out the best books that are now printed. Start, today, to build a complete radio 
library. You do not have to get all the books at once. but make up your mind to get one hook a month; so 

that, when your chance comes, you will be fully equipped to win out over the others not so well equipped. 

IMPORTANT. -This 
THE RADIO HANDBOOK, by 
James A. Moyer and John F. Wo- 
circi. Flexible covers. size 5u vs ". 
886 pages, 650 Illustra- $5 .00 (inns. Price 
Comprehensive data on short -save 
apparatus. vacuum tubes. mmiern 
radio receivers and transmitters. 

motion 
cells, 

oth pictures tables, graphs, dla, n 
grams, etc. No radio man should 
miss it 
RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRI- 
CAL REQUIREMENTS. by Hugh 
A. Brown. Cloth covers, size 6x9 ". 
386 pages, 235 lllustra- A .00 
tions. Price ! 
One of the few great honks on this 
important subject. Everything from 
thermlonlc -tube coemcienta to piano- 
electric measurements. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, by E. 
T. tamer. Cloth covers, size 5 %x 
8% ", 223 pegn. 127 11- $3.75 
lustrations. Price 
This honk explains television in full, 
lueluding elementary principles, 
photo- eleetrie cells. and all import- 
ant types of television sets as well 
es bask' principles of optics. images. 
mirrors, lenses, etc. 

TELEVISION. Its Methods and 
Uses, by Edgar H, Felix. Cloth 
covers. size 5/.x7% ". 272 
nages. 73 illustrations. $2.50 
Price 
.A practical complete cross-seetion of 
television today. One of the very 
hest books on this important art ln 
print. 
MAGNETIC PHENOMENA. by 
Samuel Robinson Williams. Cloth 

size 6x9^, 230 pages, 150 
Illustrations. and numer- $3.00 
ous tables- Price........ J 
All electric motors. coupling cous, 
magnetic and dynamic loud- speak- 
ere, transformers. choke coils. etc.. 
are dependent on magnetic phenom- 
ena. This fine book Is complete on 
the subject, 

HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE 
SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS, by 
the Editors of SIIDRT WAVE 
CRAFT. Stiff Paper Soren, site 
7%x9%", 76 nages. 250 Illus 40c tracions. Price Drenald 
The greatest hook on building and 
operating short Nave sets and con- 
verters in print today. No better 
book printed. 

CINEMATOGRAPHY, by James R. 
Cameron. Stiff covers. size 7%x5 ", 
240 pages. 150 Illustra- 

s7 

$3.50 
Dons. Price 
Everything on the subject from "si- 
lent" and "talkie" 16 mm film to 
Its manufacture and to the final 
protection Is in this marvelous 
volume. 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS - 
Sound Motion Pictures. by .tames 
R. Cameron. Cloth covers. l.0 - 
x5". 250 pages. $3.50 
Price 
The most important book un the 
technical subject of "Talkies." 

AUDELS RADIOMAN'S GUIDE, be 
Frank D. Graham. Clint. coven 
hflexlhlel, size 5a6% ", 220 Pages, 
300 illustrations. $11 .00 Price 
A practical. conrlse book present- 
ing the thenretleal and practical in- 
formation for the proper operation. 
m intnenee and service as applied 
to modem radio practice. 

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HAND- 
BOOK. (New Revised Edition). be 
A. Frederick Collins. Cloth covers. 
adze 394 nagea. $2.00 
116 Illustrations. Price.. 
If yaw wish to become radio 
amateur (radin haml this book tells 
your how. Everything a receiving 
and transmitter sea and how to 
build them. 

list is changed every 
RADIO SET ANALYZERS AND 
HOW TO USE THEM, by L. Van der 
Fiat. Stiff Paper covers, size 6x9 ", 
6s pages. 15 illustrations. 40C Price prepaid 
The first book giving the fundamen- 
tals of radio sell-king desicu in a 

manner which is clear et-en to the 
tyro. No service man can be with- 
out it. 

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC DIC- 
TIONARY. by Harold P. Manley. 
Cloth rovers, size 6x9 ", 300 pages. 
550 illustrations. $2.50 
Price prepaid 
A fully - Indexed volume. which 
places at your finger -Ups definitions 
of 3.800 radio monk and phrases: 
of inestimable value. 

FOUNDATIONS OF RADIO. by 
Rudolph L Dungan. Cloth coven, 
size 55428 ". 246 pages, 145 Illustra- 
tions. Numerous tables. $2.50 
Price 
This textbook gives you the funda- 
mentals of electricity as applied to 
radio. It mono you for further 
study a the field of radio. 

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO ENGI- 
NEERING. by Juhn 11. Morecroft. 
('loth coven, size 6x9 ", 316 pages. 
250 illustrations. $3.50 Price 
A student's book: devoted to the 
principles of radio apparatus: in- 
tended to aMrompany a roune In 
electricity. The best of in kind. 

TALKING PICTURES, by Bernard 
Breen. Cloth covers, size 5 %x8% ". 
327 paces. 161 illustra- $3.00 
Hons. Price 
The non -technical man reading this 
balk feels that he has been trans- 
ported to wonderland; technicians 
refer to it time after time. 

RADIO THEORY AND OPERAT- 
ING, by M. T. i.oumis. 5(11 revised 
Edition. Cloth -bound; size 5% xs" 
iPS" thick: 1.000 pages; r 500 

llus.; 450 review ones- 
$4.50 tions and answers. Price 

Written In textbook style, a tre- 
mendous amount of useful informa- 
tion has been ermines! into this 
thin- paper, is-impact reference work. 
Radio transmission and reception 
have been covered. 'from semis to 
nuts." A truly great book. 

THE RADIO MANUAL, by George 
E. Sterling and Rohl hi. Kruse. 
E.E. 2nd enlarged edition. Flex- 
ible fabrikold rovers. Size 
805 lace,, 348 illustra- $6.00 
[tons, Price 
A complete Radio Conne for the 
operator. the technician. the anma- 
teur, the atildent and xperimener. 
Everything imaginable in the whole 
redo art t a ov 

r 
r d in this great 

hook -the "radio bible . of the ama- 
teur. DON'T MISS THIS. 

RADIO AND ITS FUTURE. by 
Martin Cadet. Cloth covers. size fix 

349 paces, 8 plates. $4.00 
Price 
Vivid chronielee of radio hrosdrast- 
1 c, communications, industry, 
uletlnns, etc. If you are in radio 
you k11-ST have this book. 

SHORT WAVES, by C. R. Lents 
and It. B. Gable. Stiff Coven. Sae 
6x9 ", 384 pages, 2581Rus. $3.00 
trations. Price. prepaid.. 
The biggest and most complete book 

ion short waves. Coven every imag- 
nable phase, including R.W. Soper 

heterodynes The authors are fam- 
ous R.W authorities. 

month to include the latest books. 
RADIO FREQUENCY MEASURE- 
MENTS, by N. It. Nloullin. Cloth 
craves, size 6x9 ", -187 pases. 2s0 il- 
lustrations. 

Prim prepaid $12.50 
This large volume answers all gues- 
tions which arise in the design and 
construction of R.F. circuits of ever' 
mpossible type. The greatest and 

ost authoritative tsook of Its kind 
In print for radio students and en- 
gineers. 

RADIO MOVIES AND TELE- 
VISION. by t'. Francis Jenkins. 
Cloth corers, size 95x6 ". 144 pages. 
profusely illustrated. $11 .00 
Price 
A complete volume by the master 
of television- giving everything In 

television, including constructional 
details for building your own tele- 
vision sets. 

RADIO VISION, by C. Fvanrb 
Jenkins Cloth covers. adze 944x8 ". 
144 paces, profusely illustra- 90r Dated. Price prepaid 7 
An excellent book. The Jenkins tele- 
vision system. as well as many 
other modern television systems fully 
described. 

A POPULAR GUIDE TO RADIO. 
by B. Francis Dashtell. CIothcov- 

s, size 5%x855 ". 288 pages, pro- 
fusely ilhnlnled. $3.50 Price prepaid 
The fundamental principles of m- 
illet. F mn rrvstal renifiers to the 
latest electron tube amplification, 
etc. 

How to order 
We cannot ship C.O.D. Our 
prices are net as shown. 
Some of the beaks include 

will be shipped 
that 

by express 
collect if sufficient postage is 
not Included by you. 

RIDING THE AIR WAVES, by 
Eric Palmer, Jr. Cloth coven, sise 
7%x5;4 ", 325 pages. $2.00 
Price 
No radio amateur or "ham" can 
afford to he without this bark, 
written by the author of "Around 
the World with 5 Watts." 

SOUND P I C T U R E S AND 
TROUBLE SHOOTERS MANUAL. 
by Cameron and Rider. ('loth corer. 
size 8x514 ", 11220 pages, $7 .50 profusely illustrated. Price 
The standby of every operator. It Is 

the most thorough book net the sub- 
ject 

TELEVISION TODAY AND TO- 
MORROW, by S. A. Moseley and 
11. J. I, Chapple. Cloth enVera. size 
8x55 ", 130 pages. profuse -$9 50 ly illustrated. Price prepaid 
A most up -to -date work tehals- 
Inn deeeribine in detail the apnar- 
atus used by Baird, 

S. GERNSBACK'S RADIO ENCY- 
CLOPEDIA (Second F.litionl. Red 
Morocco Flexible Binder, 352 pages. 
2201 radin definitions, 1253 illus 
tracions. 34 ables. $3.25 Price 
The most romprehensive enncinledia 
of its kind in print. Remarkably un- 
to -date in every way, with marvel- 
ous illustrations. 

ORDER DIRECT 
FROM 

THIS PAGE 

Note 
DRAKE'S CYCLOPEDIA OF 
RADIO AND ELECTRONICS, by 
II. P. Manly. Cloth covers, size 
axe ", 1050 paces, 1080 illustrations. 
New 1932 Edition. $6.00 Price 
The lamest work of its kind ever 
put between two coven. New and 
up -to -date; a standby for every 
radio man. 

RADIO TROUBLE SHOOTING, by 
Ennor R, Haan, E.E. Flexible e-st - 

ers, size 6x9", 323 pages. $3.00 
257 illustrations. Price... 
An Intensely prartleal handbook for 
all radio service men and operators. 
Up-to-date in every respect. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO. by 
R. H. Ramsey. Professor of Physics. 
Indiana University. Cloth covers, 
size 955x6 ", 372 pages. II- $3.50 
lustrated. Price, prepaid. 
The backbone of the radio art. This 
book cives you the foundation on 
radio from A to Z. 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MAN- 
UAL. Volume I. by lluto 0ems- 
back and Clyde Fitch. Flexible 
loose -leaf hinder- stye 9x12 ". over 
2.000 Illustrations. 650 paces. 
COMPLETE WITH SIX SUPPLE 
MENTS. 
Price prepaid $4.50 
The Service Man's Bible. Greatest 
balk ever published on the subjert. 
Contains all old circuits of every 
imaginable commercial radio set up 
to 1931. 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MAN- 
UAL Volume IL by Hugo Gems - 
back, C. E. Denton and C. IL W. 
Naeon, rents 1932 Free Supplements, 
loon pages, 2000 dial rations. 
Flexible Loose -leaf Bad- $4.00 
er.slze 9:12 ". Price,prepaid 
The tank of the radle Indestn'. 
This marvelous volume contains 
everything In rsdio, circuits, and 
radin develnnments, fer 1932. Not 
a line of duplication between 1931 
and 1932 volumes. (Vol. 1 and Vol. 2.1 

ELEMENTS OF RADIO COMMUN- 
ICATION. by Professor John II. 
klnrerroft . Cloth ven, s ze lw c". 
270 pages, 170 illustra- $3.00 
lions. Price 
An authoritative volume embracing 
every Imaginable phase in radio 
communication. 

RADIO SERVICE MAN'S HANDY - 
BOOK WITH ADDENDA DATA 
SHEETS. Flexible size 9v 
I2' , 200 pages. 400 111 t 

1 .49 tntlons. Price prepaid.. 
The Service Man's standby- Con- 
tains the latest practical informa- 
tion on radio servicing. 

RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND 
TELEPHONY. by R. L Duncan 
and C. E. Drew. (New Edition. h 

Cloth coven. size 9 %x6 ". 950 
pages. 468 illustratlone. J $7.50 
Price 
Everything from Ohms Law to tee - 
mm tuba anti deterton. to uwrll- 

Mersn)s and radin compasses thor- 
oughly treated in this great book. 

PRACTICAL RADIO CONSTRUC- 
TION AND REPAIRING. by J. A. 
Moyer, S.D., A.M. and J. F. We 
Merl. Cloth cover, size 825 ", :154 
Paces, 183 Illustrations. $2.50 
Price 
:t handbook that every radio cet 
tester and general student muet 
ham. The diagrams alone are worth 
the price of the hook. 

WE herewith present the most 
complete collection of recent 

important radio books. Wo have, 
after an exhaustive study. selected 
these volumes because they repre- 
sent the foremost radio books of 
their kind in print belay. There 
is 311,11 a great variety that we 
aro sure it will satisfy ant taste 
as well as any requirement that 
the student of radio might haro. 

We publish no catalogue and 
ask you to be kind enough to nr 
der direct from this page. Prompt 
shipments will be made to rat 
direct from the publishers. We 
merely act as a clearing house for 
a number of radio publishers and 
OCR PRICES ARE AS LAW OR 
LOWER TIIAN WILL It F: FOUND 
ANYWHERE. Remit by money 
order or certified check. If YOU 

send cash. be sure to register it. 

also new low prices. 
PRACTICAL RADIO- INCLUDING 
THE TESTING OF RADIO RE- 
CEIVING SETS, by James A. 
Moyer. S.D., A.M. and John F. 
Wastrel. Cloth covers, size 8x5". 
378 pages, 223 iltustra- 50 $2. thins. Price L. .7V 
The title gives the story. Every- 
thing from crystal seta to the latest 
multi -tube receiver, and bow they 
work. 

RADIO RECEIVING TUBES. by 
Mayer and 4Voetrel. coin., 
size 71/2x514". 29N pages. $2.50 
181 Illustrations. Price... L J 
One of the finest books on vacuum 
tubes. Everything worthwhile on the 
s u b j e c t treated in a masterful 
manner. 

HOW TO PASS U. S. GOVERN- 
MENT RADIO LICENSE EXAM- 
INATIONS. by R. L. Duncan and 
C. F:. Drew. Flexible emery. size 
9%x7 ", 170 pages. 92 

Price. 
rum -$2.00 

tntlons, appendix. . 

The most Important book on the 
subject ever published. rhea 

. 
very 

conceivahle angle which will help 
you to pass a radio license exam- 
ination successfully. 

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO. by Keith 
Heaney, M.A. Cloth covert. ales 

Cri 5x554 ". 478 pages, 306 $3.50 
illustrations. Price ... 

A marvelously written textbook with 
the latest radio principles, 'wiled- 
Inc err e en grid and pentode, am- 
plifiers. , etc. 

PHOTOELECTRIC PHENOMENA. 
by Arthur Llewelyn end 
Lee Alvin Dubrhlge. Cloth rovers. 
size 6"x95¢^, 531 Pages. $5.00 
202 illua Price 
A mitten' surrey of the whole field 
of photoelectric phenomena. Intended 
st e nferen,e hook for research 
.wkrrs, students and teaches. The 

most complete work In print. 

RADIO TRAFFIC MANUAL AND 
OPERATING REGULATIONS. by 
R. L. Duncan and C. F,. Drew. 
Flexible rovers. size Ox $2.00 
6 ̂ , 186 pages. Price 
A live wire honk for all radin ama- 
teurs, tttrllsling how to learn loir 
abbreviations. International Redio- 
ranh Convention, Radio Art of 

1927, etc. 

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COM- 
MUNICATION. by J. H. kloree oft, 
Prof. of Electrical Engineering. Co- 
lumbia I'nirersity. Cloth cover, 
she 9'5x6 ̂ 958 pages,pra- $7 .50 finely illustrated. Price.. 

THE radio classic, by the dean of 
radio. Coven entire radio art as 
does no other book. 

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO. by R. 
It. Ramsey, Prot of Physics. Indi- 
ana l'niversity, Cloth rimers. 
7 t5 :5 % ". 256 pages. 1 ax 2.7 5 Illustrations. Price. postpaid rP 

A marvelous hook for the experi- 
menter. Experiments galore in easy 
comprehensible language. 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF 
RADIO. by Louis Mart in. D.S. Stiff 
Papi roars. size 6x9 ", 68 pales, 
85 illustrations. Price. 40c prepaid 
Just what the title says, but it 
gives you the ItOtt' and WHY of 
radin in plain English. THE book 
for beginners. 

MODERN VACUUM TUBES end 
Hew They Work. by "Bob" Hertz- 
berg. Stiff Paper covers. size it pages, 150 illustrations. 40C Price, prepaid 
Just published, this Important book 

en the art as don no other hook. 
Describes all the latest tubes, in- 
cluding the "Triple Twin". 
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A NEW FREE SERVICE 
Booklets that will be mailed to you free if you send in coupon below 

55. PHILCO PARTS CATALOG 
The manufacturers of the nationally - 

known line of Philco radio receivers have 
recently taken one of the most progres- 
sive steps in the tangled history of radio 
servicing, and in the interests of all Serv- 
ice Men we wish to give the matter prom- 
inent attention in this department. We 
quote directly from a letter written to 
RADIO- CIIArr by Robert F. Herr, service 
engineer for the Philco Radio & Tele- 
vision Corporation: 

"Attached to this letter you will find 
a copy of the new Philco Parts Replace- 
ment Catalog. 

"During the past few years more and 
more of the radio service work has been 
passing from the radio dealers to indi- 
vidual radio Service Men and radio serv- 
ice companies employing a number of 
men. We also realize that most of the 
radio set manufacturers have limited the 
sale of their parts to their authorized 
dealers and also most of the radio manu- 
facturers have priced all their parts en- 
tirely too high. Philco is starting an 
aggressive sales campaign on replacement 
parts for Philco radios and also on the 
sale of those parts which can be used for 
other radio work. This Parts Catalog 
supplies the necessary information on 
part numbers and dealer net prices. All 
of the prices in this catalog have been 
greatly reduced so that today a genuine 
Philco replacement part costs less in most 
cases than a substitute part. 

"This parts catalog is being distributed 
to radio Service Men in every country of 
the world. The sale of these parts is not 
limited to authorized Philco dealers; any 
Service Man capable of repairing a radio 
can secure a copy of this catalog. We be- 
lieve that this catalog will be of great 
help to radio Service Men because it con- 
tains the only official, complete list of the 
more common replacement parts in every 
Philco radio from the very beginning up 
to and including the models shown at the 
R.M.A. show in Chicago in June." 

Considering the large number of Philco 
receivers that have been sold during the 
past several years, this liberal attitude is 
sure to have beneficial results for every- 
one concerned. We congratulate the 
Philco company on its wisdom and hold 
it up as an example to certain other radio 
receiver manufacturers who keep the 
values of resistors and condensers a deep, 
dark secret -and wonder why they are 
so unpopular among people in the trade. 

Readers of RADIO -CRAFT may secure 
copies of the Philco Parts Catalog by 
using the usual Readers' Bureau coupon 
on this page. 

gOofaft 
READERS' 
BUREAU 
On this page are listed booklets, 

catalogs, pamphlets, etc., of Manu- 
facturers, Schools, Institutions, and 
other organizations, which may be 

of interest to readers of "Radio- 
Craft." The list is revised each 
month, and it will be kept as up -to- 
date and accurate as possible. In 
all cases the literature has been 
selected because of the valuable in- 
formation which the books contain. 

This Service is absolutely free to 
all Readers of "Radio-Craft." 

Fill in and mail the coupon be- 
low; make sure that your name and 
address are included and are plain- 
ly written. Order by number only. 

56. THE GENERAL RADIO 
EXPERIMENTER 

"The General Radio Experimenter" is 
a monthly house organ of the General 
Radio Company. It is devoted to elec- 
trical communications technique and its 
applications in allied fields, and contains 
a great deal of accurate, well -written, 
technical information. The May issue, of 
sixteen pages, has articles on a vacuum - 
tube bridge, an output -power meter; a 
beat -frequency oscillator, a standard sig- 
nal generator, and a sweep circuit for 
the cathode -ray oscillograph. The last - 
named article is particularly good, and 
explains the need for and operation of 
"saw tooth" oscillators, which are re- 

r -. 
RADIO -CRAFT .,. ..i 
Readers Bureau 
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Please send me free of charge the fol- 
lowing booklets indicated by numbers in 
the published list above: 

No. 

Name 

Address 

City State I 

garded as complicated and mysterious by 
many radio men. The "Experimenter" 
is mailed free of charge to interested 
persons. General Radio Company. 

57. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE 
PHOTRONIC RELAY 

The experimenter lto has gotten the 
idea that photoelectric cells require a 
lot of amplifiers and associated apparatus 
for successful operation will be surprised 
at the number and variety of practical 
stunts that can be performed with the 
Photronic cell without amplifiers of any 
kind. This cell has sufficient output to 
actuate a small relay directly, this relay 
in turn operating a slightly heavier one 
for control purposes. The following in- 
teresting devices are described in the 
booklet of the above name: a sunrise 
alarm to waken a sleeper; a sunset switch 
to turn on light; a light -beam burglar 
alarm; a smoke detector; an automatic 
alarm to announce visitors; and an auto- 
matic parking light. The ingenious con- 
structor can readily think up numerous 
other applications for this versatile de- 
vice. Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. 

58. CONCOURSE ELECTROLYTIC 
CONDENSERS 

This new catalog of electrolytic con- 
densers will be of interest to all users of 
condensers, and particularly to Service 
Men because it describes a number of 
very convenient replacement units that 
will solve difficult service problems in 
some types of sets. The mounting of 
the replacement blocks has been simpli- 
fied considerably by the adoption of a 
single -hole, metal strap bracket, . which 
eliminates the large holes formerly re- 
quired for many condensers of the in- 
verted type. Concourse Electric Company. 

59. PRACTICAL RADIO 
ENGINEERING 

This handsomely prepared 24 -page bro- 
chure describes in great detail the home - 
study courses in radio engineering offered 
by the school mentioned below. These 
are intended for the more advanced type 
of student who is interested in actual 
radio engineering, as they include mathe- 
matics running up to vector analysis, use 
of the slide rule, and even the operation 
of 50- kilowatt broadcasting stations. The 
instruction is intended to bridge the gap 
between college study which emphasizes 
the theoretical side and the "practical" 
courses which end with service work. The 
serious radio man who is looking ahead 
will find this booklet worth reading. 
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute. 
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SEND NO 
MONEY-. 
Clip and mail to us the coupon below. We will send you 
either one or both books through the Express Company 
for your inspection. You have the privilege of keeping 

or returning them. 

If you want to have a complete set of all Radio 
Diagrams, both manuals should be in your file. 

Official 
Radio Service 

Manual 

are`ary 

. 

Cotuoei l 

Volume I, 1911 Edition 

Volume II, 1932 Edit:. in 

Both volumes of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL will give you 
the most complete set of circuit diagrams ever published for the Radio In- 
dustry. Every Radio Service Man and Dealer should have them available 
for immediate use in his business. Professional set -builders and amateurs will 

find them instructive and helpful. 

Briefly outlined below are the "high spots" 
that are to be found in the 1931 Manual - 
the first complete radio service manual 
ever to be published. Over twenty -seven 
thousand copies of this edition were sold 
to members of the radio industry. This 
assures you of its importance to those en- 
gaged in radio and how valuable it is to 
them. 

Partial Contents 
Wiring diagrams of radio sets manufac- 
tured since 1927, and many earlier ones of 
which there is any record elsewhere. 
650 pages of radio -servicing material. 
Complete course of instruction for Radio 
Service Men, dealers, manufacturers, job- 
bers, set builders and amateurs. 
(Here are but a few of the subjects covered 
in the special course of instruction). 
Amplifiers 
Antennae 
Automotive 
Condensers 
I )otectors 
Eliminators 
Meters 

Power -Supply Systems 
Radio Phonograph 

Radio Equipment 
Resistors 
Short -Wave Sets 
Speakers 
Tubes 

$4.50 Complete with Supplements 

650 PAGES 
(Complete with Supplements) 

Over 1,500 Diagrams, Charts 
and Illustrations 

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY! 

GEBNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc. 11C -8 
96 -98 Park Place. New York. N. Y. 

lieuse send for FREE n.rllun books ha rite, 
helm. I understand 1 

) 
I examine them carefully, unit should 1 

deride to keep then. r will pay the hilt cost. plus the few cents for 
earning charges. This offer Is good only in the l'. S. A. 

[ I Volume 1, 1931 Manual. with Supplement. 91.50. 

l 1 Volume 11. 1932 Mnnu:d, with Supplements to be malted Free 
even' Eli days. $5.011 

( I BOTH BOOKS FOB 99.00. 

Nance 

Address 

City Slate 

72 

Flexible, 
Looseleaf 

Binder, 
9 x 12 inches. 

Get Supplements FREE with. the 
NEW 1932 MANUAL 

There is so much new material in this Manual, that 
a Service Man or dealer would be lost without it when 
called to service a set. Information about new models 
which have been ml the market only a few weeks are 
contained in this hook. The 1932 Manual makes the 
service kit complete. 
The 1932 Manual contains a Full Radio Service Cuide 
and a Complete I)irectory of all 1931 -1932 Rath, 
Diagrams. also models of older design. Everyone in 
the Radio business should have a copy. Send for yours 
today! 

Partial Contents of Volume II 
A step -by -step analysis in servicing a receiver which 
embodies in its design every possible combination of 
modern radio practice; it is fully illustrated and thor- 
uughly explained. It is the greatest contribution to 
the radio service field. 
Chart showing the operation of all types of vacuum 
tubes. whether new, old or obsolete. An exclusive rtounw 
of the uses of the Pentode and Variable -Mu Tubes 
and their characteristics. 
Complete discussion of the superheterodyne and its 
inherent peculiarities. also a special chapter on tools 
used on superheterodyne circuits. Schematic diagrams 
and circuits complete with color cuttings. 
Important chapters on commercial aircraft radio equip- 
ment; new data on commercial short -wave receivers 
unit converters. 
Servicing and installation of public address systems 
and talking machine equipment. 
SCUtdaniized color- cetlings for resistors. 
t )perat of old and new testing equipment; tube 
voltmeters, output meters. oscillators and aligning 
tools. 
.\ full section on Midget radios -their design, circuits, 
and types. !low to service them most economically. 
Ilundreds of schematic diagrams of older radio receiv- 
ers which have never been published. 
Ill:ulk pages for recording notes, diagrams and sketches; 
these pages are transferable to any dart of the book. 
Coupon page for free questions and answers. 

$5.00 Complete with Supplements 
OVER 1,000 PAGES 
(Inoluding Supplements) 

Over 2,000 Diagrams, Charts 
and Illustrations 

Flexible, Looseleaf Binder, 
9 x 12 inches. 

NOT ONE OF THE DIAGRAMS PUBLISHED IN VOLUME 
NUMBER I OF THE OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL 

IS REPEATED IN VOLUME NUMBER II. 
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"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio" 

Editorial Offices: 96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor Vol. IV, No. 2, August, 1932 

"TRICK" AMPLIFIER APPLICATIONS 
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK 

LAST year, in one of my editorials, I suggested that 
Service Men and others connected with the radio 
industry can not only earn money but even a. good 
living by installing A.F. amplifiers. I suggested that 

there is a great and ever increasing demand for this type 
of radio installation at the present time. 

Besides public address and similar amplifying systems, 
there are many uses for amplifiers that have hardly been 
considered. Every day we receive letters suggesting new 
and useful purposes where amplifiers may be employed; 
and, strangely enough, we hear from laymen who have 
found uses for amplifiers that the radio man himself has 
overlooked. This clearly demonstrates that radio Service 
Men and others in the industry are not alive to the money- 
making opportunities that are now knocking at their 
doors. 

A case in point: The recent deplorable Lindbergh case 
brought the fact home to many parents that additional 
safeguards are required for their children. Mrs. Godfrey 
Ludlow, wife of the well -known violinist, became so en- 
grossed in thought on this subject that she turned inventor 
herself. She bought a microphone and placed it in the 
corner of the baby's crib and attached it to a commercial 
audio amplifier. This amplifier was then connected to a 
loudspeaker placed in her own bedroom which was some 
distance from the children's bedroom. This simple device 
worked so well that the child's breathing could be heard 
loud and clear through the loudspeaker in the parent's 
room, and the slightest noise in the children's room, such 
as footsteps, the opening of a window or creaking shoes 
would create a sufficient commotion in the loudspeaker to 
bring the parents instantly into the nursery. 

Here, then, is a ridiculously simple device that could be 
sold to many families with young children. The cost is 
low, and the amount of current used is negligible. Why 
cannot Service Men and other radio people sell such a 
simple device at a good profit? 

There are, of course, many other trick amplifier applica- 
tions, and thousands of new and hitherto unthought of 
uses will be commonplace in a few years. Of the long list, 
I will only mention a few: 

Every large organization, whether factory or office, has 
uses for amplifiers. The busy executive and general man- 
ager cannot be everywhere. He can, however, have micro- 
phones scattered all over the plant, and by pressing a 
button, get in touch with any part of the plant through 
the medium of his loudspeaker, and he will be enabled 
to listen -in to the various activities of his employees. The 
mere fact that the employees would know that their ac- 
tivities may be noted would often have a salutary effect, and 
would certainly help to raise the efficiency of the plant. It 
would do away with much useless talking and time wasting 
by employees, which in these days of efficiency is not 
tolerated by real executives. 

Motion picture houses can bid for the patronage of the 
near -deaf or hard of hearing by installing a very simple 
device which, in some cases, does not even require a 
separate amplifier. If one or two rows in the auditorium 
are wired, and pin jacks are attached to the back of the 
chairs, it would be possible to plug in a pair of headphones 

which can be given, or loaned for a deposit to the hard 
of hearing; the other end of the connection going to the 
amplifier. Thus, the hard of hearing who never get much 
satisfaction from the talkies would be able, by means of 
headphones, to enjoy the programs as well as their more 
fortunate brethren. 

In most dining rooms of the better apartments and 
private houses, there is usually a foot push -botton used 
to summon the maid or cook, whichever the case may be. 
Very often an order is to be given, and this results in much 
useless running about and delay. A microphone can be 
effectively concealed in the chandelier in such a way as 
to enhance the decorative effect. An artistic cord is sus- 
pended from the microphone; by pulling the cord, the 
microphone is put in the circuit. You talk in your natural 
voice, giving your order to the kitchen, where an amplifier 
and loudspeaker are installed. Instead of ringing a bell, 
therefore, the order is given orally, directly to the kitchen. 
This is a little innovation that will appeal particularly to 
many householders. 

In the nursery, it is often necessary to admonish the 
children and keep them from talking when they do not 
wish to go to sleep, or to give other orders to them. At the 
present time, it means that the father, mother or nurse 
must go to the nursery in person, and close the door, etc.; 
thus creating further disturbance which is not always 
wanted. A microphone amplifier and loudspeaker is a 
simple solution of the problem and the scheme has actually 
been found to work exceedingly well in practice, because 
if the children hear their parent's voice, they pay attention, 
and the mystery of the unseen voice generally has an 
arresting effect upon most children. 

In most apartment and private houses. there is a push- 
button in the master's bedroom to the servant's room or 
quarters. It is usually used to summon the maid or other 
servant. A microphone at the head of the bed. with a pull 
cord to make contact and a loudspeaker in the servant's 
quarters is a much better idea, and saves useless running 
around. The order can thus be given directly to the 
servant's room or servant's quarters. Of course, the micro- 
phone is only placed in use when the cord is pulled, making 
contact. 

In busy restaurants, waiters and waitresses, nowadays, 
are apt to shout their orders to the kitchen if it is not 
too far away; and where the kitchen is downstairs, there 
is usually a good deal of useless running about. A micro- 
phone at a strategical position solves this problem to a 
nicety. The waiter or waitress approaches the microphone 
and by means of his or her foot closes a circuit, and the 
order is received instantly on the loudspeaker in the 
kitchen. much louder and clearer than it could be heard 
through intervening doors or other obstructions. 

These are only a few of the more obvious applications of 
audio amplifiers. It should be a relatively simple matter 
for a Service Man or a radiotrician to make up a portable 
amplifier and give a spot demonstration. Talking about it, 
as a rule, means little to the prospect, but if the device 
can be demonstrated to him and the advantages shown, a 
sale can be made in most instances, and usually at a 
good profit. 
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Fig. A 

AN A.C. -D.C. 
PORTABLE 
RECEIVER 

Construction details of a port- 
able receiver using the latest 
tubes and operating from either 
110 or 220 -volts A.C. or D.C. 

without any circuit changes. 

By J. BURGESS DAVIS 

THE portable receiver illustrated in 
Figs. A, B and C will be a boon to 
many radio enthusiasts who have 
felt the need of a compact, light- 

weight receiver, capable of operating 
from A.C. or D.C. service, with dynamic 
speaker quality. A ten -foot antenna pro- 
vides ample pickup for good speaker vol- 
ume on locals, and many distant stations 
have been logged with an antenna of this 
rength. No exterior ground connection is 
required, as the receiver circuit is di- 
rectly coupled with the lighting circuit, 
which in most cases is grounded at the 
meter and /or the pole transformer. The 
sensitivity of the receiver is largely due 
to the use of two pentodes in the R.F. 
amplifier. A screen -grid power detector, 
feeding into two A.F. pentodes with grids 
and plates connected in parallel, provides 
the audio amplification. The remaining 
two of the seven tubes employed are so 
connected as to constitute a half -wave rec- 

tifier. The tubes are all of the six -volt 
heater, automobile -type. Because of their 
rugged construction and the fact that the 
heaters are not critical to voltage varia- 
tions over a comparatively wide range, 
these tubes are admirably suited for use 
in a receiver of this type. 

The Circuit 
The circuit, like most good things when 

properly developed, is extremely simple, 
as reference to the schematic drawing of 
Fig. 1 will prove. Due to the universal 
feature, the circuit is treated as though 
the receiver were to be operated from di- 
rect current only and the line polarity 
indicated accordingly. When the receiver 
is operated from an A.C. line, the indi- 
cated polarity holds true, since only that 
half of the wave which corresponds in 
direction to the polarity indications is 
used. All the heaters as well as the 
flashlight lamp (which is used as a pilot 

light) and the filament resistor R9, are 
connected in series across the 110 -volt 
line. Resistor R8 is shunted across the 
pilot lamp to protect it from overload 
but is not of sufficient current rating to 
make it safe to operate the receiver with- 
out the pilot lamp. 

In order to reduce the number of con- 
trols and to economize in space, the line - 
switch and volume- control are mounted 
on the same shaft. The side of the line 
connecting with the heater of the first 
R.F. tube is grounded to the chassis. 
This is effective in maintaining the same 
relative potential difference between cath- 
ode and heater at all times, as well as 
keeping this potential difference lowest 
at the input of the amplifier so that the 
possibility of amplifying hum is lessened. 

The primary of the antenna -coil LI, is 
grounded through condenser C8 in order 
to prevent burning out the coil should 
the antenna accidently become grounded. 
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Fig. 1 
Schematic circuit of the receiver designed by Mr. Davis. Note that the line plug may be inserted into either A.C. or D.C. 
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All grid biases are obtained in the usual 
manner through resistors R2, R3, and 
R7. Volume is controlled by means of 
a 10,000 -ohm variable resistor Rl in series 
with the biasing resistor R2. The latter 
provides a minimum required bias of 
three volts on the grids of the R.F. tubes. 
By increasing the value of resistance in 
this circuit we increase the voltage drop 
across it and consequently the bias on 
the grids with a resultant decrease in 
volume. 

Bypass condensers C10, C12 and C4 are 
of the .1 -mf. tubular type, while C14 is 
a 10-mf. dry electrolytic, low voltage 
condenser. 

Due to the universal feature of this re- 
ceiver it is impossible to use an electro- 
dynamic speaker without adding to the 
cost, weight and bulk of a separate rec- 
tifying unit. If the plate- current drain 
were sufficient to excite the field, the 
speaker field coil could be used to replace 
the filter choke but since this is not the 
case a permanent magnet type was 
chosen. The center tap of the primary of 
the output transformer is taped up and 
only the two outside leads used. In or- 
der to provide sufficient power to operate 
the speaker, two of the '38 -type pentodes 
were connected with their grids and 
plates in parallel. 

Condenser C7 is used as a permanent 
tone adjustment. By the use of other 
values of capacity, any tone adjustment 
may be obtained. Increasing the capacity 
of C7 will reduce the high- frequency 
range and give the receiver a lower tone, 
and vice versa. 

The Filter System 

We now come to the rectifying and fil- 
tering system. This system has been 
made practicable by the advent of the 
six -volt, heater -type tube. A '37 -type 
tube, when used as a rectifier, is capable 
of delivering about 14 -ma. of rectified cur- 
rent. Two of these tubes with their ele- 
ments connected in parallel constitute a 
rectifier of sufficient capacity to operate 
the receiver. The plate element is con- 
nected to the most positive point in the 
circuit (which is the side of the line op- 
posite that grounded to the chassis). The 
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Fig. 2. above 
Complete details of the panel. If the appa- 
ratus specified by the author are used, no trouble 
should be experienced in laying out the panel. 

Fig. 3, right 
The mechanical layout of the chassis is shown 

here. 

cathode element is connected to the point 
of lowest potential or ground through 
the amplifier and detector tubes, and the 
current flowing through the circuit thus 
formed, produces the voltage drop across 
it. 

The potential difference between any 
two points is proportional to the resist- 
ance of that portion of the circuit. By 
multiplying the total plate current by the 
resistance of the five amplifier and de- 
tector tubes in parallel we can arrive at 
the difference in potential between the 
cathode and plates according to Ohm's 
Law. 

The choke in the rectifier circuit helps 
to smooth out the A.C. ripple while the 
two filter condensers also add their bit 
to this operation and aid in maintaining 
a higher plate voltage. Owing to the 
small amount of current flowing through 
the filter, the secondary of an audio trans- 
former having a D.C. resistance of not 
more than 1,200 ohms can be used as a 
filter choke. The primary leads should 
be cut off or taped up. Condenser C15 
is an 8-mf. electrolytic, and C16 is a 50- 
mf. dry -type electrolytic, rated to oper- 
ate at a maximum of 100 -volts D.C. and 
serves to reduce A.C. hum to a minimum. 

Constructing the Receiver 

The cabinet is constructed of one- 
quarter inch. three -ply veneer, nailed and 
glued at the joints and reinforced with 
hardwood corner blocks which also serve 
as mounting brackets for the panel, An 
1/sin. groove on either side of the cabi- 
net, near the bottom, serves as a track 
for the chassis. The outside of the cabi- 
net should be sandpapered smooth and 
the corners slightly rounded. It can then 
be finished with Duco or covered with 
imitation leather. Four rubber feet 
should be located on the bottom near the 
corners, and a suitable carrying handle 
bolted on the top. The handle should be 
located in the center of the top with the 
cover in place; that is, the handle should 
be mounted in the center of the cabinet 
and cover assembly. The inside of the 

Fiq. B 

Rear view of the receiver. 

Fig. C 

Under -chassis view showing the location of 
the parts. 

cover may be lined with colored paper 
or cloth glued in place. 

Hinges that can be separated at the 
joint should be used for mounting the 
cover and so mounted that the cover 
hangs on the cabinet, otherwise the cover 
will drop off the hinges when it is un- 
locked. A small spring lock mounted at 
the end, opposite that on which the hinges 
are mounted, completes the cabinet equip- 
ment. 

The panel illustrated in Fig. 2 is cut 
from quarter inch three -ply stock. After 
cutting and drilling, it should be sand- 
papered smooth, and given a coat of wal- 
nut oil stain. The surplus stain should 
be wiped off with a dry cloth and the 

(Continued on page 108) 
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THE LATEST 
RADIO EQUIPMENT 

NEW TELEVISION RECEIVER 

The Western Television Receiver. 

THE Western Television Corp. presents 

a new television receiver, incorporating 
two sets -one for the reception of pic- 
tures and the other for the accompany- 
ing sound transmitted in the broadcast 
band. A modernistic cabinet, shown 
above, together with a neat ground -glass 
screen are attractive features. 

A SIX PRONG SOCKET 
THE advent of the new tubes, such as 

the 46, 57 and 58 demands new six - 
prong sockets in order to properly house 
them. To effect this, the H. H. Eby Manu- 
facturing Co. announces the new socket 
illustrated above. The socket holes are 
arranged in a circle, the heater prongs 
being of slightly greater diameter than 
the remainder so that the tube may be 
placed in the socket in only one way. 

ANOTHER SOCKET 

The six -prong socket by Cinch 

ABOVE is illustrated another six -prong 
socket designed to accommodate the 

new tubes. As may be seen, it is of the 
wafer type, suitable for chassis mounting. 
The top of the socket is marked accord- 
ing to the type of tube. It is a product 
of the Cinch Mfg. Co. 

NEW REPLACEMENT UNITS 

Dubilier Condensers for replacement. 

REPLACEMENT condensers suitable for 
nearly all types of radio replacement 

work have been announced by the Dubilier 
Condenser Corp., manufacturers of radio 
condensers. The illustration above de- 
picts three of the many types available 
to the radio Service Man. They are made 
in various shapes and sizes. 

SPARTON AUTOMOTIVE SET 
TIlhl new Sparton model 40 automotive 
receiver, illustrated Itere, is a typical 

example of what the modern auto receiver 

will be like. Incorporating four type '36 
tubes, a '37 as the A.V.C. and a '38 out- 
put pentode in a T.R.F. connection, it 
represents the latest advances made in 
this field by the Sparks -Withington Co., 
manufacturers. A significant feature is 
the use of the Lafoy system of automatic 
volume control described in the July issue 
of this magazine. 

VEHICLE SPEAKER 

The Wright DeCoster Speaker 

AUTOMOTIVE radio is in full swing, 
and a speaker specially designed for 

this purpose has been announced by 
Wright -DeCoster, Inc. Containing all of 
the features such as dust -proof cover, 
mounting screws, etc., it should prove a 
boon to set builders. 

REPLACEMENT CHASSIS 
THE July issue of this publication con- 

tained a data sheet of a replacement 
chassis manufactured by the Transformer 
Corporation of America, a photograph of 
which appears below. Statistics com- 
piled by the above firm indicates that of 
the 17,000,000 radio sets now in use in 
this country, the apparatus in approxi- 
mately 11,000,000 is obsolete! 

This chassis is designed to replace ex- 
isting sets and at the same time retain 
expensive cabinets. 

The six -prong wafer -type socket manufactured 
by the Eby Mfg. Co. 
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A replacement chassis designed to be used in 
existing cabinets. A product of the Trans- 

former Corp. of America. 
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The new National tube shield. 

NEW TUBE SHIELDS 
THE new tubes announced in past issues 

of RADIO-CRAFT demand an entirely new 
type of shield can if effective shielding 
is to be secured. These tubes, types 57 
and 58, are equipped with a dome -shaped 
glass bulb which has been especially 
built to reduce inter -electrode capacity to 
a minimum. 

In order to derive the best possible re- 
sults from the use of these tubes, the 
shield can must be placed as close as pos- 
sible to the internal shield in the tube. 
This has been admirably accomplished 
by the National Company, Inc., makers of 
the tube shield illustrated here. The 
tube shield inside the glass may be seen 
at the top while the holes at the bottom 
are for ventilation purposes. 

TUNE -A -LITE ESCUTCHEON 

IN 
the November, 1931 issue of this pub- 

lication, there was described a new 
type of tuning indicator which depended 
for its operation upon the ionization of 
neon gas in a vacuum. This device was 
unique in the sense that the height of 
the neon flare was proportional to the 
strength of the received signal. 

While this 
device lias been - incorporated in 

mercial sets, it 
may also be 

individuals for 
use in home- 
built receivers. 
One of the ma- 

tages of its us., 

A Tune -A -Lite escutcheon 

has been the 
lack of a proper 
escutcheon 
which now may 
be secured from 
Blan the Radio 
Man. 

IMPROVED 
ELECTROLYTIC 

CONDENSER 
AN improved type 

of electrolytic con- 
denser with a ribbed 
aluminum case has 
been brought out by 
the Concourse Elec- 
tric Company. The 
new container is more 
rigid than the old 
smooth type, is less 
susceptible to denting, 
and has greatly in 
creased heat radiating 

Concourse condenser. surface. The latter 
feature is important in 

crowded midget receivers. In the 8 -mf. 
size this condenser measures only 3% 
inches long and 1% inches in diameter. 
The voltage rating has been increased 
from 450 to 600 volts. The instrument 
is intended for inverted one hole 
mounting. 

NEW PHILCO SET 

Philco 15 chassis. 

THE Philadelphia Storage Battery Co. 
announces a new receiver chassis illus 

trated above, known as the "15" chassis 
designed for use with their models 15X 
and 15DX receivers. 

It is an eleven -tube set incorporating 
four type '44 tubes in the R.F. first - 
detector and two I.F. stages; four type '37 
tubes in the second -detector, first and sec- 
ond audio stages and as the oscillator; 
two type '42 tubes in a push -pull pentode 
output stage; and an '80 rectifier. 

This receiver also incorporates such 
features as twin reproducers, tone con- 
trol, automatic volume control; visual 
tuning and a local distance switch. 

CRYSTAL DETECTOR 
"HISTORY 

i l repeats 
itself." This 
well - known 
adage seems 
to prevail in 
the radio as 
well as in 
other fields. 
The amount 
of correspond- 
ence that we 
have received 
warrants the 
announce- 
ment of the 
device shown 
here. 
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Crystal detector. 

FUSED ATTACHMENT PLUG 

A fused attachment plug. 

THIS new fused attachment plug is de- 
' signed to protect radio receivers against 
overloads. It is made of molded bakelite, 
and holds two standard automobile type 
cartridge fuses, which are quickly replace- 
able. It fits in any electric fixture and 
provides three outlets which take the 
regular two -prong plugs fitted to the cords 
of radio and electrical appliances. This 
plug should be a profitable item for the 
Service Man, as it has good selling pointe 
and can be installed in two seconds. Il 
is made by the Electro-Motive Engineer 
ing Corporation. 

NEW "BAND SPREAD" 
CONDENSER 

TO assist amateurs in constructing short 
wave receivers having the much de 

sired band spread tuning characteristic, 
the Hammarlund Manufacturing Com- 
pany, Inc., has designed a new type "band 
spread" midget condenser. 

New band -spread condenser. 

Two sections are provided in the con- 
denser, one having a capacity of 100 
mmf. and the other a capacity of 35 mmf. 
Each section may be individually tuned 
by its own shaft. Tuning to the center 
of the desired band is accomplished by 
the high capacity section, the low capacity 
section then being used for "spreading 
the band" and so greatly simplifying tun- 
ing within the limits of the band. 

The condenser is specially designed for 
efficiency on high and ultra high frequen- 
cies. isolantite is used for insulation, 
bearings are heavy and accurately fitted, 
plates are of brass, and no nuts or screws 
are used, all joints being securely sold- 
ered. Adapted for either base mounting 
or single hole panel mounting. 

As may be seen by reference to the pho- 
tograph above, the shaft of the condenser 
protrudes at both ends. The main con- 
denser is set for the best position on any 
particular band and the three -plate vari- 
able unit is then used as the tuning unit. 

In this manner. the tuning is spread 
over the entire band you are working 
on -hence the name. 
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Photograph of the Eddy Current reproducer. 
The numbers are discussed in the text. 

EDDY CURRENT 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

Keen interest has been shown recently in new loud- 

speakers. The Eddy Current Types, described 
herewith, offer great possibilities. 

Tl{E 

application of amplification to 
all radio circuits involves the use of 
some form of valve action whereby 
a small amount of energy is used to 

control a much larger amount. Crudely 
explained, the small amount of energy re- 
quired to operate an electric switch man- 
ually may produce thousands of kilo- 
watts of power. In the same way, the 
small amount of energy fed into the grid 
circuit of a vacuum tube controls a much 
greater amount supplied from a "B" bat- 
tery or other source. 

For many years engineers have been 
trying to apply this same principle to the 
operation of loudspeakers -so that a virtu- 
ally unlimited external source of mechani- 
cal energy could be controlled by a rela- 
tively small amount of energy obtained 
from the output of a radio set or other 
device. The object was to either make 
the loudspeaker so sensitive and efficient 
that audio amplifiers could be eliminated; 
or, with their use, enormous volume could 
be obtained, depending upon the design 
of the speaker. 

The eddy current promises to attain 
this object! Its use allows tremendous 
mechanical energy stored in a rotating 
disc driven by an electric motor to be 
harnessed and controlled by an electro- 
magnet connected to the output of a radio 
set in such a way that the controlled en- 
ergy is translated into sound waves. Be- 
fore describing the speaker it may be 
well to explain briefly how eddy currents 
may be generated in a rotating disc and 
their effect demonstrated. 

How Eddy Currents Are Produced 
Faraday showed that when a metal bar 

is moved between the poles of a magnet 
so as to cut the lines of force, an E.M.F. 
will be established between the ends of the 
bar and a continuous current will flow 
through an external circuit connected to 
the ends of the bar. 

Likewise, when a metal disc is rotated 
between the poles of a magnet, a continu- 

Smite Correspondent. 
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ous current will be generated -but it will 
flow through the metal of the disc which 
is cutting the lines of force in one direc- 
tion and in its return path will circle 
through the disc outside the range of 
the lines of force. This is clearly illus- 
trated in Fig. 1. A is a side view and the 
magnetic pole, N, is on the side of the 
disc towards the observer as shown in the 
end view at B. Both poles of the magnet 
are shown at N and S in Fig. 1 B. 

As the disc rotates in the direction of 
the arrows, and since the magnetic lines 
of force are passing through the disc from 
N to S, a current will be generated which 
will flow in the disc in the direction indi- 
cated by the arrows marked E. This cur- 
rent, in Fig. 1 A, flows from left to right 
through that part of the disc between 
the magnet poles, and circles around in 
the direction shown. If either the poles 
of the magnet or the direction of rotation 
of the disc is reversed, the direction of 
the generated current will also reverse. 
This current. because of its circular path, 
is called an "eddy" current. 

It is obvious that the eddy current, 
flowing in a closed loop, will act as a sin- 
gle -turn electromagnet and will set up a 
magnetic field of its own. Since there are 
two eddy current loops, two fields will be 
created, as shown at N' -S' and N " -S" in 
the sketch at B. The polarities will be as 
indicated. It is also apparent that the 
eddy field N' -S' will repel the permanent 
field N -S, and the eddy field N " -S" will 
attract the main field N -S, causing a 
strong magnetic pull opposite in direc- 
tion to the direction of rotation of 
the disc. In other words, ro- 
tating a metal disc in a mag- 
netic field caused an appre- 
ciable drag, and such a sys- 
tem is used to place a load 
on small motors used in watt - 
hour meters. 

The drag, of course is, pro- 
portional to the strength of 
the eddy current generated 
which in turn is proportional 
to the speed of the disc. The 
greater the speed, the greater 
the drag. If a pulsating ex- 
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ternal magnetic field is employed, the eddy 
currents will aso be pulsating and the me- 
chanical drag on the disc will likewise 
pulsate or vibrate in unison. This will 
cause actual mechanical motion or vibra- 
tion of the disc (which will increase and 
decrease in speed in unison with the 
magnetic pulsations) or the external mag- 
net poles may be so mounted that they 
will vibrate under the influence of the 
pulsating drag, the speed remaining con- 
stant. It is this effect that is made use 
of in eddy current speakers. The me- 
chanical vibrations are harnessed to a 
diaphragm or cone to produce sound waves 
and their strength varies in proportion to 
the speed of the disc. Therefore, to in- 
crease the volume of sound, simply rotate 
the disc at a higher speed. 

The German graduate -engineer, Fried- 
rich Gladenbeck of Berlin, has perfected 
an eddy current speaker which is likely 
to replace, to a certain extent, the audio 
amplifier. The inventor actually claims 
that this new loudspeaker if hooked up to 
the detector will give good loudspeaker 
reception. 

The illustrations show what the speaker 
is like. The principle is shown in Fig. 2; 
it provides for an electromagnet, 1, around 
which is wound the coil, 2, which con- 
ducts the audio frequency current. The 
pole pieces of the electromagnet are 
marked 3. One lamination, 4, is solidly 
attached to each pole shoe. These lamina- 
tions are made of iron and are exceedingly 
flexible. Their free ends, 5, are bent up- 
ward, so that two parallel end surfaces are 
formed. Between these two end surfaces 

Another vie of the Eddy Current reproducer showing the 
connection to the cone. 
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Fig. 1 

The rotating disc cuts lines of force, develop- 

ing an E.M.F. which causes a current to flow 

as shown at A; the field generated, at B. 

a disc, 6, rotates; which is operated by a 
motor, 7. 

When the electromagnet, 1, is magnet- 
ized by the audio current in the coil, the 
two end surfaces, 5, are likewise magnet- 
ized. The end surfaces, 5, would have a 
tendency to swing against each other 
which is avoided by a bridge, 8. A con- 
necting wire, 9, ties the cone diaphragm 
to the bridge, 8. If the springs, 4, are 
moved parallel to each other, either up or 
down, because of the magnetic drag, the 
cone, 10, through the connecting wire, 9, 

is also set in swinging motion. 
Due to the fact that the two end sur- 

faces, 5, are magnetized differently (one 
north and the other south) in accordance 
with the audio frequency current, eddy 
currents are generated in the disc, 6, set- 
ting up a field of force as previously ex- 
plained. If the disc, 6, revolves, and its 
speed is held constant by motor, 7, then 
the bridge, 8. must move up and down at 
a frequency determined by the A.F. signal 
applied. Obviously, there is a certain re- 
lation between the magnetism of the cup 
springs, 5, their distance from each other, 
the material from which the disc, 6, is 
made, its thickness and the speed of 6. 

The rotating disc has a diameter of 
about 31/4 inches. The diameter does not 
matter much but the thickness of the disc 
and the material from which it is made, 
are of importance. All sorts of discs have 
been tried out made of various materials. 
magnetic and non -magnetic. No one 
knows which material is really the best. 
The disc revolves at about 2,000 R.P.M. 
though it is not certain that this speed 
will be necessary. The distance of the end 
surfaces of the two springs from the ro- 
tating disc must be as short as possible. 

A total degree of efficiency has already 
been reached which is almost double that 
attained by standard types of magnetic 
loudspeakers. However, further improve- 
ment may be necessary before going into 
production so as to decide what material 
is best suited for the disc, how thick it 
should be and the number of revolutions 
necessary for satisfactory operation. Only 
a small amount of power is required by 
the starter motor. 

Toy motors may be run by storage bat- 
teries to drive the disc. If a battery -op- 
erated radio set is available, its battery 
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Fig. 3. above. Details of the speaker, designed 
by Mr. Clyde Fitch using the eddy current idea. 

Fig. 4. below. Still another type of speaker. 

Fig. 2 

Details of the Eddy Current reproducer. The 

theory is given in the text. In constructing 

this speaker, be sure that the speed is steady. 

may be used to run the motor. Inasmuch 
as the loudspeaker is supposed to have a 
much greater degree of efficiency, the 
radio receiver may be equipped with 
fewer tubes and the extra power made 
available for the motor. If electric light- 
ing circuit is available, this current would. 
of course, be used to run the motor. In- 
asmuch as many electrodynamic loud- 
speakers need an exciting current, the 
special current supply would not present 
any difficulties. 

Commercial Application 

An eddy current speaker developed by 
Clyde Fitch in this country makes use 
of a rotating disc in a somewhat different 
manner. The principle is illustrated in 
Fig. 3. In this case the external mag- 
netic field is rigidly fixed so that it will 
not vibrate, and the disc is made of very 
light material, such as aluminum, and 
attached to the motor shaft through a 
spring so that the vibrations will take 
effect in the dim and the speed of the 
Elise Will vary at an audible frequent-)!. 

This variation in speed is transformed 
into sound waves by means of small fins 
F placed on the disc. These fins continu- 
ally stir up the surrounding air due to 
the steady rotation of the disc; when the 
rotation wanes in speed. the vibrations 
are transferred to the surrounding air by 
means of the fins. Experimental work 
is still being done on this unit and defi- 
nite data on its construction and opera- 
tion cannot be given out at this time. 

Another type of speaker that has been 
thoroughly tested and has proved equal 
to the average dynamic speaker is shown 
in Fig. 4. This is also an eddy current 
speaker but has no rotating or moving 
parts other than the motion of the 
armature and cone. 

This speaker consists of an electro- 
magnet connected to a D.C. source so as 
to magnetize the poles N -S. Laminated 
ends are placed on these poles forming 
a narrow gap in which the aluminum 
plate P is suspended. The coils C carry 
the audio frequency currents from the 
output of the radio set. These currents 
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cause a fluctuation of the magnetic lines 
of force that pass through the plate P 
and hence induce similar currents in P. 
Since one half of P is exposed to the 
magnetic field, the induced currents will 
flow through this half and return through 
the unexposed half, as shown in the 
sketch at A, Fig. 4. The shaded area 
of this sketch indicates that part of the 
plate which is exposed to the magnetic 
field. 

Since there is a permanent D.C. field 
passing through the plate, and an alter- 
nating eddy current flowing through the 
plate between the pole tips. the plate 
will be set in vibration for the same rea- 
son that the voice coil of a dynamic 
speaker is set in vibration when carry- 
ing audio currents. The plate is attached 
to a cone, as shown, to which the vibra- 
tions are applied. 

The moving parts of this speaker can 
be made very light, and in this way the 
frequency characteristics can be con- 
trolled so as to give faithful reproduction. 

Conclusion 

This article only attempts to outline 
some of the work which has been done 
along these lines. From the results ob. 
tained to date, it appears that in the not 
too far future, commercial loudspeakers 
will be available using the ideas outlined 
in this article. 

The experimenter finds here a very 
fruitful and virgin field for experimenta- 
tion. It is but a simple matter to con- 
struct a speaker as suggested in the ar- 
ticle, and after noting the results obtained 
at first. change the constants of the units 
one at a time until best results are 
secured. 

In the photograph shown on page 78, 
the numerals have the following signifi- 
cance; (1) connecting pin to the cone; 
(2) rotating disc; (3) permanent magnet 
for supplying the constant magnetic field; 
(4) transformer for applying the audio 
signal; (5) transformer core; and (6) 
pole face. 

The photograph in the lower part of 
the same page shows an eddy current 
speaker connected to an R.F. tuner. As 
stated previously, no audio amplifier is 
necessary as the speaker is sensitive 
enough as it is. 
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Photograph 
Fig. A 

of a laboratory model of the six -tube "Plerophone." 

T a recent demonstration in Ford - 
ham University, a distinctly new 
method of circuit connection 
which makes possible a degree of 

amplification, from a given tube, hereto- 
fore considered impossible with all but 
high -mu tubes, was announced. The novel 
feature of this connection lies in the fact 
that the receiver is free from all forms 
r.f oscillation, thus reducing the noise 
level to a minimum. 

Laboratory models of receivers incorpo- 
rating this new principle bave been given 
the name "Plerophone" and patents for 
same have been granted to its inventor, 
Prof. Joseph J. Daley of Boston College. 
I'hotographs of two types of receivers 
using the new system are shown in Figs. 
A and B. A schematic circuit of a six - 
stage set is in Fig. 1 and of the four - 
stage in Fig. 2. 

Theoretical Considerations 
Receivers in general use today bave 

inherent characteristics which tend to in- 
crease the distortion in the output. In 
the first place, the amount of amplifica- 
tion obtainable from a given tube is lim- 
ited primarily by oscillation. If the im- 

Non- 
Regenerative 
By WALTER M. CUSICK 

pedance of the load 
of an R.F. stage is 
increased in order to 
secure a reasonable 
gain, oscillation will 
result, and the im- 
pedance must be de- 
creased in order to 

secure stable operation. If the impedance 
is maintained constant, then some ex- 
tcrnal means such as suppressor resist- 
ors, neutralization and balancing methods 
etc. must be employed in order to pre -. 
vent this oscillation. The latter only 
tends to prevent oscillation after it is 
generated and does not get at the source 
of the evil -the load impedance. The 
Daley system overcomes this difficulty. 

Secondly, most receivers have the pri- 
mary of the R.F. transformer connected 
directly in the plate circuit of the tube 
and, consequently, the current through 
the primary, and hence the magnetic field 
generated, varies above and below the 
value determined bÿ the D.C. plate cur- 
rent flowing when no signal is impressed. 
Thus, slight variations in modulation 
(due to the audio signal to be heard) are 
obliterated. The Daley system eliminates 
this. 

A (Turd fault that arises in connection 
with most commercial receivers is the 
non -uniform amplification over the broad- 
cast band (or short -wave band). This 
has been corrected in present -day receiv- 
ers to some extent by the addition of a 
small amount of capacity between the 
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Fig. 1 
Schematic circuit of the six -tube Daley receiver using the new system of tuning. The switch S is 
used so that either six or four tuned stages may be employed at will. In view of the fact that 

the receiver has been made for battery operation, no power pack has been shown. 
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primary and secondary of the R.F. trans- 
former in the form of a loop of wire from 
the plate to the grid -end of the trans- 
former. However, much of what is to 
be desired is included in the system to 
be described. 

Each of the above items will be dis- 
cussed in turn. 

Elimination of Regeneration 
Theory indicates that when an induc- 

tance, capacity and resistance are con- 
nected in series and the terminals con- 
nected across a source of alternating cur- 
rent of variable frequency, there will ex- 
ist one frequency at which the current 
through the circuit is a maximum, and 
furthermore, the value of this maximum 
current is determined solely by the re- 
sistance of the circuit. This frequency 
at which maximum current flows is called 
the resonant frequency of the circuit, and 
the circuit is said to be in resonance. 
Now, with a given E.M.F. applied and 
the current a maximum, the impedance 
of the circuit must be low, else maximum 
current could not flow, the current is in 
phase with the voltage and the circuit 
acts as though it were resistive only. 

This principle is the basis of operation 
of all radio receivers, with the exception 
that the coil and condenser are connected 
in parallel, and at resonance, a minimum 
current flows. If a minimum current 
flows, the impedance of the circuit is a 
maximum, else minimum current could 
not flow. 
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Sensitivity curve of the six -tube receiver is 
given above, and of the four -tube receiver, 

below. 
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Amplification 
A description of a new type of receiver 
in which the tuning system is so arranged 

that oscillation is impossible. 

With this latter method of connection, 
which is used substantially in all present - 
day radio sets, the load impedance of the 
tube is a maximum and oscillation re- 
sults, with the aforementioned limited 
amplification. 

Figure 3 is a schematic circuit of the 
Daley system in its essential form. As 
may be seen, the plate P of a tube con- 
nects to the grid of the succeeding tube 
through a complex circuit arrangement. 
Ll is the primary of the R.F. trans- 
former; L2, the secondary of the trans- 
former; C3, a tuning condenser; C2, a 
fixed condenser G, the grid of a tube; 
Cl, a fixed condenser; and R.F.C., an R.F. 
choke. 

The primary Ll is coupled to the sec- 
ondary as shown, the mutual inductance 
being indicated by M. The plate voltage 
for the first tube is conveyed via the 
choke R.F.C. in order to eliminate the 
D.C. from the primary of the transformer 
(this will be discussed later), and the 
condenser Cl is inserted in order to iso- 
late the high voltage from the grid of 
the second tube; thus R.F.C. and Cl may 
be temporarily disregarded as far as cir- 
cuit operation is concerned. 

The signal from the plate of the tube 
VI in order to reach the grid of V2 must 
pass through LI and the complex tuned 
circuit consisting of L2, C2 and C3. The 
transfer of energy occurs in two different 
ways: First, because of the coupling be- 

tween L1 and L2 
(due to M) and sec- 
ond, because of the 
Capacity coupling 
(due to the combina- 
tion of C2 and C3). 
In other words, C2 
and C3, in series not only tune the coil 
L2 to the desired frequency, but transfer 
energy from Ll to L2. When C3 has a 
low value, the combined capacity (of C2 
and C3) is low and when turned to maxi- 
mum value, the combined capacity is 
high. In any event, since the tuned cir- 
cuit is in resonance with the signal to 
be received and connected in series with 
the plate of V1 and the grid of V2, the net 
reactance of the circuit is zero and the 
load of the tube V1 is purely resistive. 
Therefore, since the load is resistive, the 
tube cannot break into oscillation. 

Uniform Response 
The energy induced in the secondary 

of the transformer by the primary in- 
creases as the frequency increases. This 
means that, ordinarily, the response or 
the set would be greater at the high -fre- 
quency end. But in this receiver, the 
energy transfer is not only due to elec- 
tromagnetic coupling but also to capacita- 
tive coupling, and since the tuning con- 
densers are so arranged that they consti- 
tute a coupling medium as well as a tun - 

(Continued on page 109) 

Photograph 

Fig. 2 
Schematic circuit of the four -tube "Plerophone," designed by Prof. Daley. The switch S is thrown 
to the left when four tuned stages are to be used and to the right when three are to be used. 

Thus the sensitivity of the cet may be varied for Individual conditions. 
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Fig. B 

of the Daley four -tube receiver. 
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A 
TINY -TUBE A.C. 
LOUDSPEAKER SET 

A midget receiver that truly deserves its name. Not only 

is the speaker diaphragm of unusual design but the tubes 

have been specially built for the set, they, too, being of 

"midget" construction. Here is something for set manu- 

facturers to shoot at. 

By J. V. CAPICOTTO* 

tì -TUBE radio set which might well 
be termed a "depression special" 
has just made its appearance on 
the market. The entire receiver 

has outside dimensions of only 1Ox101/2x61/2 

ins. and includes an electric clock which 
operates independently of the receiver; 
the list price is less than twenty dollars. 
The Model 8 set, used as the basis of this 
article, weighs only 14 lbs. 

Perhaps the most interesting of several 
features which have not been incorporated 
in previous instrument designs is the use 
of the Rochelle -salt crystal reproducer unit 
and its method of driving the unique dia- 
phragm. Since a limitation imposed by 
the dimensions of the cabinet precluded 
the use of a standard cone diaphragm and 
motor, the diaphragm material has been 
designed to fit inside of the cabinet in the 
form of an inverted -U, as illustrated in 
Figs. B and C. The two extending arms 

Radio Products Corp. 

Fig. E 
An excellent chassis view. 
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are driven at the two extremities through 
the medium of leverage bars, one on either 
side, which are set in motion by a crystal 
reproducer unit of double- action type, il- 
lustrated in Fig. B. 

Tone Quality 
As described in the article, "The Ro- 

chelle Salt Crystal Reproducer," which ap- 
peared in the July, 1932, issue of R AD10- 

CaAFT, the crystal element without a load 
is responsive from 0- 500,000 cycles! Con- 
sequently. the resulting tone quality of a 
reproducer incorporating this motor ele- 
ment is almost entirely a function of the 
diaphragm material and its method of 
mounting. 

In Fig. F is shown the manner in which 
an aperture is made into each side of the 
cabinet to enhance the tonal effect; the 
illusion of reality is completed by making 
openings in the base and raising the cabi- 
net about 1:, -inch, on rubber feet. 

Since the reproducer diaphragm thus 

fits almost snugly against the inside wall 
of the cabinet, there is ample room for 
the compact chassis which is shown in 
position in Fig. A. 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the circuit of 
this receiver varies but little from stand- 
ard design. However, it is interesting to 
note that since the crystal reproducer is 
strictly a voltage operated device, it is 
convenient to use a resistance load in 
place of the regular output transformer; 
and as the tubes are connected in push - 
pull, this resistor is center -tapped. In 
this manner the tone quality is enhanced; 
and also there is effected a considerable 
reduction in the space required for the 
output coupling unit. 

Dwarfed Tubes 

It would be quite impossible to achieve 
the remarkable small dimensions of the 
chassis illustrated in Fig. E were it not 
that there has been developed for use in 
this chassis an A.C.-type tube haring di- 
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Schematic diagram of the receiver using the small tubes. 
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Fig. A, left 
Rear view of the set. 

Fig. D. center 
Here's the tube! 

Fig. F, right 
Front view of the set. 

»tensions smaller than those of any tube 
of similar type at present available: its 
minuteness is realized by the eompariton 
exhibited in Fig. L: the outside diameter 
of the tube is only !, -in. and its total 
length is slightly less than 3 in. The 
electrical characteristics are the same as 
those of standard '27 -type tubes. In fact, 
by special design of the elements. even 
the same inter -electrode capacities have 
been obtained; thus it may be used as 
replacement for present '27 -tube tubes by 

the use of an adapter. 
These "Lilliputian" tubes are of the 

quick -heater type and although they have 
a cathode they do not use the customary 
insulating material such as a ceramic, be- 
tween the cathode and heater; the latter 
is automatically located in the center 
of the cathode sleeve by means of two 
insulating bushings and spring tension on 
the heater absorbing expansion and con- 
traction to prevent the heater shorting to 
the cathode. 

As indicated in the schematic circuit 
and the photographs, a two -gang tuning 
condenser is used, one section tuning the 
R.F. amplifier circuit and the other the 
detector. The latter is resistance -capacity 
coupled to a single stage of A.F. amplifica- 
tion which drives two of the midget tubes 
connected in push -pull. 

The rectifier in this receiver is a mer- 
cury -vapor tube of the half -wave type; its 
envelope, in size, matches the other tubes 
in the set. Since the voltage drop within 
a rectifier of tlis design is only about 15 
volts, it is unnecessary to apply an ex- 
ternal A.C. potential of more than 230 
volts. Note that the filament of this tube 
consumes 2 amperes at 1.5 volts. 

By an ingenious arrangement of the 
drive- cable, it has been found convenient 
to spread the dial readings of 0 -100 over a 
full 360 -degree scale, as shown in Fig. E. 

The author believes that in this receiver 
has been achieved a design which will en- 

able the public to have a radio receiver 
in more than one room -for instance, in 
sun- parlors, bed -rooms, etc. The color 
schemes which these various services de- 
mand will be met by the various finishes 
of the cabinets. 

Experimental models incorporating the 
features described in this article have per- 
formed so well it is contemplated to ex- 
tend the design to include several other 
circuit arrangements. 

SET SPACE 

DIAPHRAGM OF Ig'Y REPRODUCER 

Increasing Sensitivity 

For instance, it has been found that 
many people would like to have a set in 
which the same reproducer arrangement 
is followed, and in which the same type of 
tubes are used, but with a much greater 
sensitivity to power ratio than is possible 
in the present design. Naturally, this 
will take the set out of the "dwarf" class, 
since the additional stages of amplifica- 
tion will require considerably more space 
for the added tubes and associated equip- 
ment. 

Nevertheless, by following the original 
design, and merely enlarging it to include 
the additional components, it still is pos- 
sible to produce a set which, point for 
point, will have considerably smaller di- 
mensions than could be obtained by fol- 
lowing previous instrument designs. 

Even in the planning of a portable set 
for battery operation, in which might be 
used earlier types of tubes, such as those 
generally classed by filament rating as 
"2 -volt" or "6.3- volt," it still will be of 
considerable advantage to incorporate the 
inverted -U diaphragm and crystal motor 
type of reproducer. In the first place, 
this type of reproducer consumes prac- 
tically no current; in the second, it is ex- 
ceedingly compact. Tone quality is ex- 
ceptionally fine on the higher frequencies; 
the quality of reproduction in the lower 
register is mainly a matter of obtaining a 
large baffle area. 
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Fig. B 
View showing the location of the diaphragm. 

Fig. C 
Bòttom of the set showing the location of the 

"air holes." 
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Fig. B 

The new 
"B" unit. 

By ALVIN B. BEDROSSYAN 

THE "B" TUBE 
Here, at last, is a tube designed to 
convert D.C. into A.C. at all standard 

voltages. It is especially recom- 
mended for auto use. 

A 
U mIy radio dB" eer two 

tors may be classed under two 
main groups. - 
1 Rotating types, and, 
2- Vibrating types. 

The first group may again be subdivided 
into three types: 

I. A small D.C. motor with an extra 
winding on the armature for generating 
high potentials in the order of 150 -200 
volts, pulsating D.C. A rectifier is not 
necessary, but a suitable filter is re- 
quired. 

II. Converters having a D.C. input 
and an A.C. output. Both rectification 
and filtering are required. 

III. Devices that have a D.C. input 
which is chopped or broken up by the 
brush and commutators, and then fed 
into a transformer which delivers a 
high voltage ready for rectification and 
filtering. 
Brush and commutator trouble, cost, 

and sales resistance to purchase of rotat- 

ing equipment, are reasons for making 
general acceptance of these units rather 
difficult; although undeniably they serve 
the designated purpose. 

Fundamentally, all vibrator -type "B" 
eliminators consist of a breaker or in- 
terrupter, step -up transformer, rectifier, 
filter system and, for best results, a 
voltage divider. By far, the most trouble- 
some factor is the breaker or interrupter; 
the contacts stick rather frequently and 
although this may be cured to a large 
extent by employing suitable magnetic 
and ballistic means, another snag is en- 
countered. The electrical arc or sparking 
at these points soon causes the contacts 
to oxidize, pit and, finally, become de- 
stroyed. 

Vacuum Contacts 

Numerous metals and alloys were tried 
in an effort to overcome this latter diffi- 
culty, but in general, the desired results 
were not forthcoming when operating in 
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open air; therefore, the writer resorted 
to the logical expedient of enclosing the 
interrupter mechanism in an evacuated 
bulb. 

Immediately, long life, stable operation 
with no fear of sticking (due to the lack 
of oxygen which plays havoc with the best 
of contacts) and permanence of adjust- 

(Continued on page 110) 
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ELECTRIFYING THE 
"MEGADYNE" 

The now famous "Megadyne," described 
in the July issue of this magazine, may be 
electrified by the addition of this simple 

power unit. 

By HUGO GERNSBACK 

IN the July, 1932 issue of RAino- Cara-r 
I described a battery -model "Megadyne," 
the loudspeaker set that requires only one 
tube -a pentode, and a crystal. In the 
following description will be found all the 
details for operating this remarkable re- 
ceiver from the house current, thus en- 
tirely eliminating batteries. 

The only fundamental difference be- 
tween the battery set and the electric set, 
is the use of a simple "B" eliminator. 
The original set was designed to use a 
"uni- potential cathode" type of tube, the 
'38, which possesses two outstanding ad- 
vantages: First, the rugged filament may 
be operated with full efficiency under wide 
fluctuation in the D.C. voltage supply. 
Second: the thermal lag of the heater, and 
the uni -potential characteristic of the 
cathode, prevent the reproduction of hum 
when the filament is supplied with raw 
A.C. at approximately the rated operat- 
ing potential of 6.3 volts. 

This essential unit for electrifying the 
a Megadyne, the "B" eliminator, is illus- 

trated photographically in Fig. A; Fig. 1 

gives a pictorial diagram of connections 
and the schematic circuit is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
Although this unit has been built up in 
"breadboard" style, for convenience in 

Fig. A. Photograph of the Megadyne's power unit. 

illustrating, the experienced constructor 
will have no difficulty in making a more 
compact arrangement. Inexperienced 
constructors are cautioned to observe a 
few fundamental rules, should they de- 
sire to revamp the parts layout to suit 
a particular condition. 

If a metal chassis is desired, the builder 
is urged to use only the parts specified 
in order to obviate, so far as possible, 
inoperation due to faulty units, grounds, 
and shorts; for the "Megadyne" receiver, 
in wiring and electrical action, is like no 
other, and trouble -shooting may present 
some difficulty to inexperienced tech- 
nicians. 

An important point, and the one to 
which particular attention must be paid, 
is the adjustment of variable resistor 9 
which controls the voltage at terminal 
B -PLUS INT. -the potential for the con- 
trol -grid (cap lead) of the '38. If this 
potential is permitted to exceed a certain 
critical value the grid will be seen, in a 
darkened room, to glow cherry -red, and 
continued application of this voltage. 
which is considerably beyond the setting 
for best operation, will result in the de- 
struction of the pentode. 

For maximum bass response it was 
found best to use a type '80 tube as the 

rectifier 2; the power transformer must 
be designed to deliver secondary poten- 
tials of 5 volts; 5 volts and 275 volts on 
each side of the center tap of the sec- 
ondary. 

Residents of D.C. districts may be in- 
terested to note that by breaking the 
leads of this power unit at X, to elimi- 
nate the power transformer and rectifier, 
and connecting the two wires to the 110 
V., D.C. power -line leads having the po- 
larities indicated (reversing the plug in 
the socket will check this condition), D.C. 
plate supply will then be available; the 
final step, to obtain filament current from 
the power circuit, is to connect the fila- 
ment terminals to the light -line, with a 
35- or 40 -watt lamp in series. Suitable 
fuses must be connected in both sides of 
the power line; a ground is not necessary, 
a .01 -mf. fixed condenser should be con- 
nected in series with the aerial. 

Due to the design of this power unit, 
it is possible, whether operated from 110 
volts D.C. or A.C., to secure very flexible 
control of the output potentials, by ad- 
justment of resistors 8 and 9. Electro- 
lytic bypass condenser 5 is particularly 
effective as resistor 8, in addition to act - 

(Continued on page 109) 
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THE "3- TUBE" AUTODYNE 
SUPERHETE RODYN E 

A description of one of the first commercial 
receivers to use the new 57, 58 and 

Triple -Twin tubes. 

By R. H. G. MATHEWS* 

'I 

N an effort to produce a radio receiver 
economical in cost and small in size. 
but with enough sensitivity to allow 
good distance reception without sac- 

rificing one -channel selectivity. the "3- 

tube" (4 tulles with the rectifier tube) 
autodyne superheterodyne described in 
this article was produced. 

While many thousands of 4 -tube tuned - 
radio- frequency sets have been sold, their 
primary appeal was that of size and cost, 
but their performance was fit only for 
local reception in metropolitan areas; 
while all attempts to improve their sen- 
sitivity were made at a sacrifice of selec- 
tivity. Although sufficiently sensitive to 
give distance reception, a set of this type 
is unable to do so because of broad tuning. 

The superheterodyne obviously should 
be the ideal "3- tube" receiver circuit be- 

cause sensitivity can be secured without 
sacrificing selectivity; and also because 
with this circuit, it is very easy to obtain 
equal sensitivity, i.e., equal performance 
from one end of the tuning band to the 
other. 

Until the advent of the modern version 
of the autodyne circuit, a "3- tube" super- 
heterodyne was at best a makeshift; since 
prior to this the only available detector - 
oscillator was the dynatron. 

The dynatron oscillator depends on the 
"secondary emission" from a non- carbon- 
ized plate for its operation. Consequently. 
the introduction of carbonized elements 
in modern tubes has completely elimi- 
nated the dynatron from practical consid- 
eration. Moreover, the dynatron possesses 
no gain in itself, whereas with an effi- 

cient autodyne oscillator, a gain in this 
stage of close to 100 may be accomplished! 

The advent of the new type 57 and 58 

tubes makes the "3- tube" autodyne super- 
heterodyne an ideal small radio because 
of the tremendous gain secured by the 
use of these tubes. The additional use 
of the triple -twin output tube, type 295. 
avoids the use of an ordinary combina- 
tion detector -output tube, which is highly 
satisfactory. 

R. II. O. Mathews & Associates. 

The Receiver 

Complete circuit diagram, parts identi- 
fication table and parts list are shown in 
accompanying illustrations. In building 
a set employing this circuit, special care 
should be taken to place inter -connected 
parts as closely together as possible and 
to avoid long or closely coupled leads. 
Because of the high gain. complete shield- 
ing of the first two tubes is essential. 
The use of the new type metal shield, es- 
pecially designed for use with the peculiar 
shaped envelope of the 57 tubes, is 
recommended. 

In this design. use is made of one of 
the harmonics of the autodyne oscillator 
to provide, through a S.P.S.T. toggle 
switch, short -wave reception in addition 
to the regular broadcast reception. This 
part of the circuit is made up of the ad- 
justable condenser C15, the inductance 
L4 and the switch SW.1 and should cover 
a band of from 90 to 200 meters. 

An intermediate frequency of 262.5 kc. 
is used to avoid too many image repeats 
and the necessity of an additional tuned 
stage, which not only adds to the cost 
of the receiver, but also increases its 
size. 

Properly built and adjusted, this "3- 
tube" receiver should have an overall 
sensitivity of approximately 10 microvolts 
absolute, and a band width of approxi- 
n ately 7 kilocycles at fifty times stand- 
ard signal strength. The tone quality is 

A photograph of an early model receiver using 
the principles discussed in this article. 

exceptionally good through the elimina- 
tion of second harmonic distortion. this 
being accomplished through the use of 
the triple -twin output tube. 

By careful assembly and the use of re- 
liable and accurate parts, this radio set 
should compare favorably with ordinary 
receivers of six or more tubes. Inquiries. 
questions and comments on the set or 
design which may be forwarded to the 
author through this magazine will be wel- 
comed and given prompt attention. 

Description of Apparatus 
One DeJur 2 -gang type 3502 condenser, 

trimmers on short side, capacity in- 
creasing counter clockwise, shaft 3/d X 1 

inch long, low shields, Cl, C2; 
One Crowe dial, numbers to run clock- 

wise, for 3/N -inch shaft with escutcheon 
plate; 

One speaker, 2,500 -ohm field, transformer 
to match a single type 295 (4,000 -ohm 
primary impedance); 

One socket marked "57 "; 
One socket marked "58 "; 
One socket marked "295 "; 
One socket marked "280 "; 
One Eby antenna -ground strip; 
One Carter power transformer 3562, P.T.; 
One Carter choke 4073 mounted on trans- 

former shell, (10 hy. at 10 ma., resist- 
ance less than 200 ohms); 

One Meissner, 2621!. Ice. output I.F. trans- 
former with trimmer. I.F.T.2; 

(Continued on pape 121) 
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Fig. A 

Fig. B 

is something new in a motor- 
ized sound amplification system. 

Through the application of ad- 
vanced design and the utilization 

of waste space, the motor car sound sys- 
tem described and illustrated in this ar- 
ticle does not interfere with the use of 
the car for other purposes. None of the 
passenger space is utilized, nor is the car 
cluttered up with loudspeakers and other 
equipment. 

Discussion of System 
A traveling. public address system of 

this kind offers numerous possibilities of 
profit to its owner. At election time, po- 
litical candidates will use it for cam- 
paigning. At summer resorts, airports, 
church festivals, bazaars and other places 
where crowds gather, this sound system 
will be in demand; for it is inexpensive 
and easy to install. 

A MOBILE 
P.A. SYSTEM 

A mobile P.A. system, not installed 
in a truck but in a passenger car, 
and so arranged that the seating 
capacity is not reduced. It is 
completely described by the 
author in this interesting article. 

By H. A. BLAIR 

The amplifier used is a special Blair 
Loftin -White two -stage job, using a single 
'24 screen -grid tube in the first stage and 
two '50 -type tubes in push -pull in the 
output stage. Two '81 half -wave rectifier 
tubes are employed. It has 111/2 watts 
output. The amplifier is mounted on a 
metal chassis, which is located below the 
instrument panel (dashboard) of the car 
at the right of the driver. It is brack- 
eted to the floor board, standing on one 
end at an angle, out of the way of the 
passenger riding with the driver. Leads 
from the amplifier are brought from stan- 
dard A.C. extension plug outlets which 
are screwed to the floor board. This 
method of construction permits the am- 
piffle!' to be removed readily at any time. 
The amplifier is energized by means of a 
110 -volt alternating current system, de- 
scribed later. 

A phonograph and microphone mixer is 
fastened on the dashboard at the right, 
as shown in Fig. A. This device is ex- 
tremely compact. It contains a combi- 
nation switch and microphone gain con- 
trol; a phonograph gain control; a small 
toggle switch for changing over from pho- 

Fig. 1 

Schematic circuit of the Loftin -White two -stage amplifier used by Mr. Blair. 
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nograph to microphone or vice versa and 
a starting switch, mounted on one side, 
for switching the battery current "on" 
or "off." There is also a compartment 
within the mixer for two small 11/2 -volt 
dry cells for microphone current supply. 
An efficient phonograph scratch filter is 
also built into the mixer box. All leads 
are brought to external binding posts, 
permitting easy checking when trouble 
shooting. 

A standard G.E. induction motor is 
mounted beneath the phonograph turn- 
table. This complete unit is mounted on 
a special metal plate which slides on 

(Continued on page 111) 
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Fig. A 
A typical commercial mixer panel. 

Fig. B 
A commercial recording turntable. 

Fig. C 
An amplifier suitable for recording. 

SOUND RECORDING 
AT 33 -% R.P.M. 

By GEORGE J. SALIBA, S.B. 

RECENTLY, a great deal of experimental work has been 
done in Instantaneous recording on 33 -1/3 R.P.M. or slow 
speed records. These slow speed records have many prac- 
tical applications, especially in the recording of radio 

TABLE 1 

Location of Tang. Velocity -Ins. per Sec. 

Groove (78 R.P.M.) (33.1/3 R.P.M.) 

programs, and a number of radio stations are now using this Inside 16.25 13.5 
method. Middle 31.5 20.5 

In the past, the station had no comeback if the sponsor 
claimed that his program was not put over as agreed upon, 

Outside 46.5 27.5 

but now, the station takes the recorded program from its files, 
plays it back and so settles the disagreement. 

Comparative Playing Time 
Commercial types of sound recording equipment now avail- 

able to the home recordist and designed for 33 -1/3 R.P.M. oper- 
ation are illustrated in Figs. A, B and C. 

One 16 -inch, 33 -1/3 R.P.M. disc plays for 15 minutes; it con- 
tains a half hour's program if both sides are used. This long 
playing time appeals to those artists who keep their own files. 
Heretofore, it has been the custom to use 12 -inch, 78 R.P.M. 
records, but since these play for only four minutes, three of 
them are required for a fifteen minute program. Continuity 
is maintained by fading from one record to another, and often 
this fading is necessary at a vital part of the program much 
to the chagrin of the artist. The 16 -inch record overcomes 
this objection. 

Recording at 33 -1/3 R.P.M. entails more problems than at 
78 R.P.M. In Table I are given the tangential velocities of 
78 R.P.M. and 33.1/3 R.P.M. records. 
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Fig. 1. left. Arrangement of record on a turntable. 
Fig. 2. right. Two types of recording needles. 
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Since the needle speed is much lower on the slower speed 
records, the recording and reproducing problems are increased; 
consequently, as the speed of the needle is lower, the track 
available for recording will be shorter. It is difficult to make 
good recordings on the inside of the record because of decreased 
velocity. This is especially true in reproducing high frequency 
modulations; for the lower the frequency, the greater will be 
the amplitude -the frequency varying in inverse proportion to 
the amplitude. Therefore, high frequencies are recorded with 
very little amplitude, but this small amplitude represents con- 
siderable energy, and no difficulty is experienced in reproducing 
these modulations if the needle is sharp. 

When a needle is new, it does its best work, and for this 
reason the 33 -1/3 R.P.M. records are always started from the 
inside. The diameter of the inside or starting groove should 
not be less than 71/, inches; a smaller diameter would be detri- 
mental to good quality. 

Position of Pickup 
The proper placing of the pickup is also very important to 

good reproduction. Heretofore in 78 R.P.M. recording, it has 
been the custom to place the pickup so that the needle hits the 
exact center of the turntable. Because of the comparatively 
short radius of the record, this is considered the correct posi- 
tion, but for 16 -inch records, this rule does not hold. 

In recording, the cutting -head is guided in a straight line 
across the face of the record. Obviously, the correct way to 
reproduce such a record is to have the reproducer travel straight 
across the face of the record. This would necessitate the use 
of a feed screw, which is not practicable for commercial pur- 
poses. In the placing of the 78 R.P.M. pickup so that the 
needle hits the center of the turntable, straight -line reproduc- 
tion is approximated because the arc obtained is almost equal 
to its chord. If we now take a 16 -inch record and place the 
pickup in the same location, we note that from the start to 
the end, the arc described has a comparatively short radius 
and therefore is not equal to the chord, i.e., the plane of the 

(Continued on page 112) 
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USING THE V. T. 

VOLTMETER 
The third of a series dealing with the 
use of the vacuum - tube voltmeter, 
described in the February issue of 

RADIO -CRAFT. 

By BERYL B. BRYANT 

RESISTORS 

of all sizes may be meas- 
ured by the use of the setup given 
in Fig. 1. If desired, a permanent 
setup as an ohmmeter may be made; 

the accuracy of measurement is very 
close to that obtainable by the Wheat- 
stone Bridge method. Should the experi- 
menter desire a permanent setup as an 
ohmmeter, the scale of the V.T. voltmeter 
indicating meter may be calibrated. (See 
February issue of RAD10 -CRAFT for a de- 
scription of the voltmeter. Editor.) 

The procedure of measurement is to 
insert the resistor to be measured at RX. 
With SW. 1 placed on point "A," the 
voltage drop across the resistor RS is 
determined. Resistor RS may be of any 
value, although the lower its value, the 
lower the resistance that may be meas- 
ured. It is recommended that two values 
one of 100 and a second of 10,000 ohms 
be used in order to have an ohmmeter 
reading from a low range to several 
thousand ohms. 

After the voltage drop across RS, with 
the switch in position "A," has been de- 
termined, S.W.1 is thrown to position 
"B" and the voltage drop again meas- 
ured. With the voltage drop measured 
across RS with the switch in position 
"A" known as Es. and the voltage drop 
across RS with the switch in position 
"B" known as Er, the value of the un- 
known resistance may be determined from 
the following formula: 

Resistance in ohnhsr 
Es- Er 

Er 
X RS 

Coil Resistance Measurement 
It is sometimes necessary that the en- 

gineer know the resistance of an R.F. 
inductance. This is especially necessary 
in modern receiver design because the 
value of the inductance may be decreased; 
it is also desirable to know the power 
factor of a coil when it is enclosed within 
its shield. 

The setup given in Fig. 2, provides a 

means whereby the operator may deter- 
mine the resistance and then the power 
factor of a coil very quickly. The pickup 
coil L should have an inductance of ap- 
proximately one -half that of the coil to 
be measured. The resistor R has a value 
of 5 ohms. The variable resistor Hl 
should have a range of 0 to 2,000 olhnis 
and should be non -inductive. The con- 
denser C should be of the precision type 
ill which the change of resistance for ca- 
pacity variations is a minimum, although 
any other variable condenser may be used 
and its resistance measured for particu- 
lar capacity settings. 

The circuit is tuned to resonance with 
the R.F. oscillator. The variable resistor 
Rl should be set at its zero position. The 
reading of the V.T. voltmeter when con- 
nected across the resistor R is noted. The 
S.P.S.T. switch across Lr is then closed. 
The circuit is now retuned to resonance. 
Care should be taken that the deflection 
of the V.T. voltmeter microammeter is 
not off- scale, as otherwise the meter will 
be damaged. The resistor Rl is adjusted 
until the same V.T. voltmeter reading is 
obtained as before closing S.W.1. The 
resistance setting of Rl will now be the 
resistance of the coil at the particular 
frequency employed. If the resistor Rl 
is of the decade calibrated type, it will 
not be necessary to measure the resist- 
ance to determine the correct value. 

In order to determine the power factor 
of the coil, its inductive reactance is de- 
termined by the formula: 

Xt. = 6.28xFxL 
Where Xt, is inductive reactance in 

ohms; F the frequency in cycles per sec- 
ond, and L is the inductance in henries. 
Having determined the reactance of the 
coil, the power factor may be determined 
from the formula: 

R 
P.F. _ 

XL 
where P.F. is the power factor, R the re- 
sistance of the coil, and XL is the in- 
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ductive reactance of the coil. 
The decrement of the coil in a circuit 

may be determined from the formula: 
C 

Logarithmic decrement = 3.1416 x R_ I_ 
L 

where R is the R.F. resistance of the cir- 
cuit, C is the capacity in microfarads and 
L is inductance in microhenries. 

Measuring the Inductance of 
Thermo -Galvanometers 

The setup for the measurement of in- 
ductance of thermo -galvanometers is 
given in Fig. 3. Ll, the radiating coil 
of the oscillator, should consist of 10 
turns of wire on any convenient diameter 
tube; L2 and L3 are 3 -turn pickup coils 
in a link circuit, L4 may be a standard 
broadcast inductance of 240 microhenries; 
the variable R should be a non -inductive 
5 -ohm resistor, across which is measured 
the voltage drop of the circuit for reso- 
nance indication. 

The procedure of measurement is to 
first set the condenser C at approximately 
half its capacity; the frequency of the 
oscillator is brought into resonance with 
the circuit; the D.P.D.T. switch S.W. 1 

should be in the "A" position. The ac- 
curacy of the measurement will depend 
upon the care in obtaining the maximum 
resonance indication on the V.T. volt- 
meter. 

When the maximum resonance has been 
obtained, the capacity of the condenser C 
is determined. (If possible, the con- 
denser should previously have been cali- 
brated.) The thermo -galvanometer is now 
placed in the circuit by setting the switch 
to the "B" position. The circuit is again 
brought into resonance with the con - 
denser C, and its capacity determined. 

The inductance in microhenries of the 
thermo -galvanometer may be determined 
by subtracting the inductance of the cir- 
cuit without the meter from the induc- 
tance of the circuit with the meter; the 
inductance being computed. 
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HOW T O M A K E A N D C A L I B R A T E 

AN I.F.-R.F. OSCILLATOR 
Because the service oscillator is of such vital importance in radio work, the author has 

consented to build and describe this compact and much- needed device. Details of 

construction and calibration without the aid of external oscillators are included. 

By CLYDE J. FITCH 

ARIOUS commercial oscillators 
have been described in the pages of 
this magazine, but until now no 
complete constructional details of 

an oscillator that can be built and cali- 
brated by the average Service -Man have 
been described. The oscillator described 
here was designed, built and calibrated 
so that exact data could be given in an- 
swer to the many requests from our 
readers. 

To expedite servicing, the instrument 
was made as simple and compact as pos- 
sible; a simple oscillating circuit was 
used employing a type '30 tube operated 
by dry cells. No attempt was made to 
design the instrument for line -voltage 
operation; the tube draws so little cur- 
rent that small -size batteries will run it 
for a long time. Furthermore, calibration 
is simplified and more accurate. Tip - 
jack connectors, mounted on the panel, 
(see accompanying photographs) provide 
ready means for measuring filament and 
plate voltages with an external voltmeter, 
so that a check on the condition of the 
batteries can be quickly made. Once cali- 
brated with fresh batteries, it is impor- 
tant for maintaining accuracy that the 
voltages remain practically constant. 

The fundamental oscillator circuit is 
designed to cover nearly all the I.F. fre- 
quencies used in commercial superhetero- 
dynes. The circuit is self -modulated at 
an audio frequency by means of a grid 
condenser and grid -leak of the proper 
values. This produces rich harmonics of 
higher frequencies that are used to cover 
the broadcast range as well as some of 
the higher intermediate frequencies. 

The instrument is calibrated by com- 
paring it with an accurately calibrated 
radio receiver. Any good receiver can 
be used, calibrated by tuning -in broad- 
cast stations of known frequencies. 

Construction of the Oscillator 
The first procedure is to select the 

parts necessary for the complete instru- 
ment. While other makes of parts than 
those used in this oscillator may be em- 
ployed it is recommended that the parts 
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specified should be as closely adhered to 
as possible. 

List of Parts 
1 -Blan, new type shield 10 x 6 x 5 inches 

deep; 
1- National, .0005 -mf. variable condenser, 

type EC; 
1- National, precision dial, type M; 
1- Clarostat, 3,000 -ohm volume control, 

type P185; 
1- Aerovox, .0005 -mf. fixed condenser; 
1- Durham, 11 %- megohm pig -tail grid 

leak; 
1- Benjamin, four -prong cushion socket; 
1- Filament switch; 
4- Tip -jack connectors; 
2 -Eby binding posts; 
2 -Small Burgess 112 -volt dry cells, 4 x 

1?á inches; 
1 -Small Burgess 221; :volt "B" battery; 
1 -Type '30 vacuum tube; 
1 -15 -ohm fixed resistor; 
1- Bakelite tube 2 inches in dia., 4 inches 

long; 
14 lb. No. 30 D.C.C. magnet wire. 

The aluminum shield box is of a new 
type with rugged corner posts that makes 
an excellent case for an instrument of 
this kind. Any of the sides can be quickly 
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Fig. 5 
Calibration curve of the oscillator. Each line 
is a harmonic of the one below it; in this 
manner both the I.F. and R.F. ranges are 

covered with one coil and one dial. 

removed for replacing batteries or for 
other purposes. In the instrument illus- 
trated, a bakelite -cloth covering ,was 
placed over the front panel for the sake 
of appearance. We recommend, however, 
that the panel be sprayed a dull black. 

The tuning condenser is of the straight - 
line- frequency type; it proved its value 
when the oscillator was calibrated as the 
calibration curves obtained were virtually 
straight lines. 

Construction of Coil 
The coil used in this oscillator was pur- 

posely wound by hand so that it could 
be duplicated by anyone; otherwise the 
builder might be handicapped by diffi- 
culty in obtaining a commercial coil if 
such a coil were specified. 

The coil was first calculated by using 
well -known inductance formulas so that 
the circuit would tune to approximately 
100 kc. with the condenser set at maxi- 
mum or .0005 -mf. From these calcula- 
tions the coil illustrated in Fig. 1 was 
made. It has approximately 400 turns 
of No. 30 D.C.C. wire (the exact number 
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and efficient unit. 

Fig. 1, below. Winding details of the coil used 
in the oscillator. 
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Left, the front and right, the internal view of the all -range oscillator. Its utter simplicity is only too apparent. 

of turns is not important). The center 
tap was made at the approximate center 
of the winding after the coil was wound. 

The wire was hank -wound in three lay- 
ers. The manner of winding, which was 
found to be the simplest and best suited 
to this purpose, is illustrated in Fig. 1B. 
The turns are numbered in this sketch 
in the sequence in which they were 
wound; the process is continued in the 
same manner until the winding is com- 
plete. 

The pick -up coil connected to the out- 
put posts consists of 15 turns of the same 
size wire. Both coils should be impreg- 
nated with boiling paraffine. 

After the coil was finished and the 
circuit calibrated the lowest frequency 
which could be generated with the con- 
denser set at maximum was 118.6 kc. 
Shielding, no doubt, caused the effect of 
a loss of inductance, which accounts for 
the higher frequency of the circuit than 
that on which the calculations were 
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based. Since the lowest I.F. used in com- 
mercial supers is about 130 kc., the range 
covered by this instrument is ample and 
the coil was left as originally wound. 

Assembling the Apparatus 
Figure 2 shows the drilling layout of 

the panel. The panel is 10 x 6 inches and 
the tuning condenser shaft passes directly 
through the center; templates for con- 
denser and dial drilling are furnished 
with the instrument; the locations of the 
other parts are clearly indicated; the 
socket and the coil are mounted on the 
rear of the panel. The tip -jacks should 
be of the insulated type as they should 
not be in contact with the panel. One 
of the output posts is also insulated from 
the panel with bakelite washers; the other 
one is grounded. 

The two dry cells are clamped to the 
left end of the case with standard brass 
angles and strips supplied by radio stores. 
The "B" battery is similarly clamped to 
the right end plate. 

Figure 3 shows the complete wiring 
diagram. It will be noted that the nega- 
tive terminal of the "B" battery is 
grounded to the case. The center termi- 
nal of the volume -control and the rotor 
plates of the condenser are also grounded. 
The values of the parts are clearly indi- 
cated on the diagram and agree with 
those called for in the list of parts. A 
study of the photographic illustrations 
will show more clearly how the apparatus 
is assembled. 

Calibrating the Oscillator 
By tuning -in various broadcast stations 

on a standard receiver of good design. ac- 
curate frequencies are available, espe- 
cially from quartz crystal - controlled 
broadcast stations; these are used for 
calibrating the oscillator. The simplest 
procedure is to first plot an accurate cali- 
bration curve of the broadcast receiver. 
Such a curve is illustrated in Fig. 4. Fre- 
quency in kilocycles is plotted against 
tuning dial settings. 

The next step is to disconnect the aerial 
from the broadcast receiver and connect 
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the insulated output post of the oscillator 
to the aerial post of the receiver and con- 
nect the other post to the ground of the 
receiver. By switching on the oscillator. 
a series of harmonics may be heard by 
turning either the oscillator dial or the 
broadcast receiver dial. We are now pre- 
pared to make a very accurate set of cali- 
bration curves of the oscillator. after 
which the calibration can be further 
checked by heterodyning with crystal - 
controlled broadcast station waves. 

The first step is to set the oscillator 
dial at its maximum or 150. Then tune 
in a harmonic of the oscillator at the 
highest dial setting heard on the broad- 
cast receiver. Turn the volume- control 
of the oscillator until the harmonic sig- 
nal is very weak and an accurate dial 
reading of the receiver is obtained. On 
this particular set a harmonic was heard 
at 87 on the receiver dial. This indi- 
cated, from Fig. 4, a frequency of 593 kc. 

Now slowly decrease the tuning dial 
settings of the broadcast receiver (leav- 
ing the oscillator setting as it was) until 
another harmonic is heard. In this case 
one was heard at 70 on the receiver dial 
and from Fig. 4 indicated a frequency 
of 711.5 kc. The former figure subtracted 
from the latter. or 711.5 minus 593, equals 
118.5. This is the fundamental frequency 
of the oscillator because each harmonic 
differs from adjacent ones by an amount 
equal to the fundamental. 

We can check the accuracy by dividing 
593 by 118.5, which gives 5 and a slight 
amount over indicating that our readings 
were not exact. Evidently we were work- 
ing on the 5th and 6th harmonics. Di- 
viding 593 by 5 gives 118.6 as the funda- 
mental. Six times 118.6 would give a 
frequency of 711.6 for the 6th harmonio 
instead of 711.5, which was obtained from 
the curve. 

Knowing that the fundamental fre- 
quency is 118.6 at the 150 degree setting 
of the oscillator dial, we can mark off 
on the calibration chart (Fig. 5) har- 
monics up to the 12th, spaced 118.6 kc. 
apart. 

(Continued on page 121) 
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A COMPACT OHM -- 
AND OUTPUT METER 

By JACK GRAND 

THE ohm- and output meter described 
in this article is primarily meant for 
the Service Man who owns a good 
set tester and yet wants the im- 

proved features of the later types that he 
may not be able to afford at present. 

The ohm- and output meter illustrated 
is a combination of instruments used to 
indicate resistance and A.C. output volt- 
age on the same meter. This is accom- 
plished by moans of a copper -oxide recti- 
fier and a 3 -pole, 6 -throw switch. This 
meter can be built at a nominal cost as 
all parts are standard and are easily ob- 
tained. 

Some practical uses for this instrument 
are as follows: As an ohmmeter, it has 
three convenient ranges: 0- 1,000, 0- 10,000 
and 0- 100,000 ohms, and is used to find 
unknown values of resistors; for continu- 
ity testing; checking balanced conditions 
of tapped transftirmers; opens; shorts, 
etc. 

The output -meter has three ranges as 
follows: 0 -1, 0 -10 and 0 -100 volts A.C. It 
is used in conjunction with oscillators for 
aligning condensers and I.F. coils, for lo- 
cating hum, level indicators, etc. 

The parts used for the ohmmeter are 
a 100 -ma. shunt for the 0. 1,000 -ohm range; 
(this range should be used as little as pos- 
sible as the drain is quite heavy) ; a 10- 

ma. shunt for the 0- 10,000 -ohm range; and 
a 4,000 -ohm resistor for the 100,000 -ohm 
range. 

By clever use of the 3 -pole 6 -throw 
switch the 1,000 -ohm variable resistor is 
used to compensate for high or low bat- 
tery variations on all ohmmeter ranges. 

On the 0- 1,000 -ohm range, with the 
switch in position, a 50 -ohm fixed- resistor 
is automatically placed in parallel with 
the 1,000 -ohm variable resistor, serving a 
two -fold purpose -it will bypass current 
from the variable resistor as well as 
change its range to less than 50 ohms. 

This low range is required to get full - 
scale deflection with a 41/2-volt battery. 
With the switch in position for 0- 10,000 
ohms, only the 1,000 -ohm variable resistor 
is in series with the meter. In this man- 
ner 450 ohms is obtained for full -scale 
deflection with 41, volts applied. With 
the switch in position for 0- 1u0,uu0 ohms, 
the 4,000 -ohm resistor is automatically 
placed in series with the 1,000 ohm vari- 
able resistor thus obtaining 4,500 ohms 
for full -scale deflection with the 41/2, -volt 
battery. 

All resistance readings are in multiples 
of 10. The scale on the meter is call- 

prated to 100,000 ohms. All that is neces 
sary when using the 10,000 -ohm scale is to 
leave one cipher off the indicated figures 
on the 100,000 -ohm scale, i.e., when the 
reading of the scale shows 1,000 ohms, 
leaving a cipher off the end figure, gives 
us a value of 100 ohms. On the 1,000 - 
ohm scale, two ciphers are left off for ob- 
taining correct values. 

For the output -meter ranges great cote 
must be exercised in connecting the recti- 
fier. The polarity must be correct and 
the D.C. side of the rectifier must go to 
the meter, otherwise -"it is just too bad." 

The resistance of the rectifier at full - 
scale deflection of 1 ma. is about 460 
ohms; therefore, a 500 -ohm resistor is 
placed in series with the rectifier to get a 
1 -volt A.C. reading; on the 10 -volt scale 
a 10,000 ohm resistor is connected in 
series and on the 100 -volt range 100,000 
ohms is used. 

The Parts 
Standard stock -type resistors of good 

makes may be used. The 1,000 ohm vari- 
able resistor will compensate for resist- 
ance error and also for high and low bat- 
tery voltage. The A.C. voltages are only 
approximate. If greater accuracy is re- 
quired, precision -type resistors are recom- 
mended. (A rectifier calibration -curve is 
shown on page 656, May, 1932 issue of 
RAluo -CBA -T.) By the use of a switch 
with more poles, additional voltage ranges 
can be added. 

The ohm- and output meter can be built 
in a small compact unit with self -con- 
tained battery as shown in the photo- 
graphs. There are only a few wires and 
they can be neatly arranged. Heavy spa- 
ghetti covered bus -bar is recommended in 
connecting the shunts as fine wire has a 
high resistance and will introduce errors 
in the readings. 

The entire unit can be mounted in a 
box 41/2 x 61/2 inches; the depth of the 
box is dependent on whether the builder 
desires to have the battery in or out of 
the box. If the battery is not wanted in 
the box it must be connected in series 
with one of the test leads and either of 
the ohm tip- jacks. 

The list of parts used are as follows: 
One Weston :01. O -1 -ma. meter: 
tone Taures rectifier. ItX: 
une Can 10O -nut. shunt. RI : 

I ne Cas 10-nia. shunt. 112_: 
nue t'hu-ostut 50-ohm fixed -resistor. 114: 
One 1aecfrad resistor. type Itt, 1000 ohms. lta: 
One Lynch 4.000-ohm resistor, 1: watt, 1t3; 
OM' Lynch . -,Ot) -ohm resistor, I watt. ItO: 

(Continued on pope 112) 

Fig. A 
Front view. 

Fig. B 
Interior view showing connections. 

Fig. 1 

Schematic circuit. 
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In a series of articles of which this is 

the second, the author describes the 

circuit arrangement used. 

IN the July issue of this publication the fundamental connec- 
tions underlying the principle of operation of all set anal - 
zers were described. In this installment we will discuss the 
actual switching arrangements used in a typical analyzer. 

To enable you to understand how meters are connected to 
the circuits of four- and five -prong tubes in the Jewell 444, see 
Fig. 3, which shows the terminal designations for a four- and 
five -hole socket. The grid is indicated as "G," the plate as "P," 
the filament as "H" for negative and "H1" for positive, and 
the cathode as "K." These terminal designations are followed 
throughout in this analyzer. 

The master selector switch is arranged for these designations, 
therefore, if you will keep these letters in mind you will always 
know how the meter is connected to the circuits. 

Master Selector Switch 
There are twenty -two positions for the master selector switch 

including the "off" position. Counting from left to right begin- 
ning at the bottom, the first position is marked "R -C" meaning 
Resistance- Continuity (the function of this will be described 
later); No. 2 is "H- H -12V," signifying that the D.C. voltmeter 
is connected across the filament circuit using the 12 -volt scale; 
No. 3 is "K- H -60V" meaning that the voltmeter is connected 
between cathode and heater using the 60 -volt scale; No. 4 is 
"K- H- 300V." meaning the voltmeter is between heater and 
cathode using the 300 -volt scale; No. 5 is "K -12 MA." meaning 
the milliammeter is in series with the cathode circuit using 

Photograph of the internal wrring of the Jewell 444 analyzer. 

HOW TO USE A 
SET ANALYZER 

By F. L. SPRAYBERRY 

the 12 -ma. scale; No. 6 is "G- H -30V." meaning the voltmeter is 
between grid and filament using the 30 -volt scale; No. 7 is 
"P- H- 300V." meaning the 300 -volt scale is between plate and 
filament; No. 8 is "G- K -12V." meaning the 12 -volt scale is be- 
tween grid and cathode; No. 9 is "G- K -60V." connected as 
No. 8 except that the 60 -volt scale is used; No. 10 is "G- K- 120V." 
and is the same as Nos. 8 and 9 using the 120 -volt scale; No. 11 
is "G -12 MA meaning the 12 -ma. scale is in series with the grid 
circuit; No. 12 is "CG -K -6V" meaning the 12 -volt scale is be- 

(Continued on page 125) 
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Complete schematic circuit of the Jewell 444 set analyzer. The numbers on the rotary switch 
correspond to those discussed by the author. In reality, they refer to those circuits in which the 
meter is connected for a given measurement; for instance, with the switch set on the "G -K" 
terminal, the meter is connected between the grid and cathode of the tube. The three "G -K" 

points correspond to three different scales on the meter. 
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SCALE DIVISIONS ON 100 MA. SCALE 

This instrument may also be used as a capaci y 
meter. The solid line corresponds to the low 
range, and the dotted line to the high range. 

Fig. 3 
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I EQUALS E OVER R 

By C. W. PALMER 

The fact that current flow in an electrical circuit 
depends upon voltage and resistance means noth- 

ing unless one can visualize what is actually going 

on. In this extremely novel presentation, the author 
shows not only "how" but "why." 

PEOPLE not familiar with electricity 
have the idea that little is known 
about this subject. This assumption 
is incorrect, as probably more is 

known about this science than about any 
other. Because mechanical motions and 
forces can be seen and felt. it is easy for 
the average person to understand and 
foretell their actions and the results en- 
suing. For example, few people would 
question the result of striking a piece of 
wood with the sharp edge of an axe or 
dropping an egg on a concrete floor; but 
when the problem is to visualize what is 
taking place in an electrical circuit, they 
are entirely at "sea." 

If we remember that we cannot see or 
hear electricity directly, but can only 
observe its effects, the study of electricity 
-and its companion radio -will be much 
simplified. 

Electricity (according to the electron 
theory) consists of extremely small mov- 
ing particles, these particles have been 
named electrons and protons. These elec- 
trons and protons do not carry electricity. 
as some people think, they constitute elec- 
tricity. In other words, an electron or 
proton is nothing but a small quantity of 
electricity. Electrons and protons are 
separated because they act differently; 
the electron is said to be a negative 
charge while the proton is a positive 
charge. 

The average person usually believes an 
electron to be a very small particle of 
matter; beyond this elementary concep- 
tion his ideas are vague and usually con- 
fused. 

Let us first consider "Matter." Matter 
is any substance having weight and vol- 
ume -the air, the earth, the water, are 
all forms of matter. 

The Atomic Structure 

Consider a bar of copper (an element) 
as shown in Fig. 1. This bar shows cer- 
tain peculiarities which identify it as 
copper, and even a very small piece, such 
as B of Fig. 1, cut from this bar will be 
characteristic of the whole piece. If it 
were possible to keep cutting down the 
size of the piece of copper, we would 
arrive at a point where a further cut 
would result in changing its character- 
istics, and it would no longer be identified 

as the same material as the whole. This 
particle containing all the peculiarities of 
the whole piece is called a molecule of 
the element. 

Since the molecule has the same char- 
acteristics as the whole, it, too, must be 
subdivided if we are to discriminate be- 
tween one substance and another. Now, 
since all substances have different consti- 
tuents, their molecules must be different, 
and science has been able to break down 
the molecule into still smaller particles 
called atoms. An atom of hydrogen is 
different from an atom of helium; an 
atom of copper is different from an atom 
of zinc, etc. Atoms cannot exist by them- 
selves in a normal state -at least two 

atoms must be combined to form a mole- 
cule. 

The atoms of every substance, regard- 
less of its nature, are composed of elec- 
trons. This means that all substances 
contain electricity, which seems contra- 
dictory to our general knowledge, al- 
though it is apparently true as we shall 
soon see. 

In its normal state, an atom contains 
a certain number of electrons and protons 
arranged in a particular manner. Each 
substance has a different combination and 
grouping of the charges. Hydrogen, for 
example, the lightest substance known, 
contains only one electron revolving 

(Continued on page 118) 
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down the substance. 
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The uncharged, separated molecules in Fig. 5 cause a flow of current as shown in the lower part 
of the same figure when touched. This flow ceases in a very short time, but may be caused to 

flow for a longer time by the application of an E.M.F. as shown in Fig. 6. 
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THE THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION 
OF ATTENUATORS AND 
LINE FILTERS 

By HY LEVY 

In the May and June issues of this publication, 
there was described the theory and operation 
of impedance matching. In this discussion, 
final calculations for "H"- and "T" -type pads 

are submitted by the author. 

v/ E can now proceed with 
the design of H-type 
pad to give us the desired 
20 decibel loss as deter- 

mined in our own problem under 
consideration. Assume we did not 
have Table 3 from which the values 
of Z, and Z_ may be obtained, but 
that we wish to calculate our own 
values of Z, and Z_ for the pad. To 
determine the constants of the pad 
it is necessary to know the working 
formulas for an H -type network. 
The working formulas will not be 
derived in these papers, but it can 
be shown that the formulas for H- 
type networks are as follows: 

Z. A 1 

"Z1" the series element = 
2 A + I 

2Z.A 
"Z3" the shunt element = - (2) 

A2 -1 
"Z." the characteristic impedance = 

2v'Z, (Z3 + Z,).... (3 ) 

TABLE 4 

DOSD1 
°2338 

- 

Lot- 
V, I 

\72C".1.2 

v, I, Vtcr 
Ti 

Zo 200 
Ohms 

Zo 500 
Ohms 

Zo 600 
Ohms 

z, zt 
0hms 

z, 
ohm1 

zz 
Ohms 

z, 
ohm, 

zt 
Ohms 

1 .06 1.1E 11.3 1760 t9 4400 34 6080 

t .10 1.26 23.0 868 68 2160 69 2574 

6 .16 1.41 34.0 671 86 1428 102 1714 

4 .20 1.58 45.0 422 113 1066 136 1166 

6 .16 1.78 66.0 368 140 620 169 966 

10 .60 3.16 104.0 140.6 669 661.6 311 412 

80 1.0 10.0 164.0 40.4 410 101 491 121.4 

30 1.6 31.6 190.0 13.6 476 33.8 670 40.6 

40 2.0 1000 198.0 2.0 496 6.0 690 6.0 

60 2.6 316.0 200.0 1.3 600 3.2 600 . 3.6 

(1) 

Examples of Design 
We may now proceed with the appli- 

cation of these formulas to the design 
of the H -type pad to give us the desired 
20 decibel loss as previously determined 
in our own problem under discussion. 

21. ,82.00MS Zt 92.9 OHMS 

21. 82.0 OHMS Zi 82.0 OHMS 

Fla. 10. above. H -type pad working between 
two 200 -ohm Impedances. 

Fig. 11, center. A completed H -type pad 
causing a 20 db. loss. 

Fig. 12, below. A typical T -type network. 

Given: To design a 20 decibel pad to 
work between two 200 -ohm impedances. 
(See Fig. 10.) 

From Table 3, the value of "A," (see 
Fig. 9) the amplification constant, can 
be determined. The amplification constant 
V, - at 20 decibels is given as 10. 

V2 
Therefore "A" is equal to 10. 
"Z." is equal to 200 ohms (given). 
Then "Z," the series element from equa- 

tion (1) is 
Z. IA - 1 

Z, = l 
2 A+1/ 
200 - 

Z, = 
2 10 + 1 

q 

7 = 100 - 
11 

21 

-0.10 
VS -+ Z 

It 20 Vt 

FF.200 
OHMS 

Z1 
.200 
OHMS 

zp 
20.100 

OHMS 

Fig. 13, above. Equivalent circuit of Fig. 12. 

Fig. 14, below. A T -type network working 
between two 200 -ohm impedances. 
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7., = 100 X .82 
Z, = 82.0 ohms 

and "Z_' the shunt element from 
equation (2). 

2 Zo A 
Z - 

Z2 - 

A2-1 
2 X 200 X 10 

102 -1 
4000 

Z2 = - 
99 

Z2 = 40.4 ohms. 
The completed network will look 

as shown in Fig. 11. As shown in 
this figure, the H -type pad having 
the series element equal to 82.0 

ohms. and the shunt element equal to 40.4 
ohms, will cause a 20 decibel loss to be 
introduced betwen V, the input terminals, 
and V2 the output terminals, reducing 
the input voltage of 1.5 volts to the de- 
sired value of .15 volts across "ZO" the 
load impedance, which was the problem 
under consideration. It will be noticed 
that the calculated values of "Z,' and 
"Z0" check with the values given in 
Table 3. 

It was previously stated, that the image 
impedance must equal the characteristic 
impedance, in order to realize perfect im- 
pedance matching characteristics. This 
equality is shown below: 

"Z. the image impedance = 200 ohms 
(given). 

"Z,;" the characteristic impedance from 
equation (3). 

(Continued on page 115) 

Fig. 15. above. A completed T -type network 
causing a 20 de. loss. 

Fig. 16, below. Illustrating a bifilar winding. 
A and B are the ends of the winding. 
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THE ANALYSIS OF RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS 

OPERATING NOTES 

IT would seem that scarcely a week goes 
by without the radio Service Man meet- 
ing some serious problem, which in his 
opinion, is the most baffling and aggra- 

vating he has ever encountered. Yet, 
when once a difficult assignment is com- 
pleted, never to be forgotten, subsequent 
failures of the same nature quickly recall 
the solution. Such a situation, recently, 
proved to be of such character, that men- 
tion of it must be made here. 

Sparton Model 740 

The complaint on a Sparton, model 740 
receiver, similar to the model 301 (shown 
on page 459, of the February, 1931 issue 
of RADIO- CRAFT) except for the additional 
tuned R.F. stage and modification of the 
band- selector connections, was "very 
loud hum, accompanied by weak and dis- 
torted reception." Occasionally, one finds 
a shorted cathode filament 485 tube to be 
the direct cause of this same condition. 
(The 485 tube possesses the same char- 
acteristics as the 484 except for the fact 
that the 485 is a quick heater.) How- 
ever, the tube checked satisfactorily. 

Grid voltage on the '50 tubes, being 
normal, vetoed the presumption that the 
bias resistor was shorting at some point 
to the chassis. A careful socket analysis 
was made of the entire receiver with 
only a single clue, the plate voltages were 
slightly below par. 

All this time, in order to complete the 
necessary tests, the set had been switched 
"on," and the terrific hum drove all 
within audible range almost to distrac- 
tion. When the detector tube was re- 
moved, the hum decreased nearly 75 per- 
cent. As the power amplifier was func- 
tioning properly, this led to the conclu- 
sion that the fault lay in the power sup- 
ply. Logically, the first thought was 
open-circuited filter condensers. 

A 2 mf., 600 -volt condenser was se- 
lected from the kit and connected from 
chassis to rectifier filament, red speaker 
lead and blue speaker lead, in turn. (The 

By BERTRAM M. FREED 

red and blue speaker leads connect to 
the speaker field which is used as a choke 
in the plate supply.) This move did not 
reduce the hum but the frequency of the 
note changed. Leaving the condenser 
connected from chassis to red speaker 
lead, another unit of like characteristics 
was connected from the blue speaker lead 
to chassis. The bum diminished consid- 
erably. 

The condenser block in this receiver is 
composed of three 2 mf. sections. It 
appeared unlikely that two sections would 
open -circuit at one time. To definitely 
determine this fact, the three condenser 
leads were unsoldered from their respec- 
tive positions in the circuit, and with the 
set switched "on," each lead was con- 
nected first to the high voltage and then 
to chassis to obtain a discharge. How- 
ever, it was not possible to obtain a spark 
from any of the condenser sections. 

The two nuts holding the block to the 
chassis were loosened and the block re- 
moved. A cursory examination disclosed 
the fact that the common lead which 
should have been soldered to the bottom 
of the can, and which is external to it, 
was not making contact; consequently, 
each section of the block was actually by- 
passing the hum voltage right around 
each choke, instead of to the ground. 
After connecting this lead and replacing 
the block the receiver performed in nor- 
mal manner. The condition described is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Sparton 737 

In the Sparton 737 ( "gold" model, 600 
series), one of the most frequently re- 
ported complaints is "fading." This may 
be caused by many defects, some of which 
have been previously described in these 
columns. Several months ago, such a 
complaint was followed up. 

Aerial, tubes, the R.F. coil bobbins and 
the reproducer were all checked and they 
tested normal. Nevertheless, after about 

500 /Z' 
OHMS 

500 OHMS OSCILLATOR GRID 

®t L----- OSCILLA OR OHMS 
GRID COIL 

FRONT OF CHASSIS 

0-5 
Fig. 2 

Chassis arrangement of the Stromberg Carlson models 25 and 26. 
Lack of volume on these sets may be caused by a defective .04 -mf. 
bi- resonator condenser. One type is shown in B above. The procedure 

to follow is described in the teat and at A above. 

CND 

04- 
MF .' SLATE 

CAN 
LEADS 

-B- 
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a half hour, the receiver commenced to 
fade, accompanied by an annoying sput- 
tering and cackle, until finally, the set 
ceased to function. 

The cackling and sputtering condition 
pointed definitely to some breakdown in 
the receiver; at the same time an arc 
was undoubtedly being produced. 

With this in mind, different parts of 
the receiver and chassis were tapped with 
a light tack -hammer, care being exercised 
when the tubes were tapped, in an effort 
to locate the defective member by repro- 
ducing the arcing -and the resulting 
noise. This was made with the switch 
"on." When the push -pull audio input 
transformer was struck smartly, the set 
started to perform with a series of cackles. 

(The above method of locating trouble 
might well be applied to the location of 
poor or unsoldered connections.) 

After the receiver had operated nor- 
mally for some time and again faded, 
striking the same unit restored reception 
to normal. A close persual of this unit 
disclosed the primary shorted to the core. 
A new transformer was installed and the 
job was done. 

Since that time, eight transformers 
have been replaced on other service calls 
to remedy the same defect in the same 
model. 

Two other common complaints have 
been found on the Sparton 737 receiver. 
In one case, the symptoms were weak re- 
ception and a loud howl as the volume 
control was turned down. 

In such instances a socket analysis will 
show lack of plate voltage on one of the 
first three (untuned) R.F. tubes occa- 
sioned, generally, by a poor socket con- 
tact. In order to repair these sockets, it 
is necessary to remove the sub -panel as- 
sembly from the metal shield can. The 
two nuts holding the shield can to the 
shelf should be loosened and removed, and 
the shield can moved away from the dial 
to disengage the R.F. amplifier from the 

(Continued on page 117) 

I 7,000 
CORD I ONMS'C -> 
LEAD "h..I 

TO CAN --+-L -1 J 
OPENS = _ 

<- 2 I4F 
T CAN (EACH) 

Fig. 1 

Trouble was caused in a Sparton 740 because 
the lead which should connect to the can was 
not connected at all; each section of the unit 
was bypassing the hum around the filter chokes. 
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THE SERVICE MAN'S FORUM 
Where His Findings May Benefit Other Radio Technicians 

LASSOING BUSINESS 
Editor. RADIo-CsArr: 

In Fig. A is illustrated our service 
shop. All of the equipment excepting 
the Jewell 199 set analyzer (which has 
been rewired) is home constructed. A 
description of the "lab." may be of gen- 
eral interest. 

A standard large -size office desk cov- 
ered with linoleum provides a working 
bench as well as eight drawers, one for 
each of the following: tools, hookups, 
condensers, resistors, volume controls, 
hardware and small parts, miscellaneous 
units. The test panel, at the rear of 
the desk, was constructed from veneer 
38 in. x 58 in. x % -in. thick, mounted on 
a heavy wooden frame. 

On the panel at the lower right is an 
A.C. subpanel with "on -off" switches for 
all units as well as controlled outlets for 
a soldering iron and radio receivers under 
test; a master switch turns off every- 
thing. In the opposite 
lower corner is a complete 
power plant delivering 
"A," "B," and "C" volt- 
ages; and a Tungar bat- 
tery charger. 

A Jewell 199 analyzer 
rewired for quick socket 
voltage analysis and a 
complete set of adapters 
are handily arranged at 
the center. To the left of 

Fie. A 
How's this for a Service Shop. 

A card index is kept for changes on 
sets, and duplicate analysis blanks. In 
the tube rack at the left of the panel 
there is kept a complete set of matched 
tubes. A total of about 200 good hand 
tools are provided. 

At the extreme left (under the big 
Peerless speaker) is under construction 
for a local publicity company, a rack -and- 
panel type of amplifier. Radio, phono- 

THE Official Radio 
Service Mens Asso- 

ciation, sponsored by 
RADIO- CRAFT, invites all 
Service Men who are not 
members of the Organi- 
zation to write for an 
application blank. It is 
the official service or- 
ganization of this maga- 

oFFICIAL 

RADIO 
SERVICE MENS i 

gfáttio'r,% 

space in "our" magazine for this letter; 
I say "our" because I feel that "It" be- 
longs to the Service Man. 

I hardly know just how to put it but 
anyway here goes. I am sure that there 
is not a Service Man that has not heard 
these words or something similar, "Why, 
I can order that tube from a mail order 
house for about half that price," and the 
smaller the town the more often he hears 
this plaintive refrain. 

Consequently, I have a far fetched sug- 
gestion to make; I am confident that if 
the Service Men of the country at large 
would stick to it, it would work. 

If the Service Men as a body would 
back the product of some reliable tube 
manufacturer, handle his line exclusively 
and talk quality; and if this manufac- 
turer would refuse to sell these tubes to 
the gyp houses I think, in my way of 
seeing things, that the result would be 
a big step towards helping all concerned. 

I would appreciate hear- 
ing what other Service 

sine and is maintained 
solely for the interests 
of Service Men. Mem- 
bership cards are issued 
upon passing a written 
examination which is 
forwarded by mail. 
Write for yours today. 
The O. R. S. M. A., 98 
Park Place, N. Y. 

the Jewell instrument are 
the antenna and ground leads, brought 
to the panel on G. E. stand -off insulators. 
At the upper right is a broadcast -band 
shielded oscillator provided with a plug - 
in jack type of output connection. 

On the subpanel in the upper left -hand 
corner of the panel is mounted a tube 

4 tester to indicate mutual conductance, 
filament erfiission, and shorted elements; 
a switching arrangement places the 8- 

- scale Weston meter in series or shunt 
connection to any radio circuit; also, the 
meter may be used for external voltage 
and continuity tests. Provision is also 
made by means of tip -jacks to place any 
other meter in the circuit for adjustment 
or comparison. A line -filter reverse 
switch and control is built in. 

In addition to the equipment on the 
panel there is one D.C.-type 90 to 1500 kc. 
oscillator; a two -button mike; and two 
dynamic and three magnetic test speak- 
ers. There also is available a Universal 
meter equipped with test prods and hav- 
ing four milliamp., three ampere, five 
voltage and three ohmmeter ranges; 
namely, a total of 15 ranges for one lone 
meter! 

graph and two mikes are switched by 
means of jacks and patch cords on the 
panel into two amplifiers; and from this 
combination, into five reproducers. 

We are very proud of our radio library; 
a complete file of all radio publications 
is kept. Not shown in the photograph 
is another table for working tests; and 
long shelves provide for chasses, parts 
and tubes. 

(Note -We may be radio men but we're 
not type -mill pushers!) 

R. M. CASTE, 
Dunbar Radio Co., 

Dunbar, W. Va. 
( "Mill pusher" or no mill pusher, our 

correspondent writes an interesting let- 
ter. We are sure that if more service 
organizations would follow a clean -cut 
plan in laying out a service shop, as have 
the members of this company, sales re- 
sistance would be greatly reduced. - 
Technical Editor.) 

CONTROLLING THE PRICES 
OF TUBES 

Editor. RADIO- CRAFT: 
I wish that you would grant me a little 
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Men have to say on this 
subject; in fact, the small 
radio dealer also might 
well benefit by subscribing 
to the same plan. 
LEE F. Sciirossuu, 

Lee F. Schlosser Radio 
Service Co., 

Haleyville, Ala. 
(There are two sides to 

this story, as there are to 
most, so let's hear what the "anti's" have 
to say.-Technical Editor.) 

DANCE STATIC 
Editor, RADIO -CRAFT: 

The writer was called in to service a 
set in which there was interference. 

The people danced quite a bit and when 
a couple passed (in the front room) a 
certain spot close to the front door the 
radio set seemed to want to fall apart 
due to the terrific noise it emanated. 
Well, I knew there was a loose connec- 
tion but could not find it -so "Hawkshaw" 
went to work. 

No loose connection in sockets or base 
plugs on the first floor, so up I went to 
the second. Nope, no luck. Nearly ready 
to give up, I went to asking questions. 

I found out that Mr. Amateur a few 
years hack had torn up a plank in the 
attic and done some wiring. Up comes 
the plank again and the mystery of a 
loose connection is solved -you know, 
resin joints. 

T. E. DAI.Y, 
8 Brookfield, Beulah Park, 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
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Fig. 1 

Photograph of the new "resistance adapter." 

PRIZE AWARD 
ADAPTER FOR "RESISTANCE 

SERVICING" 
By Robert Barton 

WITH the coming of "resistance meas- 
urement" (prong of socket to chassis, 

etc.), as a basis of service procedure, the 
writer submits a description of a small 
unit which he has used for quite a while 
with satisfactory results. It speeds serv- 
ice work "like nobody's business!" 

This device is a special plug adapter, 
illustrated in Fig. 1, which is cheaply 
and quickly constructed, its object being 
to provide a simple means of making elec- 
trical connection to the socket prongs 
when they are below the subpanel or 
surrounded by a non -removable shield. 
Contacts on the top plate are "straight 
through" connected to the prongs. 

For its construction in UY -type, pro- 
cure a 5 -prong short -wave coil -form, such 
as the old Dresner, Octocoil, etc., and a 
flat piece of bakelite approximately the 
diameter of the coil form. Drill holes in 
the bakelite plate in the relative position 
of the tube prongs, and bolt short screws, 
to which are fastened lugs and lock wash- 
ers, through these holes. To these lugs 
are soldered lengths of busbar which are 
then pushed through their respective holes 
in the prongs and drawn up snugly; sol- 
dering these pieces to the respective 
prongs ( "grid" contact to grid prong, 
"plate" contact to plate prong, etc..) com- 
pletes the job. 

A unit of this type having low- resist- 
ance, convenient contacts to "jab up 
against" when making a resistance test 
instead of "fishing around" in a hidden 
socket, is something that I think twill 
appeal to other Service Men. 

Of course the same idea can be adapted 
for any type of socket: for instance in 
making such a device for a six -prong 
socket, procure a tube base with the re- 
quired number of prongs in it, drill six 
holes in the top plate and then proceed 
as described for the 5 -prong tube circuits. 

By measuring the resistance between 
the chassis and each prong of each tube 

SHORT CUTS 
IN RADIO SERVICE 

$10 for Prize Service 
Wrinkles 

Previous experience has indicated that 
many Service Men, during their daily work, 
have run across some very excellent Wrinkles, 
which would be of great interest to their 
fellow Service Men. 

As an incentive toward obtaining informa- 
tion of this type, RADIO -CRAFT will pay 
$10.00 to the Service Man submitting the 
best all-around Radio Service Wrinkle each 
month. All checks are mailed upon publi- 
cation. 

The judges are the editors of RADIO - 
CRAFT, and their decisions are final. No 
unused manuscripts can be returned. 

Follow these simple rules: Write, or pre- 
ferably type, on one side of the sheet, giving 
a clear description of the best Radio Service 
Wrinkle you know of. Simple sketches in 
tree -hand are satisfactory, as long as they 
explain the idea. You may send in as many 
Wrinkles as you please. Everyone is eligible 
for the prize except employees of RADIO - 
CRAFT and their families. 

The contest closes the 15th of every month, 
by which time all the Wrinkles must be 
received for the next month. 

Send all contributions to the Editor, Ser- 
vice Wrinkles, c'o RADIO- CRAFT, 98 Park 
Place. New York City. 

socket, with the current turned off, and 
comparing the resulting figures with pre- 
viously prepared tables for sets of similar 
type resistor, opens, shorts and changes 
in value; condenser shorts and leakage; 
and instrument shorts: opens or grounds 
are readily detected. 

Fig. 2 

Mr. Sager's remote control system. 

Articles on the "chassis -to -tube -prong re- 
sistance" method of radio servicing for 
which this adapter is designed have ap- 
peared in contemporary publications, to 
wit: "The Resistance Measurement 
Method of Servicing," in the June 1932 
issue of "Service" magazine, and; "Re- 
sistance Measurement," in the May 1932 
issue of "Radio and Music Merchant" 
magazine. 

REMOTE CONTROL OF A. C. 
DYNAMIC SPEAKER FIELD 

By C. M. Sager 
WHEN operating a dynamic reproducer 

with an A.C. field which is entirely 
remote from the set, it is necessary to 
turn the field supply to the speaker "on" 
and "off," at the speaker, with the result 
that the current is often left turned "on," 
when not in use. 

A small relay, of the type formerly used 
to control "B" eliminators and battery 
chargers, can be used to turn the speaker 
on and off automatically. 

Remove the winding from the relay 
magnet (this being about No. 18) and 
rewind with. No. 32 enameled wire, ran- 
dom wound, td completely fill the spool. 
The rewound relay is connected in the 
center lead to the speaker input trans- 
former, and operates on the plate current 
of the power tubes. Using two '45 or '47 
tubes, with a plate current of 60 to 65 
milliamperes, only about 4 or 5 volts drop 
across the magnet winding is required to 
operate the relay. See Fig. 2. 

A "SHORTED TURNS" TEST 
By Clifton E. Wellman 

HAVE never seen described in any ra- 
dio magazine the following method of 

testing for shorts in power transformers. 
It does not require elaborate or expensive 
equipment. 

Many Service Men cannot tell when a 
power transformer is faulty, unless it has 
reached the point where it may be identi- 

Fig. 3 

Here's how to test those shorted turns. 
Fig. 4 

The screw starter. 
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fled by the looks, the smell, or the open 
circuit condition of a secondary winding. 

However, by utilizing the primary wind- 
ing of the transformer to be tested as a 
shunt for an A.C. 150 -volt meter, as shown 
in Fig. 3, shorts in the secondary wind- 
ings are indicated by the drop in the 
meter readings. These should be checked 
against readings taken from transformers 
known to be O.K. A chart should be 
made up of these readings of the popular 
makes of radio sets that come into the 
shop; (the readings between different 
makes of transformers do not differ very 
greatly). Shorted turns in the primary 
windings may also be indicated in this 
test. 

The following tests and readings, sub- 
mitted as examples, were made upon a 
Victor model R -15 power transformer: 

Volts 
Voltmeter readings, test prods open 110 
Voltmeter readings, test prods 

shorted 0 
Test prods connected to primary of 

trans., A to C. No. load 90 
Test prods connected to primary of 

trans., A to B. No. load 86 
Test prods connected to primary of 

trans., B to C. No. load 1 
Test prods connected from A to C 90 
Add the following load -dial light 89 

2 power tubes 71 
Rectifier 52 
4 screen -grid tubes 32 
Short rectifier plate to grid 1.5 
Short rectifier filament 10.5 
Short rectifier filament to plate.. 70 
Short power tube filament 28 
Short '24 tube filament 26 

Therefore, readings that differ very 
much from the chart below would indi- 
cate that the transformer is not O.K. 

Volts 
Victor R -15 -Sec. tree 90 

Load 2 pr. tubes and rect 52 
Crosley 30S- 31S- 33S -34S -Sec. free 85 

Load- rectifier 58 
Radiola 41 -Sec. free 96 

Load- rectifier 62 
Atwater Kent 44 -Sec. free 78 

Load -rectifier 56 
Philco 77 -77A -Sec. free 84 

Load -rectifier -all tubes 30 

A GOOD SCREW- STARTER 
By Ray L. Mason 

ASERVICE tool that I have found ab- 
solutely indispensable in my shop is 

made from a piece of copper tubing (such 
as refrigerator men or auto mechanics 
usually have around) about six inches 
long and with a diameter of about 14 in. 
or larger, (if copper tubing is not avail- 
able an old curling iron will furnish the 
tubing) and, a piece of clock spring. 

Pinch the end of the tube in a vise un- 
til almost closed, insert two pieces of 
clock spring about one inch long into the 
tube, leaving about a half inch protrud- 
ing, then pinch tightly and you will have 
one of the best screw -starters you could 
ever find. The completed tool is illus- 
trated in Fig. 4. 

A SCREEN -GRID DETECTOR 
FOR THE A.K. 37 

By George Stoneham 
VOLUME and sensitivity were increased 

approximately three times, selectivity 
was improved and tone quality was un- 
impaired by making a few slight changes 
in an A.K. model 37 receiver. The 
changes made in this radio set may be 
made in any receiver where the type '27 
detector operates with comparatively low 
plate voltage and R.F. input. 

The original circuit of connections is 
shown in Fig. 5A; B, the completed dia- 
gram, incorporates a type '24 tube as the 
detector. 

THE SERVICE MAN'S FRIEND 
By Wilbert L. Mistier 

IN the life of every Service Man there 
comes a time when he will accidently 

mar the surface of a radio receiver cabi- 
net. The writer takes care of such con- 
tingencies by always carrying along a 
small bottle containing clear varnish and 
capped by a rubber stopper. The pro- 
cedure is illustrated in Figure 6. 

The rubber stopper moistened with a 
little varnish is rubbed over the scratch 
until the varnish flakes have been dis- 
solved and mixed with the fresh varnish 
and presto, the scratch will have dis- 
appeared! 

Where the scratch has gone through 
the surface of the varnish and reached 
the wood, use a soft -lead pencil to darken 
the surface and then follow the procedure 
previously described. 

REPAIRING A.K. POWER PACKS 

By Herbert W. Jones 
E all know what a messy and tough 
job it is to repair A.K. Power Packs 

in which one of the condensers is "shot." 
However, there is one method which, in- 
so -far as the writer is aware, has never 
before been proposed to the main body 
of Service Men. This is a simple and 
effective method of repairing such A.K. 
models as the 37 and 38 -and without 
tearing the can to pieces or melting out 
the sealing compound; the principle is 
applicable to other makes of receivers 
having similar power pack design. 

If either the detector bypass or the 
filter condensers are shot, remove the 
cover and loosen the clamp which holds 
down the two cans, raise the filter sys- 
tem can and then place under it a piece 
of insulating material. Then, cut the 
bare lead that connects from the filter 
can to the center hold-down, bolt and sol- 
der a piece of insulating wire to this bare 
wire from the can. Replace the can, place 
another piece of insulating material un- 
der the hold -down clamp (that is, over 
the filter can) and tighten. The filter can 
should now be entirely insulated from 
the chassis. 

The original connections of the filter 
system of an A.K. model 37 or 38 receiver 
pack are shown in Figure 7A; in 7B, the 
connections of the filter system are shown 
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after being revamped in accordance with 
the above procedure. 

Since the filter system is now connected 
to ground through condenser C6 the re- 
sulting effective capacities of the con- 
densers in the can will be a function of 
the capacity of C6; in other words, we 
are bringing into use the law of con- 
densers in series. 

Therefore, to raise the effective capacity 
of C2, the condenser C7 connected to the 
outside of the can is added in parallel to 
C2 and C6. 

Although the effective capacity of C3 
is lowered, it is not possible to notice 
any difference in operation of the set. 
However, if desired, its capacity, too, may 
be increased by connecting an external 
condenser from the can to the detector 
positive terminal on the terminal board. 
Condenser C5 is added to aid in the 
fi tering. 
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Fig. 5 

Changing for the screen -grid detector. 

Fig. 6 

At last, a scratch eliminator! 
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Fig. 7 
And for repairing that A.K. power pack- 
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71 Radio Service Data Sheet 

PHILCO MODEL 15 SERIES, I I -TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE CHASSIS 

(Used in Models I 5X and I5DX receivers; and includes inclined sounding board, twin reproducers, 
tone control, A.V.C., visual tuning, local- distance switch.) 

A feature of this chassis design is the 
exceptionally fine quality of the reproduc- 
tion. Note that tubes of the 6.3 -volt or 
"automotive" type are used in this ultra- 
modern receiver. a product of the Chile° 
ltadio & Television Corp. The following 
quotation is of particular interest. 

In efficiency, in economy of current and 
spare, in uniformity. in freed from trou- 
ble and in all- around performance, the new 
I'llilcO 6.3 -volt universal -service tubes are 

CABLETFROM WHITE Y YELLOW 
FROM 
FIELD 
COIL 

!YELLOW FROM GREEN 
FIELD COIL BLUE AND 

4.u. AN. WHITE 
WHITE 

BLUE 
WRITE FROM 

VOICE COIL 

MAROON 
FROM 

VOICE 
BLACK \ COIL 

BLACK FROM MAROON FROM BLACK AND 

FIELD COIL VOICE COIL WHITE 

WHITE FROM 
VOICE 
COIL 

superior to any tubes that we know of. 
past or present. 

"We will standardize on 6.3 -volt )renter 
type tubes, since their use permits applica- 

tion to automotive receivers and Il.('. sets, 
as well as to A.C. instruments: thus, all 
new developments in future Chile° tubes 
will 1w immediately available for all these 
classes of service:' 

Following is a list of the features of this 
set. ils furnished by the fintory: Inclined 
sounding board, twin- reproducers. .\.\'.C.. 
automatic tuning silencer. (listener switch, 
illuminated grille, tone control. shadow tun- 
ing, glowing arrow station tinder, station - 
recording type of dhl1. 

The resistors in the Model 15 chassis 
sl Id measure as follows: Ií2. III7. 10.000 
ohms; 113, 115. It 18..49- nteg.: Ií4..16 -meg. ; 

116. :11.1100 ohms; Ií7. 2011 °lints: Its, I04. 
11 16. 1. nleg. ; lit). 1 ::,0011 1ì11m% : I111í. 1 A11111 

ohms; 1111, 99,0110 ohms: ìt12.- :25 -meg. 
¡lotted: See text) : lt13. It l9, ú .Is)0 ohms; 
111 5. 2:1,000 ohms; Ií20. .24 -meg.; lt21, 
I:22. 50 ohms; 112::, 205 ohms. 

Condensers t'1 to C9, tuning or trimming 
condensers. Condensers CPI. I'2 . I'23. are 
Ill) mmf. traits: Cll. t'12, C13. ì'1s, Cltl, 
.IC -of.; C14. 1'17. .00 -mf.: 1'1:1, C :4, C2:1, 
25 -mf.; I'16, 35 mmf.: í'20, 1. mf.: C2I. 

1'27. .III -mf. ; l'_li. l' ::1. t . . 0:5 -alt.: ('28, 
1211, C : :II. t control condensers : ('3_, 
41112-nrf. I dotted: sew text I : 1'34. C85. ('39, 
-ul 5-nIL: ì':5. .TS -mG; C36. C87, 
'electrolytic) : 115.\, 700 mmf. 

The reproducer system of this receiver de- 
serves special mention. IJU to tile fact 
that there are two separate d ynamic re- 

1 

! :(1411 I ClA 
; i5 104 

I;IJ 

ér 
CI 

OSTI 
44 

I.FTI CFI 
44 

L FT 2 

1 

producers operating from a single receiver 
output. It is absolutely essential that the 
east rumen is he correctly "holed" -that is, 
the field and voice coils must be connected 
so that the correct "phase' relation is main- 
tained between the two units. I Moth dia- 
phragms moving in or out nt the same time.) 
l'or this reason a detail illustration of the 
reproducer leads, showing their color code 
and connections, is reproduced in this Data 
Sheet. 

Chasses stamped at rear with a circle 
around Ni s. 20 and 21 must have lit_ and 
1'32 added Io reduce distortion due to power- 
ful local stations: NOS. 22 and 23 have C32 
but may require I :12: subsequent chasses are 
equipped with both. 

"Roth speakers have identically the same 
frequency response cluuacterist ics," states 
the ma nu flu ttuei-. The two reproducers are 
used to obtain more uniform sound distribu- 
tion. An echo- absorbing screen nt the rear 
of the cabinet prevents echo and blur -and 
tends to increase front- projected sound 
volume. 

The power rating of the set is 11:1 watts. 
The tubes in the Model 13 chassis are 

very or mica] in their filament- current 
requirements. The types '37 and 44 tubes 
consume only 11.3 -.1.: the 42's Ithe output 
pentodes). 0.7 -.\.; the 'SO. 2. A. The 
filaments of nil of these t except the 
'SO, are ratted at 6.3 V.; the 'SO, L volts. 

With an . \.C, line potential of 115 volts. 
volume control at maximum, with the sta- 
tion selector turned to the low -frequency 
end and the power switch in the "middle" 
position. the following reaGings are normal : 

)'late potential (measured to cathode), \'l. 
10:1 volts: \'2. V4. 250 volts: \3. lit volts; 
\:5, 277. volts: VO. zero: V7, 75 volts; V8, 
100 volts: \'9, \'111, 2:1:7 volts; \'ll, 320 
Iper plate). Screen -grid (to cathode), \'I, 
75 volts: V2. V4, V. 90 volts: V9, \ -10, 
2270 volts. Control -grid (to cathode), \'1, 
V : ;. V9. \'10, 15 volts: \'2, V4. 0.85-volt; 
\ ;;.:t.3 volts: VII. VS. 0.2 -volt; V7, 0.4 -volt. 
Cathode Ro filament t, VI. 30 volts; V2 to 
V9, 10 volts; V10, 15 volts; \'2. V4, 0.8ú- 
volt ; \-J, 3.3 volts ; \'6. VS, 0.2 -volt ; V7, 
0.4 -volt. Cathode (to filament), VI, 30 
volts; V2 to V9, 10 volts; V10, V11, 15 
volts. 

12100C GET 2 IFt LETj D3 NC SFI C77 AFL 
44 / / Y rl 0e^ 
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v7ì ve / Q 
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I I, 
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TWI 
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REPRODUCERS 

Condensers C28, C29. 
C30. .01 -mf., each; 
resissor Rl, 1. meg.; 
fields, 3.200 ohms 
each; V12. V13, 

V14, 6.3 V. 
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Radio Service Data Sheet 72 

RCA VICTOR MODEL R -78 BI- ACOUSTIC 12 -TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE 

(Also, General Electric "Convention" Model J -125 Chassis.) 

This is the first commercial receiver to 
incorporate the new "super- phonie" line of 
tubes which have recently tonde their ap- 
pearance on the market. 'l'he tubes of this 
series incorporated in the I( -78 land .1.12,1 

chassis are the 55 It. t'. peul ode. 1; general- 
purpose, 46 Class It and u' uu'rcny -vapor 
rectifier. (The type 58 tubes are of 6- 
prong -base design.) 

.\ feature of the receiver Is the toue con- 
trol, which is designed to maintain even re- 
production of the low and high frequencies, 
regardless of the volume setting. Thus. 
pass reproduction at low volumes is not 
attenuated as when non -compensating cir- 
cuits are used. 

The resistance and capacity values of 
the respective units are indicated by figures 
within parentheses. 

The following operating voltage and cur- 
rent readings are for a 120-volt line. the 
volume control set at "minimum," and no 
signal )King reeelved. 

Fila nient potential, all tubes, 2.5 volts. 
Plate potential (to cathode or filament). 
VI, V2, \'4, V6, V7, V10, 210 volts: C^. 
70 volts; V5, 2011 volts: \'S, V9. 400 volts: 
VII, zero. Plate eu rrent. \'1, V10. :t na.: 
V2, 1.5 nia.; Vtt. VO, V7. 5 nun.: C4. :.., 
ma.; V5, 1. ma. ; V8, V9, 0 ma. ; VII, zero. 
Control -grid potential Ito eat bootie or fila- 
ment), VI, V2, Va, V4, V8. C9, V1(1. VII. 
zero; VS, 12 volts; V6, V7, 8 volts. Screen - 
grid (to cathode or filament), V1. 100 volts; 
V2, V4, V10, 95 volts. Cathode (to heater) 
potential, VI, Vtl, V10. 7 volts; V2, 10 
volts; V4, 8 volts; VS, 12 volts; VO, V7, 
11 volts; Vii, IS volts. 

The Input signal potential for the I.1'. 
amplifier is applied also to the A.V.C. am- 
plifier tube dur to the grids of both being 
coupled together by means of C92. The 
output of the IF. amplifier V4 is applied 
to second -detector V5 through as sharply- 
tuned transformer I.F.T 2 ; however, the 
output of A.V.C. amplifier VIO is coupled 
to A.V.C. tube V11 through a broadly tuned 
unit 

Although too much selectivity ahead of 
VII is undesirable, since it I nt reduces ex- 
cessive distortion and overload as a station 
signal is tuned in, still, a certain amount 

oo,w1 
Vse t C1A 

ll IC1, 
TR 

5F1 

(ISCS wNFI 
IA.WUNr1 Cia er,,Ls 

f2A v: 
asaN,e7 56 

L1 C25 ! 0E1.1 

is essential ; otherwise, the A.C.C. will be 
roused to function by a local station when 
it is desired to tune in a weaker station 
on an adjacent channel. 

The voltage developed across resistors ltd, 
1(21, 1C' _, furnish control -grid Iles for V1 ; 

the drop across 114, R22, is the control -grid 
bias for \'2; and the drop across Ito, con- 
trol -grid bias for C4. 

As the drop In these resistors is due to 
the signal potential applied to the A.V.C. 
tube and this voltage is in turn dependent 
upon the bins of the Mr.. first detector, 
and I.I`, amplifier, an ntuomntir Hutton Is 
obtained; greater voltage is applied to the 
It. F. and first-dot-cow than to the I.F. to 
prevent overloading of these tithes due to 
a strung. undesired adjacent carrier. 

'l'he undistorted power output of the 
11 -78 is ruled at 111 to 21) watts, depending 
upon the percentage of modulation of the 
incoming signal; consequently, to compen- 
sate for variations in sound intensity over 
the audio frequency band as the output is 
va lied within these limits the volume con- 
trol cirrult is arranged to produce substan- 
tially fiat response between the gauge of 
35 and 5,0110 cycles. 

The trap circuit .t.1'.C,1, ('11 tunes to 
approximately the middle of the A.F. re- 
sponse range and as the volume is reduced 
to one point, it causes greater attenuation of 
the middle register than at either end. 
From this point to the minimum position 
the volume control nets as n potentiometer 
across the trap circuit and reduces the vol- 
ume without changing the frequency re- 
puuse to any greater degree. 

This completes the description of the 
first half of the volume control: the second, 
which functions only over the last 20 de- 
grees of the angular movement of the vol- 
ume control, is resistor III connected be- 
tween the It. F. and first -detector cathodes 
and varies the overall sensitivity 

Push -pull voltage amplifier \'ti -C7 is the 
driver stage for push -push amplifier C8 -V9. 

Cabinet resonance has been nullified by 
means of two side chu allrs: the baffle area 
is large, 

To prevent excessive hune nad noise. it Is 
essential that n good ground be connected 
tu the yellow lend of the chassis; consider- 

vs ac.lSNnrÌu,°..1r, a15,1i 
CS C6 vl 
I ISO 1 56 

1F1 c`r gá,ú' 

VII 

able hunt also may be caused by insufficient 
twist in the volume control leads, due to 
pickup by A.F.C. 1. 

In localities remote from strong stations 
it may be desirable to increase the A.V.C. 
action to obtain better than 10t) mv. sen- 
sitivity. This is accomplished by shorting 
out Ill, as Indicated by the dotted line, 
"short" 

To realign the chassis, an output meter 
will be necessary. (This may be it current - 
squared galvanometer connected to the sec - 
ondary of 'l':i in place of the reproducer 
vuiee coil; an 0-5 nut. meter In the plate 
supply lead to \'2; or a low -range A.C. volt- 
meter across the reproducer voice coil.) 

.\ "dummy" 50 -type tube having an open 
heater circuit is required to replace VII; 
make certain that the dial pointer reads 
exactly at the short line on the scale when 
the gang condenser plates are fully meshed. 
Then, align the circuits at 1,400 kc., with 
the volume control in the "maximum" 
position, 

Follow this with the alignment procedure 
at 000 kc., then repeat the procedure at 
1,400 kc. Condenser CIA, the 000 ke. trim- 
mer, is reached through a hole in the top 
of the chassis, and about half -way along 
a line drawn from the tuning dial to the 
socket of the first -detector. 

To adjust the I.F. circuits, set the 
service oscillator at 175 ke., replace the 
regular type 56 tube with the dummy 56, as 
previously described. couple the oscillator 
to the control -grid of the first -detector, and 
set the volume control at "maximum "; ad- 
Just first I.I.'1' 2, then 1. F.T.I. Repeat the 
procedure. Looking at the rear skirt of 
the chassis, and reading from left to right. 
the trimmers of the 1,F'. transformers are 
arranged in the following order: C8, C7. 
CO. l'5. Terminal panel PI is below these 
adjustments. At the left of Pl is the 
"fidelity" switch, S\V.1. 

It is a good plan after making the LF, 
realignment adjustments to repeat the os- 
cillator and R. F. adjustments. 

Following is the color code of the power 
transformer: 1, black. red tracer; 2, black - 
red : :l. red; 4, 5, yellow; It 8, brown ; 7. 
brown -black ; 9, 11, blue; 10, blue-yellow; 
12, 14, green; In. green-yellow. 
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Schematic circuit of the RCA Victor Model R -78 
receiver. The same circuit is used in the G.E. 
"Convention" Model J -125 sel. All the tubes 
are of the new "super- phonic" series. The 
power consumption of the set averages 110 
watts; and varies between 70 and 130 watts, 
depending upon the degree of output volume. 
The undistorted power output may reach 20 
watts during heavy passages in the program .9M 

of a strong station. ,(121 IT 
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RADIO SERVICE AND 
THE ELECTRIC CODE 

The third of a series in which the 
need for proper radio installations 

is emphasized. 

By GUS JACOBSON 

IN a recently issued report of the New 
York Board of Fire Underwriters, the 
following excerpt may be of interest 
to radio Service Men, home owners, or 

other unauthorized persons doing elec- 
trical wiring. "The records of proven 
electrical fires compiled by the Electrical 
Bureau of the New York Board of Fire 
Underwriters show that the losses for un- 
inspected and unapproved electrical de- 
vices, materials and wiring constitute 81 
percent of the total electrical losses." - 
J. C. Forsyth, Chief of the New York 
Underwriters Inspection Bureau. 

Chicago reports 650 electrical fires dur- 
ing 1931. Of these, W. A. Jackson, City 
Commissioner of Gas and Electricity re- 
ports that 400 occurred in residences and 
80 percent of these were due to fault ii 
wiring installed by home owners and 
other persons untrained in the methods 
of installing electric wires. 

Other figures compiled by insurance 
officials, electrical contractor associations, 
and power company inspectors through- 
out the country, with a few insignificant 
exceptions, show similar trends. In all 
summaries, the majority of electrical fires 
are shown to have occurred in homes 
where comparatively small amounts of 
power is consumed. The exceptions are 
several communities where electrical au- 
thorities do more than shake an admoni- 
tory finger at householders where viola- 
tions are discovered or where a fire has 
caused enough loss of life to awaken a 
temporary public conscience. 

When a comparison is made between 
the current used in the average single - 
family residence or apartment, and the 
large amounts of power used in factories, 
and the inverse ratio of electrical fires 
that seem to occur with these large 
amounts of power, the inevitable conclu- 
sion is that such fires are caused, not so 
much by the presence of heavy currents, 
as by the manner of confining these cur- 
rents to their conductors and the preven- 
tion of arcs near combustible material. 

This is well known in the electrical in- 
dustry, and the National Electrical Code 
devotes as much attention to the insula- 
tion and protection of current -carrying 
conductors as to the conductors them- 
selves. The false economy of using 250 - 
watt sockets to operate 600 -watt irons 

has been proven time and again. The 
Association of Electragists, International, 
in 1931, inaugurated a campaign to bring 
the attention of landlords and small -home 
owners to the lack of sufficient conveni- 
ence outlets in homes. Figures from 
member electrical contractors have been 
provided, proving that the cost of replac- 
ing burned -out sockets, accidents happen- 
ing while the light was off due to fuses 
blowing from overloaded materials giving 
way, and mechanic's time lost travelling 
to and fro on these small blowout jobs, 
average in three years, more than the 
cost of installing convenience outlets. 

Profits for the Service Man 

The intelligent radio man should use 
these facts as a means of adding to his 
income. That nearly all this unapproved 
wiring takes the form of extensions from 
electric light fixtures is self evident for 
all power companies require that certifi- 
cates from local insurance authorities and 
municipal electrical bureaus be registered 
with them before permitting current to 
be turned on. 

When a Service Man is called in to in- 
stall or repair a receiver and finds one of 
these scrap telephone or bell wire ex- 
tensions, he can become a salesman of 
safety and explain the menace contained 
in this type of electrical installation. To 
a woman, what argument is more potent 
than that offered by the fact that 286 
children, aged six and under, have per- 
ished in fires of proven electrical origin 
within a radius of twenty -five miles of 
Manhattan during 1931? And 81 percent 
of these fires were due to uninspected 
and unapproved devices, materials. and 
wiring. 

Every radio Service Man has found 
that, after solving a baffling case of 
trouble (especially after others have 
failed or the owner has become involved 
in a hopeless mess after attempting to 
repair a receiver himself) radio set own- 
ers are apt to place confidence in every 
statement the Service Man makes. A 
time like this is an opportunity for the 
radio Service Man to bring out his array 
of facts regarding unapproved wiring and 
to sell the set owner the idea of electrical 
safety. 

Even householders who do not care to 

Radio installations may come and go but the 
good ones remain forever. This is well illus- 
trated by the sketches above. The upper one 
shows how "the well -dressed installation will 
look," and the one below, how it will "not look." 

go to the bother of having outlets in- 
stalled at that particular time, may be 
so persuaded by the radio man's conversa- 
tion that he will have such receptacles 
installed when the house or apartment is 
being painted. If contact is maintained 
with such a householder, as for example 
by means of free tube tests, this job 
should go to the Service Man or the elec- 
trical contractor he is associated with. 
In communities where licenses are re- 
quired, or where Service Men have not 
been trained in methods of installing 
receptacles, radio men will save them- 
selves plenty of grief if they contact 
electrical contractors and turn all pos- 
sible jobs over to them, on a commission 
basis. 

There is little reason why Service Men 
cannot utilize their continual contact with 
set owners to permit then to sell these 
latter electrical appliances, or any other 
merchandise they can obtain through 
regular wholesale channels. In a number 
of cases where radio service organiza- 
tions are also electrical contractors, Serv- 
ice Men carry catalogues of standard elec- 
trical appliances with them in their cars 
and are able to quote prices and to give 
specifications of any particular type the 
set owner expresses an interest in. 

(Continued on page 116) 
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AN AMATEUR'S 5. -W. RECEIVER 
The "A. C. Portable Pentode" described in the September, 
I93I issue of this magazine has created such enthusiasm that 

we are pleased to present this short -wave version. 

By WM. H. HENTON 

THE Pentode Portable receiver de- 
scribed in the September, 1931 issue 
of RADIO -CRAFT has worked to such 
perfection that the writer was tempt- 

ed to build a short -wave receiver using 
the same general idea of construction as 
described in the article referred to. Hav- 
ing built and operated the new receiver, 
and securing results that equal that ob- 
tained on the broadcast set, I am passing 
the dope along to others who may be in- 
terested. 

The schematic circuit of the set is 
shown below. It has but two controls; 
the tuning condenser C2 and the oscilla- 
tion control R2. 

Construction 
A metal case, preferably of aluminum, 

is cut to fit in the case to be used. The 
writer used an I.C.A. Insuline Midget 
Companion carrying case, the size of 
which is 61/2x71/2x10% inches. Although 
any box of suitable size may be used, an 
old Victrola box would be suitable. The 
purpose of the metal box is, of course, to 
serve as a shield, therefore avoiding body - 
capacity effects which are very annoying 
on the higher frequencies. 

All coils are of the tube -base type. Se- 
cure an old tube base and drill four holes; 
one directly over the plate prong, one 
inch higher over the F prong, one 14, inch 
above the latter over the F- prong, and 
the last one at the end of the winding 
over the "grid" prong. Complete data for 
the coils are given in the list of parts. 

In order that all those who build this 
short -wave portable receiver may secure 
the best results possible, several precau- 
tions must be taken. 

First, the receiver must be capable of 
oscillating or no results will be secured. 
If all the connections have been properly 
made and the set still refuses to oscillate. 
the trouble may be due to some or all of 
the following: 

1. Antenna condenser set wrong. 
2. Low filament voltage. 
3. Tickler coil connections reversed. 
4. Tickler coil spaced too far from the 

plate coil. 
5. Insufficient turns on the tickler. 
6. The tube used is a poor oscillator. 
This latter trouble rarely happens as 

long as the tube is good, but may fool you 
sometime. 

List of Parts 
Referring to the circuit diagram, the 

parts have the following values: 
Cl Pilot type J5 5 -plate midget condenser; 
C2 Cardwell type B 5 -plate receiving con- 

denser; 
C3 Aerovox .0001 -mf. condenser; 
C4 Aerovox .0002 -mf. condenser; 
C5A Aerovox .5 -mf. bypass condenser; 
C6A Aerovox .01 -mf. condenser; 
C5 Flechtheim 2 mf. filter condenser; 
C6, C7, C8 Aerovox 4 mf. electrolytic con- 

densers; 
C9 Aerovox 1. mf. filter condenser; 
R.F.C. Hammarlund 85 -mhy. choke; 
RI 9 megohms; 
112 Centralab 0-75,000-ohm variable re- 

sistor; 
R3, R4 Electrad 12,000 -ohm resistors; 
R5 Electrad 5,000 -ohm resistor; 
R6 100,000 -ohm resistor; 
117 Lynch '/, megohm resistor; 
R8 Lynch 400 -ohm "C" bias resistor; 
V1, V2 NaAld UY -type socket; 
V3, V4 NaAld UX -type socket; 
PT. Earl power transformer. 

The coils necessary for the various 
bands are as follows: 

For the 85 -meter band; Ll, 26 turns No. 
26 D.C.C. wire; L2, 12 turns No. 26 
D.C.C. wire. Both coils are wound in 
the same direction -clockwise, as de- 
scribed in the text. 

For the 40 -meter band; LI, 13 turns No. 
26 D.C.C. wire; L2, 8 turns of No. 26 
D.C.C. wire. Both coils are wound in the 
same direction as described in the text. 

For the 160 meter and police bands; 
Ll, 63 turns of No. 26 D.C.C. wire; L2, 
30 turns of No. 26 D.C.C. wire. Both coils 
are wound in the same direction as de- 
scribed in the text. 

The above brief description should be 
sufficient for most set builders. Because 
it is housed in a carrying case, it is easy 
to handle and therefore easy to transport 
from one place to another; for this rea- 
son it is called a portable receiver. The 
appearance of the set is exactly the same 
as the "A.C. Portable Pentode" described 
in the September 1931 issue of this maga- 
zine, and the reader is referred to it for 
reference as to the general procedure to 
follow. 

It might be well to state that the tun- 
ing condenser Cl, while it is shown vari- 
able, is set once for best response, oscilla- 
tion control, etc., and left alone; although 
its adjustment may have to be changed, 
in some localities when changing from 
one band to another. 

After winding the coils as per the speci- 
fications given previously, the four wires 
resulting therefrom are connected to the 
tube -base prongs in the manner shown 
in the diagram below. For instance, re- 
ferring to the diagram, it will be seen 
that the two ends of the tickler coil are 
marked "F +" and "P," signifying that 
that end of the winding marked "P" con- 
nects to the "P" prong of the tube base 
upon which the coil is mounted; the 
same reasoning applies to the remainder 
of the coil. Care should be taken, how- 
ever, that the socket into which the coil 
plugs is connected up in accordance with 
the markings shown. 

To construct the choke at home, wind 
(jumble wound) 800 turns of No. 36 
S.S.E. wire on a form (which may be a 
dowel stick) one -half inch in diameter 
and cut to a length of approximately one 
inch. Thus, an efficient R.F. choke may 
be made. 
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Complete schematic circuit of the short -wave portable receiver. 
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RADIO -CRAFT KINKS 
Practical Hints From Experimenters Private Laboratories 

PRIZE AWARD 
SIMPLIFIED SHORT -WAVE 

INDUCTANCE 
By Russell Johnson 

EXPERIMENTING around with my ra- 
dio set, I made the interesting dis- 

covery that I could control a number of 
short -wave coils of the standard plug -in 
type by means of a single 4 -pole switch, 
simply by connecting each of the pri- 
maries in parallel as indicated in the dia- 
gram, Fig.l. 

HOW TO MAKE A CHEAP 
"B" UNIT 

By D. E. Black 

FOR 
an experimenter who wishes to 

make all of his own equipment, the 
author offers the following description of 
a simple "B" voltage supply -unit which 
may be built from parts borrowed from 
a "Lizzie." 

Referring to Fig. 2, transformer T1 
and filter chokes CH. may be made from 
the spark coils of model "T" Fords. 

The first step is to take out the tar 
compound of a "Ford" spark coil and re- 
move the windings. The length and di- 
ameter of the core is such that it will 
accommodate the new secondaries of 
16,000 turns of No. 33 D.C.C. wire, center - 
tapped. As indicated in Fig. 2, consid- 
erable filtration is required; chokes CH. 
may be spark coil secondaries. This little 
"B" supply unit will work very nicely in 
conjunction with small automotive re- 
ceivers. 

RAISING THE A. C. LINE 
POTENTIAL 
By R. Foltz 

WISHING to make a simple "B" elimi- 
nator which, without the use of a 

high voltage winding, would deliver 
about 150 volts at about 9 to 10 ma., the 
writer constructed the unit illustrated in 
Fig. 3. The increased voltage was ob- 

R F. COILS 
(CONSTRUCTED SO AS TO 
ELIMINATE PLUGGING -IN) 

SELECTOR SWITCH 
LOCATED ON PANEL 

Fig. 1 
This four -pole switch does the trick. 
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$5 for a Practical 
Radio Kink 

As an incentive toward obtaining radio 
hints and experimental short -cuts, "Radio - 
Craft" will pay $5.00 for the best one sub- 

mitted each month. Checks will be mailed 
upon publication of the article. 

The judges are the editors of "Radio - 
Craft" and their decisions are final. No un- 
used manuscripts are returned. 

Follow these simple rules: Write, or 
preferably type, on one side of the sheet, 
giving a clear description of the best radio 
"kink" you know of. Simple sketches in 
free -hand are satisfactory, as long as they 
explain the idea. You can send in as many 
kinks as you wish. Everyone is eligible for 
the prize except employees of "Radio - 
Craft" and their families. 

This contest closes on the 15th of every 
month, by which time all the Kinks must be 

received for the next month. 
Send all contributions to Editor, Kinks 

Department, c -o "Radio- Craft.' yS Park 
Place, New York City. 

Fig. A 
Here is a job for the treasure finder! 

tained through the use of the auto- trans- 
former principle of connection, center - 
tapping the primary of a filament trans- 
former as shown. 

Constructional details for such a trans- 
former are as follows: Primary, 600 turns 
of No. 30 enameled wire tapped at 400 
turns; secondary, 36 turns, tapped at 18 

fin lieu of this tap a center -tapped re- 

sistor may be used). The core has a 
cross-section of three -quarters of an inch 
and was obtained from a burnt -out trans- 
former. 

"CHECKING UP" OLD TUBES 
By Mark Hacker 

LOOK your tubes over and if you find 
some as described in this article, re- 

place them and revive your old set. 
In the illustration, Fig. A, are shown 

two type '24 screen grid tubes. In one 
tube, left, Fig. A, appears at the top a 
definite metallic deposit under and around 
the grid cap, the connection to the con- 
trol grid -the heart of the tube. The 
other tube, at B, shows no such deposit. 
Both test "good" on a tube checker such 
as is found in stores, and there is 
trouble! 

Practically all test instruments (out- 
side of the radio laboratory) check only 
the static condition of a tube; which 
means that while on such an instrument 
both tubes test the same, on a dynamic 
test f the duplicate of conditions under 
which the tubes would be operated if they 
were placed in a radio set), they would 
show a great discrepancy. 

The tube at A, with the metallic de- 
posit in the top, has suffered quite a 
change in in -built characteristics. This 
deposit is the condensation of metallic 
vapor from the filament and other hot 
portions of the tube, and is usually pres- 
ent only when the tube has had quit 
some use. 

This metallic layer, due to its being 
around the control grid wire that goes te 
the cap, is connected to the control grid. 
This extra surface of metal changes the 
responsiveness of the tube considerably; 
also, being in the grid circuit it changea 
the tuning of the receiver. Since any 
abnormal change in the tuned circuit of 
a receiver is deleterious to its operation, 
a set in which is included one or more 
tubes of the type exemplified by A cannot 
function correctly. 

Fig. 2 
The old Ford coil is here again. 

Fig. 3 
Here's another way to raise that line voltage. 
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THE 
RADIO CRAFTSMAN'S 
PAGE 

THE A.C. PORTABLE PENTODE 
ON SHORT WAVES 

Editor. RADIO-CRAI r: 
In the September issue of RADIO-CRAFT 

you published the diagram and data for 
the "A.C. Pentode Portable" receiver de- 

r signed for the broadcast band. Being 
tired of buying batteries for my short- 
wave receiver, I used your hookup for the 
20, 40 and 80 meter bands and built the 
set as per your data with the following 
exceptions: Instead of using the speaker 
field for a choke, I used two 30 henry 
chokes; and instead of the output trans- 
former specified, I used a type '45 push - 
pull transformer, all of the primary being 
used instead of just half. In other words, 
the center tap of the primary is not used 
at all. R.E.L. coils and bases were used 
and an old S.L.F. tuning condenser de- 
signed for the broadcast band was torn 
apart and all of the rotor plates and all 
but two of the stator plates were removed. 
One new rotor plate was cut from sheet 
brass and double spaced between the two 
stator plates that were left. This ar- 
rangement gives excellent band spreading 
of the "ham" frequencies. Headphones 
are uncomfortable because of the enor- 
mous volume. When a metal panel is 
used as a shield, hand capacity effects 
are negligible. We have tried most of 
the common tube combinations but have 
found that the '24 and '47 layout gives 
best results. 

I have not missed a single issue of 
RAmo -CRAFT for the past three years; 
they are indexed, and the indices are kept 
in a loose -leaf binder so that the whole 
stack need not be gone over if an article 
two years old must be found. 

Hoping that this may be of use to some 
other fellow, I am 

J. B. SMITH, W5AXR, 
216 IV. Stephenson Ave., 

Harrison. Ark. 
(We have received a number of con- 

gratulations on the use of this receiver 
in the broadcast band. Now, let's see how 
big a record we can pile up on the S.W. 
band.-Editor.) 

A SINGLE CIRCUIT AUTO 
RECEIVER 

Editor, RADIO- CRAFT: 
If you have never tried a single- circuit 

regenerative set in an automobile, you 
might be surprised at the results obtained 
under good conditions. I am not advo- 
cating it as a substitute for a standard 
auto radio, but in my case I often sleep 

The Bulletin Board for 
Our Experimental Readers 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
In the interest of those readers who do not 

like to mutilate this magazine, we have asked 

our advertisers not to place coupons in their 
advertisements. 

Instead of the usual coupons, you will find 
a number of convenient post cards inserted be- 
tween the last page and the back cover of 
this magazine. 

This new service will save you time and work. 

No need fo cut coupons, nor is it necessary to 
hunf for and address envelopes. Moreover, 
the space for your name on a coupon is usually 
so small that the advertiser is often not able 
to make ouf your writing and then you wonder 
why you do not get the literature sent for. 

Then, last but not least -the postage for a 

postal card is only le whereas a letter costs 

2c and will soon perhaps cost 3c if Congress 
raises the first -class postal rate. 

Read the advertisements and then turn to the 
page containing the special postal cards. De- 
tach. fill out and mail the card of the adver- 
tiser whose literature or offers you want to have 
sent to you. 

Mail your card today) Show the advertisers 
that you appreciate their cooperation and 
thoughtfulness. 

CHICKEN NETTING 

PRI. 
NOT 
USED 

i'hv. 

010 

.002 
MF 

PHONES - 
BATT -m7 
d5 

SW. VOLTS Y = 
FRAME OF 

CAR 

The "latest" advances in auto -radio design 

in my car at night away from home, and 
I use a one -tube set with headphones to 
hear my bedtime story. 

Stations up and down the Pacific coast 
can be heard quite plainly. With an audio 
tube added, it undoubtedly could be used 
to listen to local stations while riding, as 
instrumental music could be heard above 
the noise in my car ( which is not a late 
model) from powerful stations 50 miles 
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away. The accompanying sketch clearly 
shows the mode of connection. 

The set is of the conventional type 
assembled in a strong oak box. A type 
'30 tube is used with one dry cell for fila- 
ment voltage; in this manner its opera - 
tion is entirely independent of the con- 
dition of the car battery. The coil is a 
Birnbach 3- circuit tuner with the antenna 
connected to the top of the secondary and 
the primary not being used at all. The 
antenna I am now using is a piece of 
chicken netting about 2 feet wide and 4 

feet long. The set is grounded to the 
frame of the car. 

H. A. HARRIS, 
932 Clark St., 

Santa Rosa, Calif. 

THESE TUBE VOLTAGES 
Editor. RADIO- CRAFT: 

From data sheets published by you, I 
note that operating voltages of the '35 
tube vary greatly with different manufac- 
turers. Some specifications call for 225 
volts on the plate, others as low as 160. 
Also, screen -grid voltage, grid bias voltage 
and plate current show great variations. 

I believe that a number of readers who, 
like myself, are not so well grounded in 
radio theory, would appreciate an article 
on this subject. Could you publish one 
in the near future? Have learned quite 
a bit about radio from RADIO-CRAFT. 

WII.s.IAas J. RYAN, 
1053 Bryant Ave., 

New York City. 
(It is very difficult to write an artick 

covering this subject. The same reason 
ing applies in the design of radio sets as 
would apply, for instance, in the design 
of automobiles. One manufacturer of a 
car might use one type of bearing and 
another manufacturer making the TIME 
class of car will use an entirely different 
bearing for exactly the same purpose. 
The reason seems to be a matter of opin- 
ion. While the rated voltages should be 
adhered to at all times, nevertheless, oc- 
casions arise where this condition would 
complicate design. For instance, the 
rated plate voltage of a certain tube may 
be 250 but when used in a resistance - 
coupled amplifier, an actual "B" voltage 
of approximately 750 may be required in 
order that the rated voltage of 250 be 
applied between plate and filament of 
the tube. In all probability the "B" volt- 
age supplied in all cases cited are the 
same although the actual plate voltage 
on the tube itself varies with different 
designs. Editor.) 
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RADIO-CRAFT'S INFORMATION BUREAU 
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions as you like, but please observe these rules: 

Furnish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when 
needed, to explain your meaning; use only one side of the paper. 
List each question. 

Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general 
interest will be published here, to the extent that space permits. 
At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question 

and the appearance of its answer here. 

Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent C. 0. D. 

Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by 
25 cents (stamps) for each separate question. 

Other inquiries should be marked "For Publication," to avoid 
misunderstanding. 

READRITE 550 OSCILLATOR 
(1641 Mr. \\'m. It. \I :ushm :ut. \ \'ashingtun, I'a, 

IQ.) I s m not a subscriber to your maga- 
zine. but I buy it every month on the news- 
stand. 

In the 3Iuy. 11132 issue you have an article 
on the Iteadrite 550 service oscillator, lint 
values for the hails were not given. Is this 
information now a v a i l a b l e ? 

IA.) Following are data recently released 
by the lüvadrite Meter Works, in connection 
with this service inst runnut. 

The capacity of the broadcast and int, tun- 
ing condenser is .0005-mf.: I.F. loading con- 
denser, .00i15-inf.: grid condenser. .001 aaf.: 
feedback condenser, .001- or 11112-tuf. The 
value of Ill is 0.1- to 1. meg., depending upon 
the tone desired. The broadcast coil form is 
1' /4 in. in dia. and contains 100 tests of Nu. 
24 wire. center -tapped: the I.F' tuning coil 
is IYl n. in diameter and contains 4S5 turns 
of Ni.. 34 wire, center -tapped: the value of 
the Ill". choke is NG may.: the pickup roil 
contains 16 turns of No. :14 wire wound !j -ir. 
from the grid end of the LP. truing coil. 

HARRISON & GREEN'S 
"ANALYZER AND TOOL KIT" 

(11;5) AIr. Walter li. 'Candor, Dubuque. Ia. 
IQ.) Ian connection with the article. -An- 

alyzer and Tool Kit." by IL Harrison and W. 
1: reen, in the April. 1:131 issue of Nono- I'111,1 "r. 
it Seems impossible in some instances to obtain 
correct readings: in others, the meter reads 
backwards. What can be the trouble? 

(A.) The circuit as it appeared in R.000- 

t'n.tt-r suas at fault. 'l'Ire authors have checked 
the corrected one we reproduce in Fig. Q.I G:, 

. at A is shown a change in the panel lettering 

MOTOR MAJESTIC RECEIVER 
MODEL 110 CHASSIS 

1160) Mr. Karl \Vegund, Tulsa, Okla. 
I I),I What service data is there availai Llr 

in connection with the autonmdive radio set 
of \thirst is 

1.\.1 In Fig. 11.1611 is shown the schematic 
circuit of the Model 110 chassis whirl, is in- 
corporated in the Grigsby- l ;ruuuw "\lotor 3Lt- 
festiP' car radio set. 

Resistor Itl matron volume control, has a 
value of 0.1 -meg. : 112, It::, 114, 0.2 -meg. : 115. 

116. 50.000 ohms : 1(7. 750 ohms : It N. .,0 oluns : 

Ro, 1110, 0.1 -meg. ; Rll, 800 ohms. 
Condensers 1'1 1.'2. l'°. tuning units. 411) 

m01í.: e4. 15. 1'6. band compensating eon - 
I(bllirard 00 ¡mgt. 1141 

0 -3 VOLTS 
( A.G. 

0-IS 
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Fig. Q.165. Corrected diagram of the Harris and Green "Analyzer and Tool Kit." 
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A F 1. CIO T1 
'S7 

i 

A. F.2 
PUSH -PULL 

PENTODE '38 

L2 L3 

R21 

s GNP. CHASSIS 

Fig. Q.166. 
Schematic circuit of the "Mo- 
tor Majestic" Model 110 auto- 
motive radio receiver. A 
feature of this particular 
model is the exceptionally 
good tone quality. This is 
made possible by the use of 
push -pull pentodes. which per- 
mit circuit design to obtain 
good bass reproduction with- 
out too great sacrifice of the 
high notes. Grid bias is ob- 
tained by means of resistors. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
`'The Listeners Official Radio 1, published 

by .all- American Service, 57117 North Clark 
Street, Chicago, III.: :titi pa,-. x 10 
inches, price _.e. 
Titis 1s it very handy rofernee book for 

both the broadcast listener and the short -wave 
experimenter. It lists all the broadcasting 
stations in the l'nited States, Canada. Cuba 
and the other principal countries of the world. 
and also short -wave broadcasting stations and 
putier and aircraft stations. 'l'wvt very useful 
radio time maps of the United States and of 
the whole world are included. The lists of 
call letters are arranged in such a manner 
that the user of the log can record his dial 
settings directly on the pages. 

Essentials of Television -14ní I. The. first 
1 k of the National Rodin Institute series on 
television is devoted to an introduction of 
the subject. 'l'he fundamental terms of tele- 
vision are defined. and the function of sea nning 
explained. .t number of different scanning 
methods are Illustrated and recent television 
Inventions such as rulurvisinn and nm-tovision 
are dsrrilyd generally. In cnnunnn with all 
the other books of the N. It. I. series. the last 
page is devoted to a series of test questions 
by means of which the render or student can 
determine how much he has learned. 

Essentials of 7'cleeixinn -14ní II. The pr 
cuitor frequency requirements for successful 
television transmission are treated thorutigihly 
and at length in this bunk. The problem of 
adapting the allowable frequencies with at 

maximum of effetti veness Is dhrussed. as Is 
the use of the photoelectric cell and the neon 
tithe. The last few pages are devoted to n 
desc rl itt ion of elementary ca t little -ray tube 
Opera t inn. 

opt ins -Since the science of optics plays an 
extremely important part in t1'lev lsIon, this 
subject is treated at length and particular 
emphases are given to those phenomena that 
have a direct relation to Ielevlsion problems. 
Among the matters discussed are the meaning 
of light. the properties of light waves. the 
reflection and refraction of light. the tneasare- 
nu -nt of light intensities and the properties of 
various colors. 

Geometric Optics -This booklet is an ex- 
tension of the preceding and is intended 
to complete the student's knowledge of optics 
as applied to television art. 'l'ho subjects here 
considered are the action of light on plain and 
Spherlenl mirrors. prisms. lenses and the im- 
portant properties of polarized light. The 
Neer effect. which has been made use of by 
KaroOous and Alexanderson, is explained in 
very clear language. 

Applied Optics-The third and last Mink on 
optics deals with the application of the previ- 
ous lessons to such practical instruments as 
the camera. the motion -picture projector and 
sound film recorders and projectors. Various 
television systems involving the use of lenses 
are described. 

Telrrision Quality Requirements-This lesson 
goes Into detail on the subject of the picture 
elements necessary to good television trans- 
mission. The illumination of the subject to 
be scanned. and the cooperation of the ey'e In 
lending persistence of vision. lead in this book 
to n discaSSlon of the electrk-al problems of 
television for the faithful reproduction of the 
image. 

Synchronization and Framing -The rigid 
necessities for synchronism between the scan- 
ning discs at both the transmitting and re- 
ceiving ends is outlined in this hook as are 
the available methods for maintenance of this 
eondit Ion. Various types of synchronous 
nm t ors are described. Knecht I n t tent ion is 
given to synchronizing and framing troubles. 
such as the appeara nee of negative. ghost and 
Inverted imagos. 

Trleph otopraphus and Facsimile 7'ranA,,,¡niait 
-.ts telephotography find facsimile transmis- 
sion bear a close relationship to television. they 
are dealt with at length in this book to com- 
plete the education of the television student. 
Data are given on the coded, modulated, dot- 
and-dash. and photo -radio systems, The illus- 
trations in this book are unusually complete 
and Interesting. 

(Continued on pane 114) 

Midwest 13-Tube, 15-Tu be 

ALL WORLD-ALL WAVE 

30 oars 
FREE 
TRIAL 

1 

ENGLAND, 
HOLLAND, GERMANY, 

FRANCE, ITALY, SOUTH AME.RiCA, 
AUSTRALIA, HAWAII, JAPAN 

Th,. sensatiomd new Midwest, ALL- \t'ttltl.lt. ALL-WAVE 
15 to Sin meter sets bring you tine Witold: WORLD of 
radio! SIIORT- \1'ä1'F. and standard wave broadcasts not 
only from U. S. stations, roast to roast, but from many 
f ,reign countries. C:aada, Mexico, Cuba, Hawaii. come 
in like locals. Scores of letters on file in our office show 
that Midwest users are regularly enjoying programs from 
all over the World. 

30 DAYS TRIAL: select the nrdsyrat you 
want and try it :ill days 

-free -in v ur own (home. Sit¡shirt iou or no sat . 
that's the Midwest way. 

Gets Germany, Italy, France 
"March Sud, I picked up Germany, France and Italy. On 
the following day. I got Rome again and heanl all the 
music from the Royal (Opera House." A. Maseoni, 7122 
Paschall Ave.. Philadelphia, Pa. 

Short Wave 
Converter 

Converts any A.C. set of 
ode plate sensitivity into 
a short -wave receiver for 
reception of U. S. and for- 
eign short-wave broadcasts, 
airplane ennversat inns. 
ships at sea. Only $16.75 
completely assembled. 

p Couon bring. full details. 
Mail it now! 

Holds VK2ME 
Two Hours 

"I heard VK 2 Ml:. 
Australia, this morn- 
ing and held them tea 
over two hours." E. 
Applebaum, 334 Joho- 
sun Avenue, Newark, 
N. J. 

COMPLETELY 
ASSEMBLED 

-w'IT(I - 
LARGE DYNAMIC 
-SPEAKER- 

11 -TUBE SUPER 

REAL AUTOMATIC \-UL: -\It 1'UN'l'RUL, BAL- 
ANCED SUPER- IIETEROlV \ E UNIT, PIN- 
DOT SELECTIVITY, LARGE SIZE: ELECTRO- 
DYNAMIC SPEAKER that reproduces voice 
,w n1mi. mi l Lout distortion. The season's out- 

standing radio sensation. And 
you buy it direct from the Mid- 
west factory at a positive saving 

f 30 ,/, to WI, 30 lays free 
trial -and easy payments if you 
wish. Coupon brings full details 
-mail it NOW! 

T 

S5 

ERMS 
as low as 

00 DOWN 

Buy Direct From Factory -Save Up to 50% 
Ev(.ry Midwest set is Lully ass 1111.1 I. thoroughly tested, comes to you 
ready to plug in, and is backed In. an absolute guarantee of satisfaction. 
The big, new 31 idwest Catalog shows sensational bargains in 13 und 75 
tube A LL -\l'OR I.D, ALL- WAVE Combinations, O und 11 tube Super Bets., 
4 -tube Short Wave Converter and new .Alla EI.¡. BATTERY sets. Get all the 
t,,r. Lenn n but , 1.1,Bß, 4: 6i, 1. )Lti1 to,w! 

MIDWEST RADIO CORP. 
Dept. 91 Est. 1921) CINCINNATI, O. 

AIRCELL 
BATTERY 

8 -Tube Sets 
For homes without electricity. Amaz- 
ing new AIRCEI.I. Battery does awnv 
with all battery troubles. Never needs 
recharging. Brings the iuvs of radio 
to any home. S -tube battery chassis 
completely sseembled with speaker 
now only $19.95. 
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MIDWEST RADIO CORP.. Send me sited,' 
Dept. 91. Cincinnati. Ohio. ser agents proposition. 

Without obligation send 1 cour new 1932 ralaing 
of 13 and details and complete 

ail ware t ombinations. 4 -tut e Converter. 9 and 11 tube Rupe, . 
l t.temdsnes. taw farton' prices, easy teens and liberal 30-nay 
free trial offer. 

Name 

Address 

Torn Stab 
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Now 

HANDY KITS 
No two ranges alike 

1-Watt Kit 
Llst odre f.51.an 
Your prlre 53.50 

TMc 
_ 

r¡\= 

2-Watt Kit 
List mire 

58.00 
Your price 

6f.ea 

Grid nias Kit 
List price 83-70 
Your price $2.15 

(Prices higher in Canada) 

TIME first of these kits contains 20 Resistors; 
the second 20, and the third 10. Complete 

data goes with them showing how to obtain 
thousands of ranges from these units -also the 
proper biasing of tubes. See your jobber or 
write direct. 
Remember, with either of the 20.unit Kits, we 
send the famous I.R.C. Resistor Replacement 
Guide and Color Code Chart free. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 
Philadelphia, Pa. Toronto, Can. 

1R 1`iSISTlOR1 

l Headquarters 

Tor Testing Equipment 
WESTON. JEWELL. SUPREME. HICKOK. DAYRAD. 
AND READRITE. WE HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK 
IN NEW YORK AND INVITE YOUR INSPECTION. 
We have all parts for the OHM- OUTPUT METER 

Described in this issue. 

Complete Parts-Including Meter $1.50 
Drilled nd Engraved Panel Net 

1 clonal Dial for Weston Meter .45 
1 Weston. No. 301, II-I a. Meter 7.35 
1 Taures Rectifier, will Chart 2.95 
1 liest. :I NS e K Switch 1.70 
L Van Shunts. .NS ea. 1.76 

Lrnrh, t0aa -ohs, lors. .10 
Islwh, . 0 -ohm Itrs. .IS 
Lynch, lemon-ohm Iles .10 
Lynch. bun. nun -,hue Res .I0 
Klnirad, 14I -2751 Var. Ilea. .55 
Knob .10 
1lanoslat. Iles.. 511 -oho, .10 
International, Tie Jocks .40 
I lakrlite Panel. Milled & Kngr. 1.15 
plue Print .15 

IodlJdual l'arts Total $15.00 
Due to the Cost of Packing. No Orders Can Be 

Accepted for Less Than 13.00. 
211'; repas I \I art Arrnlne;u,v All 1'.11. D. Order, . 

MR. JACK GRAND IS CONNECTED WITH THIS 
ORGANIZATION FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE. 

SUN RADIO CO. 
64 VESEY ST. N.Y. 
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panel laid away in a dry place for about three 
hours. A coat of thin shellac may then be 
applied and allowed to stand for about six 
hours. When the shellac has become thor- 
oughly hardened the surface should be rubbed 
down with fine sandpaper, after which a coat 
of furniture wax may be applied with very 
atttartive results. or II second coat of shellac 
followed by a coat of lemon oil will make a 
nice finish, .t Piet, of speaker cloth should 
be glued to the back of the panel, over the 
large hole intended for the speaker opening. 

The Chassis 
'rile chassis illustrated in Fig. 3 is made 

from 1/10-inch sleet aluminum. with but a 
single bend, which is duwnwa rd, and located 
along the front. The two lower corners of 
the front are cut Off, to 'dhow the chassis to 
slide Into the cabinet without striking the 
CI ruer blocks. Brach end of the front is also 
cut hack n quarter of an inch from the edge 
to allow the chassis to slide into the grooves 
that are provided in the sides of the cabinet. 

For the Iwvtion of tuna slits, Figs. I3 

and (' should be consulted. It would be ad- 
visable to mount the sockets first. The first 
1t.F. socket is mounted with the heater term- 
inals facing the front of the chassis. The 
heater terminals of the second IL.I'. socket face 
to the right and those of the detector socket 
face to the back. 'I'h,. heater terminals of the 
two A.F. and two rectifier sockets all face to 
the right-hand end of the chassis. The R.F. 
cools can then be mounted followed by the 
tuning condenser. 

In mounting the speaker. the two bolts 
securing the transformer to the frame 511,10Id 
he removed and the mounting holes in the 
transformer frame enlarged. Care must be 
taken not to break the wires connecting the 
transformer with the voice cull. Replace the 
transformer using 10 by 21/ in. stove bolts. 
. \!low these bolts to pass downward through 
the transformer frame, the speaker frame and 
the chassis. By means of the same bolts, 
mount the filter choke. placing spacers between 
the eh !ISSN and the choke core; then screw on 
the nuts after the choke has bleat mounted, 
and tighten. 

The vitreous enamel fhlatuent resistor 1t0, is 
mounted in an upright posit' by means of it 
four -inch bolt. . \n insulating whistler should 
be placed at each end of the resistor. The 
%-in, holes !omitted to the left and front of it, 

as well as the located in front of the 
tuning condenser, should have rubber grointntts 
inserted to protect the covering of the wires 
from being cut where they pass through the 
chassis. 'l'he hole to the left of the ti la meat 
resistor is Intended for the transformer leads, 
passing beneath the chassis. 'l'he tone in front 
of the resistor is for the accommodation of the 
resistor lends; while the pule in [Pout of the 
condenser and beneath the shaft, is Intended 
for the leads going to the pilot lamp. 

The next step in the assembly operation is 
to fit the tuning dial. Upon sliding the vernier 
dial over the emideuser shaft. it will be seal 
that the mounting bracket extends below the 
top edge of the chassis, thus preventing the 
dial from being placed as far back on the 
shaft ns It should go. . \!lowing the bracket 
to hang perpendicular, and pushing the dial 
as far back on tue t'andeisr shaft as it will 
go. mark the bracket flush with the top of 
the chassis with a pencil. Remove the dial 
and with a Itch cksaw cut the bracket off at 
the place marked. Noty replace the dial, 
pushing it back on the condenser shaft until 
the front edge of the bracket 1s flush with 
the front of the chassis. If the condenser 
shaft protrudes beyond the front edge of the 
dial bushing. smote the shaft with a sharp 
instrument and saw the protruding length off 
with a hacksaw, afterward smoothing the edge 
with a tile. 

The panel can be bolter) to the face of the 
speaker by 1111.1111s of four R -32 screws under 
the heads of which finishing washers are 
used. The VI nne- control nod switch. mounted 
benen tit the speaker. abet helps to secure the 
panel to the rhassls. 

In tang the large electrolytic condens- 
ers. one lug of the mounting brncket is cut off. 
and the other lug straighten vl out parallel 

with the side of the condenser. This lug Is 
then bolted to the lrside of the chassis, 
with tt spacer between the chassis and the lug 
thick enough to allow the necessary wires to 
pass between the chassis and the condensers. 
The small electrolytic is mounted by soldering 
the can lug to a solder lug bolted to the 
elutssfs. The two H.F. tubes are the Only ones 
shielded and the rings for holding the tube 
shields sl Id be mounted on top of the chassis 
by means of the same screws that hold the 
sockets. 

In connecting the R.F. culls. it should be 
remembered, that the top of the secondary is 
the grid end and the bottom end of the 
primary is the antenna end of the first coil 
and the plate end of the others. In the set of 
el i is used b) the author. there wits no differ- 
VIM' between the antenna toil and the others. 
'Phis Is not n !Wit ys true, how ere r. and each 
set of coils should be carefully inspected to 
sec if the primaries of all coils have the same 
number of turns. If one coil is found with less 
turns on the primary than the others that coil 
should be 11M(l in the antenna circuit. Shielded 
grid leads should be used on the R.F. and de- 
tector tubes with the shielding grounded to the 
chassis. 

Testing and Operating the Receiver 
After couneet ing the antenna to the antenna 

binding cost. attach the power -line plug to an 
eletttic light outlet of n I0.í- to 125-volt ser- 
vice. If the line SW It ell is open. turn the knob 
under the speaker to the right until a snap 
is heard; the pilot lamp should light at once 
If it dues not, tutu off switch and check over 
the wiring; look for wrong connections. un- 
soldered or poorly soldered joints, or an open 
in the filament- resistor Ittl. Also test flash- 
light lamp with at battery or a continuity 
tester. 

When the pilot lamp lights. give the tubes 
about a half minute to warn up. and turn the 
knob beneath the speaker as far to the right 
as it will turn, then hg to tune in a station 
by turning the tuning dial slowly. If the ser- 
vice 1s 1).C. and no sound is I end. reverse the 
plug in the outlet. Reversing the plug in A.C. 
outlets may Improve reception if the grounded 
side of plug is not connected to the grounded 
side of the servic. Noisy reception can some- 
times be eliminated in this way, If possible, a 
station with a rather weak signal should be 
tuned in on the higher frequency or minimum- 
capacity side of the dial: with it small screw- 
driver laving a wood or bakelite handle, adjust 
each trimmer condenser by turning the screw 
in and out, until the position of maximum 
volume is found. 

One condenser will be found to be far more 
sensitive to adjustment than the other two. 
An occasional readjustment of the tuning dhd 
may be necessary during this operation. If the 
volume nt any titit during the adjustment 
reaches too high a level, it should i.e reduced 
by ahem,. of the volume-control. Broad tuning 
and truss -talk is usually the result of using 
t long an antenna. 

In placing the receiver in the cabinet. the 
two overhanging ends of the chassis should 
slide Into their respective slots. in the sides 
of the cabinet. The panel should then be 
fastened by means of four No. R wood screws. 
with finishing washers under their beads. 'l'ho 
screws should be inserted In the four corner 
holes of the panel and screwed into the ends 
of the corner blocks of the cabinet. 

Operating from 220 Volt Service 
The receiver may be operated (runt 220 -volt 

service by connecting a Ilu -ro I I . :dl -Witt t lamp 
in series with ono side I tf the power cord. 
The lamp should be Inserted in the positive 
lend, that is, the lead opposite the one grounded 
to the chassis. 

(It will be recalled that the fundamental cir- 
cuit used in the power supply of this receiver 
Is identical with that used by Mr. It. (i Cisin 
in si receiver described In the \Iay issue of this 
publication. Mr. Davis. however. was not aware 
of Mr. ('!sin's work while designing this re- 
civer. -ódi fnr.1 

List of Parts 
One alumimnu chassis : ltlan 
One Set of :1 1t.F. coils and shields, Automatic 

t need on page 112) 
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NON -REGENERATIVE AMPLIFICATION 
( 'OH tinurd fnu" l,n7l. SI) 

ing element, the capacitative coupling is a 
minimum at the high -frequency end and a 
maximum at the low- frequency end. Thus the 
changes in ca paeita ll vo coupling are exactly 
opposite to the inductive coupling and tint 
response over the entire banal is seru real. 

Response curves of the receiver are indicated 
In Fig. 4. The upper part of the diagram 
illustrates the response of a 4 -tube and the 
lower of a six -tube receiver using the Daley 
design. The sensitivity shown is in absolute 
values and nmst he divided by 4 to secure 
microvolts per meter, l'l'he flatness of these 
curves are positively uncanny and really repre- 
sent it desirable feature, needed for a long 
time. -li di tor. ) 

Shielding 
The .second detail dismissed in the first part 

of this paper Is an important 0111. If the 
magnetic field of a riI is lau'ge, then the 
shlrW man must be abnormally large if 1.0111- 

111141. shielding is to b1 neruugtlish 4.d. Since, 
with this system. the only 411141 around the 
,of1 is 11111 10 ih1 signal, the shield cans may l. mad,' very small. mud in some caws actually 
dispensed with entirely: 

This simple expedient. that of isolating the 
primary of the R.F. moil from the plate by a 

Y choke coil, has been used previously. lot not 
With the 1111'11 of increasing fidelity and de- 
creasing the necessity for shielding. If this 
choke is to be used, then the condenser l'1 
must Ills,, 111' added, as stated before. to isolate 
the grid of \ 1 from the plate of C1. This 
means that the load on \'l is no longer resis- 
tive at 1.0,101111 110% s. 10 congHnsaM fur IL is, 
the leads of the primary of the I;. I' Irani- - 

former are reversed so that at all rimes the 
load current and the signal voltage are in 
phase. which. in technical lingua_.. IIi'1111S a 
resistive load. 

'l'hns. in t his system, the amount of ampli- 
lieatiun is, theoretically at Mast, limited only 
to the resistance of the coil : the lower the coil 
resistance the greater the load current; while 
In other systems. the amplification is limited 
not only by moil resistance. but by oscillation. 

Additional Features 
Another feature of this r1'11i y,1' is the fact 

that many more tuned attiges may be used 
than were heretofore possible. In an ordinary 
receiver. in terstagt coupling limits the number 
of tuned stages that may be snumussfully em- 
ployed without oscillation. With the Daley 

system, the It.I,. currents are Iona lured within 
its particular stage because of the chokes, and 
sine° the It. F, coils are shielded, iitturst age 
coupling Is at a minimum. '1'114. number of 
tuned stages, const'quen t hy, depends upon the 
tolerances set in the design of the roils and 
the e lensets. Six tuned It.P. stages were 
successfully employed, as indicated in the 
photograph of Fig. .\, 

Selectivity 
Real 10 kc, selectivity is secured. Fig. 5 

shows the seiertility curve of this receiver 
tsix -tube type) at 1300, ]ono and 1.41O) k4.. 
Note that the curve is 10 kc. wide and only 
deviates from this value when the applied 
signal strength is 100 -times normal. ('l'lise 
curves were amide in acrordaiure with I.It.l'_ 
standards using a stland:Ird dummy antenna 
and maintaining a ronstutt output of d) 
milliw'nits- óditor.) Fit. uii shows the selec- 
tivity curve of the four -tube receiver. the saute 
conditions obtaining. It will be noticml, of 
course, that the selectivity is better with the 
six tuned circuits than with the four stages, 
w-hieh is to be exported. 

1ty further application, this principle mat)' 
be applied to audio systems as well as to 
11.F. systems. 

Parts List 
\1'itln reference to Fig. I. the parts have 

the following values: t'I to t'G Iinrlusi vet, 
variable tuning cond,users. .onn::.i -uf.: l'7 to 
íi22 t inclusive i. fixed condensers. ill -tnf.: 1'13 
to 1'17 titulnsivel, tixrd tontlasers. .0ollsli- 
tut. : l'1 S. l'lh. fixed condensers, .pill -mf.; 
t'21. bypass eond,ns,'rs. inL : l '_!. bypass 
011111000' in'.an t.: t _.,, lived c0nde11set'. .(NM) 
nil.: 1.1 141 Lc iin,111sfv4.1, primary roil, 22.5 
ndllihenries : 1.7 to 1.12 t iu,lusivu'i, 275 milli- 
henries ; I.I:: to 1,1s. (inclusive), 11.1". chokes, 
175 mier..henries : Ill. ILI,. cathode resistor, 
auu ohms, max.: It2, detector cathode resistor, 
25,11011 ohms: S, stage s,lu't or swl trh. 4 or G 
stages, Exactly the same values hold for the 
circuit shown in Fig. 2 as stated above. 

The tubes used are of special design. having 
an amplification factor of 20, are similar to 
the high -mu YO with the exception that they 
have a V411110111% as indicated in the wiring, 
diagrams. 'Pile same design. however. n1:1) he 
used with present -day tubes that are rendiw 
available. 

Winding details of the coils used in this 
receiver are given in Fig. 7, which is self 
'X 11111 na t0rv. 

ELECTRIFYING THE MEGADYNE 
f f'ln t in turd front p0! /° 85) 

ing as n voltage-limiting unit, also functions 
as a part of the filter system. 

In the "breadboard" model, n common "can" 
connection for the three electrolytic condensers 
is obtained by mounting them en a strip of 
aluminum shout x n/ x :::12-in. thick, sup- 
ported, f the baseboard In means 
of two metal brackets. Resistors R and 9 are 
n ISO etc on brackets. 

Due to the fact that the type 0f resistor 
specified 1411' S and 9 has a rutse whMh eon - 
stitutes one at the two connections. c'0 re must 
be taken to insulate these snits in the event 
that they are mounted on either a el ninion 
or a grounded strip of metal. 

If a slight hum is heard, look for inductive 
coupling lust Weell this prnvru' pack anti the 
t°,-t'ly°t or its associated bads. lIxccptinnnl 
care has been taken in the design of this unit 
to reduce the hunt level at the output potential 
terminals to the lowest possible point : how- 
ever, tic gelds of the power transformer and 
the filter ehukes art very strong. and if they 
are permitted to Internet with the receiver 
equipment, lam fr,ii th1 rlproduclr will be 
)heard. the strength helm: dependent upon 
whether the inductive pickup at point 
adds to or subtracts front the pickup at 
111100 101% 

Although the power transformer has five 
seronrinries. only three are used : consequently. 
only these are shown in Fig. 2. These un- 
used (1.5 V. and 2.5 \'.) secondary leads may 
be curled up and taped tor, as in the unit 
illustrated in Fig. A. cut off close to the trans- 

former. The unused leads are the following: 
heavy red: heavy black: thin red, black dot 
I the litter is a tap tronc the primary for match- 
ing the primary circuit tu the available MO. 
voltage : whether this wire or the thin red 
one is tu he retained is a matter of test.) 

. \s n final word of caution, the constructor 
is advised to make sure that all of the parts 
have the values specified. In Addition to the 
usual miscellany. serews. wire, etc.. the follow- 
ing coma 'tits will be required: 

The battery type "ylegadyn." described in 
the .1uly issue is now runnurted to the I'ower 
puck. Resistors S and 9 are adjusted so that 
s' t i l ions come 111 loudest. 'rite adjustments 
are then left in position and should not be 
touched thereafter. 

'Pining und operating the \Iegatlyne remains 
as before. 

List of Parts 
One l 'oiymet Ienver t ri us f.,rmer, type 'l'1 =917, 

1; 
Two l'olyntel filter ehokis, type 'l'(' -79i6. G. 7: 
I )n1 t' oins,' eleetrolyti, condenser, 4 inf.. 

41111 volts. 2; 
TWO l' .0111.0 rim 1'01 ytl rondensers, S ant.. 

4011 volts. 4, 5; 
Two clamsant variable resis1 ors. standard type. 

N. 9: 
une Flechtheiut. 1. Inf.. 2011-volt condenser. JO: 
one fixed resistor. 1101)11 ohms, I watt, II; 
one binding post strip. 12; 
One Iilet tithe so,-k et. T'X -typo, for \'i, 2; 
One (:. E. power cable. with plug; 
One wood baseboard, 7!1, x 1I% x yí41. 
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HISTOIi,Y 
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The Crosley PUP 
This 4 -tube superhetenalyne housed in a 
Iteatitifu l sitter-gray metal cali net is a 
radio marvel. It incor(o,rates balanced 
image suppressor pre- selector -- combined vol- 
ume control and on-off switch- 

$ 2500 illuminated station selector - V 7 
dynamic speaker and other out- Complete standing features. Dimensions: with Tutee 
7y_" high, 1 2,,5" wide, 7" deep. Plus Tu 

The Crosley MAYOR 
The leader of the famous Crosley "Election" 
series. 'Phe 9 -tube chassis includes silent 
.automatic volume control -?té -volt heater 
tubes--meter tuning -double tuned image 
suppressor pre -selector -four gang tuning 
compenser. Dynamic speaker is 

34995 used. See your Crosley I)is- 
tributor for full details of Complete 
the sensational new Presley with Tubes lite Plus Tax 

Western Price, Slightly Higher 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION 
Powel Crosley, Jr., President 

Home of "the Nations Station' -WLW 
CINCINNATI 
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"B l'1"'- install 
it yourself. Save 

100'.,. 5 Tubes -powerful 
Auto Type. "Dynamic" 
Speaker. Reception cov- 
en entire band. 11)5 -550 melrn. (tange tun -loon 
miles. Steering column routnd with Ilhunì Mated 
Dial, Key Switch and :to" flexible ,haft. Small 
size: S x 7 x 7 ". Mounts anywhere Willi unii.rrsal 
bracket. 

EVERYTHING FURNISHED 
Our simple Alti instruction,. make assembly and 
installation easy. Everything furnished. Price in- 
chides :Ill ostensories, (RCA add Tubs, nmote 
steering column control, Dynamic Speaker. sleet 
shielded Connecting Cable, ignition Spark Suppns 

Antenna E.ptipmrnt ), noth- 
ing else to buy except "It" bat - 
t,ries; easily, cheaply procured 
lt-ally. S.uil $2 deposit. Rabotee 

14.I95 CALI). We pay postage in 
F.S.A. Order today-. Be sure to 
specify uumberol 6'li110re io rare 

MY OWN RADIO, Inc. 
Dept. 102 

1800 Grace St.. Chicago. Ill. 

5Tubes 
REMOTE 
CONTROL 
DYNAMIC 
SPEAKER 

-=-004/P.--H ELL- O 
EVERYBODY 

This is Station 

eating through your osto 

I :,IIn. al home, tyith u 

S Y L K O H O M E M I K E 
)look it up in two minutes with- 
out trolls. Simple instructions 
and diagram enclosed with micro- 
phone. More fun than a circus. 
Send 95c today or specify C.O.D. 

SYLKO MICROPHONE CO., Dept. B. 
131 Islington St. Toledo, Ohio 

95 
Be sure to turn to page 68 and read the im- 

portant announcement about the extra pages 
which have been added to the OFFICIAL 
REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL. 

THE "B" TUBE 
(Continued front paye 84) 

ment were secured. The finished "W' tube 
is Illustrated in Fig. A; and a complete "It" 
unit, In Fig. B. This device measures only 
M% x S'F. x °t /.. ins.; and weighs only 8 lbs. 

Other improvements were brought about by 
this simple yet potent expedient. namely-. much 
better waveform with an absence of trouble- 
some harmonics -as indicated by a cathode - 
ray useillograph. nod freedom from mechanical 
noise caused by the interrupter Ithr polls: of 
whirl( are cushion mounted iu=ide the toilet. 

The 'B" Tube Eliminator 
There are two wo in which Ilu trans- 

former primary may L. .unnerted with the 
interrupter: one. 111 parallel with the circuit. 
as sl uwu in Fig, 1; the other, in series -Indi- 
caled in Fig. 2. In the arrangement the in- 
terrupter operates directly front the storage 
battery. drawing sonic current on Its own 
account : while the primary of the step -up 
transformer. being connected in shunt with 
the interrupter roil. is energized hy- the pulsat- 
ing voltage arruss it. The eliminator Diu,. 
tented in Fig. It utilizes this scheme. 

. \Ithuugh very encouraging results were ob- 
tained by providing :t separate set of contorts 
insulated from the primary- contacts and em- 
ploying then to make and break at the right 
intervals, thus eliminating the use of a separate 
certifier tube. this scheme since it a plicate(' 
the Construct don of the vacuum- interrupter was 
discarded in the eau rse of experimentation. 
Although gaseous rectifier tubes have the ad- 
vantage of requiring no addit limit current to 
heat a filament. this advantage Is offset by low 
efficiency and rather fickle behavior. 

.\ type 217 tube with plate and grid ex- 
ternally rots nccte4 together, performed remark- 
ably well. Its heater Is rugged, and may be 
powered ilireeUy front the storage battery. To 
reduce the internal voltage drop 11114 take s 
of the strain off the cathode- mercury wits 
in tr(dueed into the bulb. Although the po- 
tential 4lfferen(-e between cathode tutad heater 
is then In the Order of 200 to 250 volts. and 
leakage of several microamperes takes place. 
the insu lut ion between these elements does 
not break down. A disadvantage of this type 
of tube, even In quirk -heater models, (partly 
co illp.nsa ted by the use of a voltage divider) 
is the thermal lag of the heater. .\ simple 
one -section filter with a small (-hake coil was 
quite .sufficient as the waveform obtained svgs 

POLYMET PRODUCTS World -Ac epted 

POLYMET MFG. CORP. 
834 E. 134th St., New York City 

Send me your new and valuable catalog of 
quality replacement parts. 

Name 
Address 
City State 

Jobber Dealer Service -Man 

The new 1932 Polymet Catalog gives com- 
plete dimension data and electrical specifi- 
cations of the parts used by leading receiver 
manufacturers. You can purchase identical 
parts from your local jobber, and give "guar- 
anteed" service work -a sure way to in- 
crease your business and your reputation. 
MAIL COUPON FOR YOUR FREE COPY 

very good. (full -wave rectification was tried, 
and di sea riled in favor of half -wave rectifi- 
cation.) Sinn It.1'. dista rba nce from the 
vacunen- interrupter is nuuh less than that 
created by a breaker in open air, it Is possible 
to "get by" without the use of ILF. chokes, el(-. 

.\ sa tisfa nt tir) cuit was thus evti Iced : and 
at the th t,Ler meeting of the uurt nrlt irai 

Valley Section of the 1.I11:.. hell) all I lie Charles 
Bole' in Springfield. )loss.. a completed in- 
strument was formally demonstrated. A criti- 
cal nudisme gare its unqualified :gq.rtiyal t.. 
the device as power supply for a standard 
motor -car radio set tif high sensitivity. 

Comparative Efficiency 
Speaking tif ttldcieuny. for the sake of tom - 

p :n isnn a standard 110 V. 60 cycle A.C. "It" 
eli111;11atur of reputable make was tested: the 
disappointing results are revealed in Fig. : 
by the curse .\ t'unis It is that of n dyn11- 
neder type auto "It" eliminator which is 
considered of gaud make and representative 
of this class, Curve C is that of our of the 
vacuum -type units developed during tier experi- 
ments. 

.\ glance will suffice tu show the render that 
compared to the others. this latter unit has 
superior efficiency 111 about the normally re- 
quired current drains -between 25 to 90 ma. 
At these currents the output voltages are 227, 

and 172 respectively and the efficiency (ver :Al 
and up to l,0 percent. The input current in 
amperes varies fr 1.2 to 2.4 and the battey 
voltage from 5.85 to 5.S. 

Some set manufacturers deem it necessary 
to employ as many as eight tubes in order 
to secure high power output : hence, we must 
allow 1.-1 . \. for the heaters of these tubes 
al : It is presumed that 6,2 V. tulles are 
employed throughout. I. Now-, if we wish to 
limit the total current drain to no more than 
i amperes I and this is heavy enough I we 
shall have 2.6 .\. at the most available for 
the "It" supply. 'raking 180 volts at 45 ma. 
as the requisite "It" voltage an overall effi- 
ciency of :2 perce ut nt txf be ob tain ed from 
the auto "It" eliminator. I.\ lower drain is 
ingmsed on the battery in the event the receiver 
luis less tubes and requires lower "II" poten- 
tials: a six -tube receiver using '30 -type tubes 
was operated very nicely with a total draie 
of 21) -\.. at 6 volts average.) 

Construction Details 
flic primary tif the step -up transformer was 

wound lrer the seconda rye 
The dry elertroly t it filter condensers have 

It working potential of 45O i'.: the voltage 
divider resistors measure 50.000 ohms and nee 
rated at 2 watts. Two condensers, one of 
.n.i'mf. and one of .01 -nil.. are sufficient for 
completely- preventing the ILF, vwrents from 
entering the receiver circuit. 

of interest. also. is :t unit which enables the 
opera tien of 110 C. . \.C. reeei cers from 110 V.. 
11.C. lines Such a unit using the "It" tube 
is now under el. v. I.grtnu nl si nee con sidera l de 
demand exists for lust this thing. Bristly. in 
order to obtain a sionsoid:I¡ tyareform similar 
to that of the standard . \.I'. lines, the 110 -volt 
I I.d. must he broken up and fed into a trans- 
former baring a special pri ni :ny. and a sec 1- 

:Iry capable of delivering 110 rolls. Fnrtun- 
nly. miserly economy tif euttent is not essen- 

tial in this case. 
'l'us., wilts of this type have heel, designed, 

one for light midget receivers and another 
for standard radio sets of seven or mare tubes. 
In the former Instance. one "It" tube is used: 
and in the latter. two of 1110111 are so connected, 
that they op.rilie 1.0° out of phase with each 
Ither. In Loth eases the primary of the 
stweial transformer is "tuned" to approximately 
60 cycles. ')'his new nuit 4esign any- hr 
readh1$- adapted for :12 -volt as Weil as 110 -cult 
DA'. '. use, 

For those peuple who do not care to have 
a radio in their ear as a permanent installation 
but would like to be able to take their midget 
receivers along with therm to picnics. sea- 
shores. camps or other outdoor places. n "B" 
tube vacuum- Interrupter park of 6 (or 12) 

(Continued on paye 111 ) 
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A MOBILE P. A. SYSTEM 
(funtinrted from paye ',7) 

tracks underneath the dashboard. at the right. 
The metal plate that the turntable slides on, is 
notched, Si) that il ran he set and locked In any 
position. In the illustration, the turntable is 
Shown In the "pliviug" poiliun \Chen the 
phonograph is not in uses the unit slides tinder 
the instrument board. The electromagnetic 
pickup is also arranged on a sliding arm, so 
when the turntable is pulled Out to the playing 
position, the pirknp can be centered and lus ked 

.\ small A.C. switch on the metal plate serves 
lu start and stop the phonograph motor. Flex- 
ible leads run to an extension nutlet on the 
fluor lion r11, Sn the entire jab may be removed 
for trouble shooting. without unsoldering or 
resulderiug the connecting wires, The design 
is very rnmgnut: and the ingenious method of 
sliding it out of tlp way, does nut Interfere 
WILL operating cllicicucy, 

The photograph above illustrates how the power 
unit and speakers appear when in a normal op- 
erating condition. Note that the speaker cone 
is exposed. In bad weather a cover is placed 
over it which prevents the cone being damaged 

due to splashing, rain, etc. 

The microphone is suspended vertically within 
a microphone ring, as illustrated. .1 high -qual- 
Ity two -button microphone is used. The method 
of suspension uses four points and eight 
springs, Iliums protecting the instrument from 
jars and mechanical vibration. 'l'he microphone 
ring is fastened on the end of a % -inch 
diameter hollow brass arm in smelt a way that 
it t'en he pivoted in any direction,. Connecting 
a'Ires ruts through the arm. The other end of 
the arm is connected to a swivel mounted 
beside the rear vision mirror. When the micro- 
phone is not in use. the arm is pushed bark 
until it Is parallel with the windshield and 
cluse tu the top of the car. causing It to soap 
Into a spring which holds it in place. An 
a ittumutt it- sx'itch :u tir it tin serres to open 
the ndrrupl circuit when the arm is pushed 
hack. 'l'he arm may be lucked in any position 
when °pined, by means of a set screw located 
at the swivel end. When the nmiii is swung 
forward, it moves down at an angle, facing 
the person at the steering wheel. 

The Power Supply 
Th.. 110 -volt A.C. for operating the system 

is Obtained front a mot r- genetntor outfit. This 
consists of a -volt 1).C. motor, operated by 
means of six storage "A" batteries. This 
motor drives a 110 -volt A.C. generator capable 
of delivering ::00 watts. Ender load, the motor 
draws I:e.:' amperes. In addition to supplying 
cu-rent tu the amplifier. the generator also 
supplies field turn -ut to the two dynunie 
speakers. The method of munui ing motor 
generator. speakers and storage batteries is 
uulgne and worthy of special attention. 

Netal strips are welded on the trunk rack 
extending it about tt font. The trunk, wit Irh 
is standard equipment on the car, is bolted on 
the extension rack. The motor generator is 

mounted tau the bottom of the trunk nt the 
renter. holes are drilled nt each end of the 
trunk for the two loudspeakers and these are 
fastened in place against ! -inch relotex bailie 
hoards. its shown in rig. R. Fix one -inch 
diameter holes are drilled in the top of the 
bunk and four in the bottom. thus creating 
a continuous draft in order to provide ade- 
quate ventilation and prevent oserheating. 'Cite 
ventilating holes. and speaker apertures are 
covered with copper -screening. light enough to 
hr stretched taut, but heavy enough to pro- 
tect the speakers. 1Coadei disks are provided 
for each speaker. 'l'he disks lit into metal 
clamps anti keep dust and out from the speaker 
cones. Large s¡z IIii -volt . \sirs 11 'right -lie- 
Coster dynamic reprud uses are used. These 
are able to handle the output of the amplifier 
without distortion, 

Three .1.('. wall socket outlets are tilted to 
the back of lie trunk. for completing cornice- 
thins without titilntking the trunk. t lit lets of 
three different colors are used. so that their 
functions are made apparent : these may be 
obtained from any and In real store. 

The storage batteries tu',' momued in a sheet 
iron tease. which Is mounted nn the origi- 
nal trunk track. in bark of the trunk. Six 
I ?xide Inn -:ampere storage ".1" batteries are 
employed, Extra Heavy double rubber covered 
wiring run nrt'1s the hint terries to the apparatus 
at lite front of the car. The wiring is run 
beneath the right rear fender and then under 
the running hoard. 

A sign on top of the car supported at each 
end by to heavy iron pipe completes the instal- 
lation This is run obliquely, so that it may 
be seen (rota any direction, One pipe is 

'd on the right side of the trunk rack, 
while the other pipe is mounted on the left 
side of the front bumper. The pipes are 
threaded. sum that they call he unscrewed. per- 
!flitting the sign to be taken down when 
desired. 

This installation is arranged for "one man" 
operation : the driver of the oar can operate 
the sound system without additional assistance 
tinti the arrangement of the sound equipment 
is such that the car's Ilse as a passenger vehicle 
is not affect el. nor is space for riding con- 
venience eliminated. 

Efficiency 
This sound amplification instrument has 

ample range above the street noise level to 
Ito heard for n city block. When tested under 
tar elevated st met nfe. Loth voice and music 
root(' be hearth distinctly ;those the noise of 
passing trains. The amplifier is pitched high 
enough, so that when used with the micro- 
phone. it is unusually distinct and the "boom" 
common to most installations IS entirely elim- 
inated, 'l'he higher pitch also permits the 
sound to t-arry without sacrifice of bass re- 
sponse. Due to the excellent design, careful 
matching of parts anti proper selection of 
speit kt'rs. the tone quality Is excellent. even 
at maximum volume. 

Th schematic airing diagram in Fig. 1 

shows the method of hooking up the various 
components on this group address system. 'l'he 
pictorial diagram. Fig. _ gives an idea of the 
relative locations of the different units. 

The author attui his tissmiatts will lie glad 
to reader any assistance desired to those tech- 
nicians who may undertake the construction 
of this public address system. 

'l'1i11 values of the parts given in the circuit 
diagram of Fig, 1 are as follows: Ill. 50,000 
ohms: 112, 1,3.0 ohms: It°. 4110 ohms: 114, MOII 
ohms: 7,01111 aims: lit:. 5,000 ohms; ('l, 

nif, ; ('2, 2 mf. ; ta, 4 mt. (1,500 volt); ('4, 
2 m3'. 11,500 volt) : Ll, 30 by. 

THE "B" TUBE 
(Continued front paye 110) 

volts input and 110 V., A.C. output was de- In titis "universal current" radin receiver. 
automotive -type tubes could. perhaps, be used 
and the power park so designed that with a 
simple switch tu cut a resistor out of circuit 
the 110 -volt . \.1'. input connections may be 
changed for ti or 19 volts I).C. supply. In 
any event, a suitable interrupter design. in 
the "It" tube, is now availnble to manu- 
facturers. 

signed, however. due to the usual midget 
receiver drawing at least 40 watts and in most 
instances much more the current drawn from 
the storage battery is rather heavy. 

The writer believes that this field may prove 
lteratire if a radio recel err is manufactured 
particularly for the purpose. 
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Dealer:' Net Price 
F.0.11. Greemvord, Mist, 

$147.50 
You lare heard of the amazing ease. etnupleteness, mdrk- 

nes. ana accuracy of the SI'Ptti itE W UINONIF:TER- 
S immanents In 1. Takes rare of .\LI, the new sets and 
. \hit new tubes. Including the s sen -prong and sit-prong 

ag tube., triple -i u. \vunderllrh, lisio-le¡nie. (tensors tamer 
Itetinrr, etc.. H'IT1101'T ADAPTERS. ]tar he Note lare 
had no real chaume to mime its real eumonet. Inc enienre 
and income pmtluring rouser. there's how- ton van dnguarantee 
yourself. Send eitupml helots and learn 1 tau ran ipso 
the new iiI.\GNO311:TER for 10 days FUSE. No obliga- 
tion. Prepare now for the on- rushing son Is demands of 
Me most exulting msditcal grapple of this generation. 

5 ultra modern testing instrumenta 
lo I at the price of 1 

Other Supreme Thom mein,. .as 

same guarantee: 

MODEL 90. Supreme Set Analyser 
MODEL 60. Supreme Oscillator 
MODEL 70, Supreme Oscillator 
MODEL 40. Supreme Tube T 

foitoo , yarn the 

$78.50 
30.00 
49.75 
30.00 

We ami .mal 
n ir 

nn a the net Supreme ]Galet 36 
Aualt ztr, Mat nillbe a sensations Iufnnuatinn Tina. 

. \II dealers' net prives F.O.lt. Greenwood. Mils. 
Ask your slobber to deuwnat rate. 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION. 
440 Supreme Building, Greenwood. Miss. 

Tell 
n 

-absolutely without ohligaton -hiss f Can 
use the new UI.\GNOMFTF:R for In days FREE. 

(there insert ant other Supremo 

Name 

Addres 

City 

Kanne of .lieber 

City 

Instrument desired, 

state 

State 
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Short -wave 
MOLDED 
Coil Forms 
Four, are and six prong forms. tic each. Code ring on 
us. of each form In brilliant colors, red, yel ow. green 
and blue. Four prong nil forms, set of four, precision 
wound, covering fifteen to two hundred meters, 4'.00 set. 

Molded rocket: with colored 
locator ring - 
Base mounting 

481X 4 -prong 25c 
4S1 481Y 5 -prong 25c 

ar 

.eol. GNaa 
t7` 1 

Binding Post 
949 FFP Dine adulator for bring- 

ing out filament and plate 
from pentode tube to provide 
filament and plate voltage 
for operating short -wave erne 

947 HC ? verters 60c 

Adapters made with any 
type connections desired. 
New type for testing six 

prong '57 -'58 tubes, the G -2 Diode and 
'82 Merritt". Rectifier. Write your 
requirements. 
3-4-5-6 Prong Speaker or Cable 

Plugs 
905L and 906L Latch Lock An- 

alyzer Plugs 5 -prong $3.00 
with 5 -foot cable 5.00 
n -prong 3.50 
with 5 -foot cable 5.50 

965DS Adapter for use with 
01101., six prong top, five prong 
bottom 1.25 

964DS same with tour prong 
bottom 1.25 

9540S Adapter to use with Uu: 
center locking stud ... 1.25 

954 -KPC Pentode Adapter. Con- 
nects cathode to plate. Used 
for replacing 245's with 247 
Penhsle tubes 

247 Pentode Tubes 
954 -FKP Pentode Adapter with 

resistance in filament reducing 
5 volts to L 

a 
For putting 

247 Pentode tubes in 171 
sockets 

954 -FS for 171 push pull, are 
954 FKP connected in series pair 2.00 

Send for Price Sheets -Dept. R 

4S1Y 

474 Laminated socket 
l ynrrng 100 

475 Laminated socket 
5 -prong 100 

Antenna- Ground 
Binding Posts 10e 

Grips large or small wires 
easily. Guard keeps an- 
tenna front grounding on 
chassis. Binding nut cannot 
come off and become lost. 

905L 
and 

954DS 

or uro 

100 
1.00 

125 

ALDEN 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

BROCKTON MASS. 

Power Generator 
FOR SHORT WAVE 

BROADCASTING 
Res. Prise Was $75 

U. S. Gm. tower geu- 

mintingf adre 
a 

lire went - 

Amateur nnwdeast lite` 
Limited 

x (mnt C. S. Gov. 
Signal Corps. Sou 
cycles. 200 watts. 110 Volt 1t. P. M. 4500. Can be 

connected direct. belt driven or wind panelled for Ara - 

hldles they ie^ $4.95.o1P us shinningnhaarges. Send 
check or naines 

nn 
Ier. 

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TOOL CO. 
111 W. Lake St. Dept. 199 Chieaee, III. 

AERO SHORT WAVE RECEIVER $ 6.4S 

AERO AUTO RADIO, Complete _._ 39.50 
AERO SHORT WAVE CONVERTER 12.50 

Send for Complete Catalog 

CHARLES HOODWIN CO. 
Dept. V -15 

4240 Lincoln Ave. Chicago, III. 
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RECORDING AT 33 -1/3 R. P. M. 
tl'oalinurd from ryapr ti:- l 

armature he not perpendicular to the plane of 
the its -ord, and as a result, fidelity of repro- 
duction is not obtained. The pickup should 
be placed as shown in Fig, 1. 

Surface Noise 
In 33 -1!:i rect arding. surface noise Is more 

pronounced than at the higher speed. The 
frequency of this scratch is in the neighbor- 
hood of ::,000 cycles and for this reason is 
more obJecti ble. In commercial recording, 
this surface noise has been diminished consid- 
erably by improving the record material, but 
in instantaneous recording, uo determined ef- 
fort has been made to overcome it. The use 
of at scratch filter is not recommended; if one 
were used, every frequency above 4,000 cycles 
would be eliminated, and the record would lose 
its brilliancy. In the use of aluminum, this 
noise becomes especially objectionable near the 
periphery of the record. 

Scratch In recording is due to two things. 
First, the hardness of material used, and sec- 
ond, the angle the diamond needle makes with 
the record. Aluminum should be of medium 
hardness and sh uuld be well lubricated or 
waxed. If the material Is too hard. the needle 
will rip and tear the record and terrific sur- 
face noise will result ; If it is too soft, the 
danger of destroying the record will be In- 
creased. It is a good policy, after purchasing 
a ready -made 16 inch recording disc to go over 
it with a pleut of waste that has been Rooked 
in wax. The disc must be spotlessly clean, 
and when cleaning, soft cheesecloth should be 
used. 

In l'ig. 2A is shown how a steel recording 
need to normally sets in the cu t tinghend ; note 
the steep angle that it makes with the record. 
If a diamond needle Is uses, the shank should 
be bent to the position shown in Fig. 2I1, so 
that the sides barely clear the record. Steel 
neet114'S atre made of hardened metal which can- 
not be bent. but the shanks of diamond needles 
are made of soft metal. and bending is a simple 
matter. See that the point of the needle Is 
not too sharp; otherwise, it will tend to cut 
the record instead of crospreaaitttl it. 

tlood 8 -I .. 11.1'.31. records can be made if 
care and patience are exercised, and the re- 
cordist should not be too easily discouraged 
if his first trials are unsatisfactory. 

Home Talkies 
As stated before, the fields for slow -speed 

instantaneous records are developing rapidly. 
and the most interesting one is home talkies. 
Considerable work hits been doue on the sunnd- 
on- disc method, and in the near future Racla 
It machine will be marketed for use by the 
amateur. While no material is available for 
publication on this apparatus, the meehaltisnt 
is quite simple. 

From the turntable motor a flexible coupling 
is brought out which connects to the ramera. 
In making the sound picture, the film is marked 
with a punch, and a corresponding mark is 
made on the record. The recording head is 
then placed on this mark and the section of 
filin with the hole is placed in the aperture. 
The switch is then thrown and the action 
started after n few seconds have elapsed to 
allow the motor to reach operating speed. In 
slowing the picture, the film is placed in the 
protector with the punched hole In the aper- 
ture, the pickup is ['faced on the "start" mark, 
and then the motor is started. 

When the film breaks, each frame, prepauw- 
tory- to the patching, should be replaced with 
it blank frame. This protects against the loss 
of synchronism. 

The gnestiun of play-back noctules is another 
serious [mildew, in reproducing from 33-1/:1 
It.I'.31. aluminum records. The fibre or thorn 
needle, unless treated, weal's out before the 
end of the record is reached. To prolong the 
life of these needles, some manufacturers have 
Impregnated the needle with bakélite or shellac, 
and it Is surprising how much longer these 
needles last. Where a fibre needle barely fin- 
ished one 12 -inch 78 R.P.M. record lu good 
condition, it is now possible to play four of 
them without resharpening the needle. This 
means that the needle will now easily last 
through a fifteen minute, 33 -1 /:t It.1'.M. record. 

AN A. C. D. C. PORTABLE RECEIVER 
(Continued front pope lOS) 

Winding Co.. Ll to LO inclusive: 
One 5(t -mL, 1110 -volt dry electrolytic condenser, 

Aerovox, t'16: 
One S -rat., 500 -volt, dry electrolytic condenser, 

Aerovox, C15; 
One 10 -mL. 20 -volt, dry electrolytic condenser, 

Aerovox, C14; 
Five .1-tuf.. 2110 -volt, tubular condensers, Aero- 

vox. ('10, C12. C8, C4. l'5. 
One .0035 -mf.. mica molded condenser, C7: 
One .00025-mt. mica molded condenser ('6 ; 

One 250 -ohm, 50 -watt, vitreous enamel resistor 
Ito; 

One 500.000 -ohm, 1 -watt, carbon resistor, Tru- 
test, 110: 

Two 250.000 -ohm, 1 -watt carbon resistor Tru- 
test. 114, 115; 

One 50.000 -ohm, 1 -watt carbon resistor Tru- 
test It3 ; 

One 100 -ohm, 1 -watt, carbon resistor, Trutest, 
117: 

One 100 -ohm, flexible resistor, Truvolt. RS; 
One 300 -ohm, flexible resistor, Truvolt- lt2 ; 

One line switch and 10.000 -ohm volume -control 
Carter, Ill ; 

One antenna binding post. Eby: 
Seven U. Y. wafer sockets, Eby; 
One wood panel: 
One Jensen-type C.M.l dynamic speaker, with 

output -transformer for operation with pen- 
tode tubes; 

One .\.F. transformer with 1.200 -ohm second- 
ary, Kenyon. (chokes; 

Two -tube shields with bases. Ilnmmarlund; 
One .000375 -mf. three -gang condenser. De Jur, 

No. 3503. clockwise, min. to max.. Cl. CO3 C2, 
('11, C3. C171; 

One vernier dial -De Jur type It. sector vision, 
flat, clockwise 0 -100; 

Two large size brown Bakelite knobs; 
One dial light, 1k- Jur type 
One escutcheon, Ile .sur type U, sector vision; 

One appliance attachment split plug; 
One and one -half feet shielded copper wire for 

grid leads; 
Ten feet of lamp cord ; 

Ten feet of solid push -back hookup wire; 
Ten solder lugs; 
Light No. 8 -82 hex nuts ; 

Four Nu. 8 -32 x %'in. nickle oval -heat) 
screws; 

Four No- $ x 3'a -in. pickle, oval -bead screws; 
Four No. 8, nie-kte finish washers; 
Thirty -five No. 8 -32 x % in. screws; 
Thirty -five No. 8-32 hex. nuts; 
Your No. 8 lock washers; 
Thirty -five No, 6 lock washers; 
One stove -bolt 3/16 x 4% in. with nut; 
Two stove -bolts : ; /16 x 2% in. with nuts; 
Three %-in. rubber grommets; 
Five tube grid clips; 
Two brass spacers %-in. long with 3/16 -in. 

hole; 
Two liber w'a she rs, % -I n. diameter with 3/16 -in. 

hole; 
Two bra os spacers % -in. lung with % -in. bole; 
One square foot of speaker cloth ; 

One wood panel. plan; 
One cabinet and cover 
One pair separable hinges: 
One spring lock 
Four rubber cabinet feet: 
One leather carrying handle; 

OUTPUT METERS 
(Continued from page 92) 

One Lynch 10O.000 -uhnt resistor, 1 watt, 1(7: 
One Lynch Il0.000 -ohm resistor. 1 watt, 118; 
Four International Air tip -jacks; 
(lue Irakelite panel 43(:.xfi4x5fg Ins.; 
One (test switch. Type 3NSBK; 
One 4%-volt battery; 
One pair International Air test lends, No. 128. 
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WATCH YOUR WATCH 
Those in vocations requiring contact with 

magnetic fields usually know from annoying 
experience that they cannot expect consistent 
service from their watches while working 
around electrical n ppa rat us. Steel, of roll rse, 
Is readily magnetized. and the hairspring and 
most other penis of a watch movement neces- 
sarily have heretofore Isen made of steel. 

But u means of avoiding the annoyance of 
permanently magnetized watches has been 
evolved by an eminent Rir isx physicist of in- 
ternational fame. Dr, Charles Eduuard Guil- 
laume, will knowhi as the recipient of the 
1920 Nobel Award in Physics for the develop- 
ment of certain rust -resisting nickel steel al- 
loys. particularly lnvar and Elinvar. 

1411Porat ory experiments show that the con- 
ventional watch with regulation steel hair- 
spring and usual type of balance wheel will 
becrule so erratic after exposure to magnetic 
fields up to ::GU lines per square inch as to 
be useless as a ti uaekeeper: whereas. with an 
Elinvar la Irspring and as non- magnetic balance 
wheel it is but slightly affected in fields of 
that strength. 

Fig. A 
Photograph of the newly developed watch which 

may be used in a magnetic field. 

An increase In temperature- whether due to 
weather conditions or to proximity of the watch 
to heat- causes the hail-sitting to lose some 
of its elasticity. Ireerease in temperature. von - 
versely. increases the elnstitit- of the hair- 
spring. To offset the errors In timing which 
these changes would cause, the -compensat- 
ing" type of balance wheel is so ,.-pst rutted 

thnl it 1.011- ICIs and therefore oscillates more 
quickly when a rise in tempera tune caused the 
hairspring to weaken -and vice versa. 

This foam of uoustl'u,tion consists of mak- 
ing the rim of the ba la hire wheel A, in Fig. A 

/ ,.. 
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Fig. 1 

and Fig. 1, of two different metals -brass and 
steel -and of cutting the rim at two oppo- 
site points in its periphery. 

The Elinvar hairspring makes it possible to 
use a monometallic, uncut, non- magnetic bal- 
ance wheel It. in Fig. A and Fig, 1, 

The lack of magnetic susceptibility of these 
Elinvar wary hits is shown in the lower and 
upper halves of A and It, respectively, of Fig- 1. 

With t some means of counteracting a mac- 

_a 

cee.N woo .. .s.s..x.......W.-. :.. I::e .-.. ,..... ..... .. 

Fig. 2 

netie Influence, the Iairspring may be So 
strongly attracted to the balance wheel as to 
actually touch it. as shown in Fig. 2. when 
the watch will no longer keep time. 

The whole assembly. therefore. renders u 
watch practically immune to permanent mag- 
nettant and unaffected by temperature changes. 
Furthermore. an Elinvar equipped watch when 
adjusted in two ext mines of temperature oper- 
ates nt the Nil me rate in intervening tempern- 
tares, heretofore- n watch correct at say 41t' 
F and 9O° F would not be exactly correct 
between or beyond those temperatures. 

MEGADYNE CORRECTIONS 
In the .lul- issue of this magazine there was 

published nn article dealing with the construc- 
tion of the " Megndynt' receiver. In the pic- 
torial representation of the receiver an error 
was unavoidably nude. With the connection 
as shown In the July issue, the "A" battery 
will short circuit -mac the torrerted diagram 

x/,+trat b, /, ,, The schematic circuit shown in 
I Ile sawn, i..ne 1s, however. correct and may be 
relied upon when building the set, 

lu this issue of ItADIO- CR.\b-r. there is de- 
seribed the power unit that goes with the re- 
ceiver if the constructor desires to electrify- it. 
See page S.S. 

t 
(StyiVl Barta¢s` 
ty,asvj¿Bartass 
4 
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ALUMINUM 

SOLDER 
New Discovery! 

ALUMAWELD 
Solders Any Metal 
Hr. i. Ito all metal adder con have been Ialt- 

lu g tor! It will solder aluminum, Ian metal, die 
castings. cast iron, steel, brass, bronze, nipper or 
any other metal. It will join aluminum to rest 
iron- upper to steel -I'S metal to brass. It will 
repair anything that Is made of natal- qulrkls-. 
surely um1 lastingly. 

EASILY APPLIED 
.1luums+'eld all. metal solder is applied with 

a soldering iron. blow torch or by tie heat 
of your gas stove. It flows at an exceedingly for 
temperature. No experlenre required. 

SUPER STRENGTH 
Alunuweld is 1: times as strong as ordinary 

solder. It Is a good conduetnr of electricity but 
not at all subj.-el to electrolysis inasnmch as It 
assumes the fault lie or negative character of the 
metal to which It is applied. 

USED FOR RADIO WORK 
Since the dbcoverr of .\ IUnlaweld, a few months 

ago, this solder has been extensively used in radio 
cork. It Is the only salisfartory means of solder- 

ing romper wires to aluminum. It repairs alum- 
ina 1 shields. and replaces riveting on aluminum 
cabinets. In a hundrd and one different ways. 
It ran sat e money and assure nmre satisfactory 
radio performance. 

MAKE THIS WELDING TEST 
Slake the nodding test and prove to yourself 

bow quickly and easily Alumaweld works. Along 
with each kit of Alumaweld we send 2 aluminum 
strips. anti ur Ian the. togetler -apply 
small amount of flux and solder -heat over any 
kind of flame. In approximately ten seconds 
the flax will smoke and the aluminum strips 
will weld together. It, after cooling, you can 
break these apart, with your fngers, or with 
pliers. return the kit and we wall refund your 
money. Mould anything he falter) 

Agents! Dealers! 
MAKE BIG MONEY 

SELLING ALUMAWELD 
Get in on the ground floor. Our agents 

Alomaweld ° B your S3ó n boss. 
selling 
Every 

home. factory and repair shop NEE S 
Alumaweld. It sells on sight . 100 
per cent profit to you. Send 50c for a 
complete kit. Try it out. If you MEAN 
BUSINESS. w 

e 

will grant you territory 
. . . give you leads from our advertising 

and circulars for distribution. Don't 
delay. Alumaweld franchises are VALU- 
ABLE. They'll go FAST. Mail the 
coupon . . . TODAY! 

ORDER A KIT- TODAY! 
A luutaweld Is parked in handy kits, all Mill' 

iete. Such kit contains solder. flux, tempered 
steel cleaning brush, aluminum Otrl ps, and rewt- 
plrte. ail Is followed directions. Enough ma- 
terial (tir 20 aserage jobs. only 50.- Less than 
:k a job. If. after using .\ luntaveld. you do 
not 011th It all we claim. simply return the kit 
and we will refund your money. You take no 
chances! 

F.tery day jobs are caning on that require \luumwrid. He prepared! Order a kit today. 
On the +ory first job you will save the 50c it 
oa !off 

ALUMAWELD CO. 
710 East Broadway, Dept. 17. 
Glendale. Calif. 
Gentlemen: 

ylnll Inr Immediately a complete kit of 
Alumaweld. watt alnl rag a generous supply of 

. \lamayweld solder and fns. steel brush and direc- 
tions. for which I an enclosing fifty rents. If, 
for any reason. I am no satisfied, you agree to 
refund no money . . . without question. 

I I Check here if you want agents' prop. Rion. 

Name 

tddreoo 

Ttn+n and Stale 
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Whatever the Your Question 
AnSNI about pensons, 

places, look it up in 
The "Supreme Authority" 

WEBSTER'S NEW 
INTERNATIONAL 

DICTIONARY 
452.000 Entries, 

2,700 Pages, 1,O00 
Biographical names, 

32.000 Geographica 
subieets. and 6,000 Illus. 

(rations. Write for specimen pageo etc., men- 
tioning this magazine, to 
G. /A C. MERRIAM CO., Springfield. Mass. 

Read about our new plan 
for buying the 1931 and 
1932 OFFICIAL RA- 
DIO SERVICE MAN- 
UALS. Full details con- 
cerning this will be found 
on page 72. Turn to it 
NOW. 

Mr. SERVICE MAN 

Thank You - Our advertisement in the 

July issue brought us hundreds of replies, 

and NOW hundreds of copies of 

"GOLD SEAL Radio Tube Sales Plans 

for the Service Man" are on the way. 

Step to GOLD SEAL Radio Tubes and 

Profits! 

Newly Made 
Sales Resistance 
Fully Guaranteed 
Long, Useful Life 

Licensed by RCA 

And Double Tested 
An Experienced Staff 

Standard Specifications 

Best of Materials Used 

New and Modern Equipment 

The tubes you need -for receivers, trans- 

mitters, public address or television are 

made by GOLD SEAL. 

GOLD SEAL Sales Engineers have devel- 

oped a special "Selling Plan" for the 

Service Man. It's yours in return for 

the coupon. 

STEPS TO GOLD SEAL 
RADIO TUBES 
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Mail Coupon TODAY! 

GOLD SEAL MFG. COMPANY 
5 Central Ave., East Newark, N. J. 

Please send me by return mail Speci- 
fications on GOLD SEAL Radio Tubes 
and your "Sales Plan" for Service Men. 

Name 

Address 

City State_ J 

BOOK REVIEW 
((`onliuurt! Isom paqc 11171 

Ifn rain irrtl Tr /Crbtiou Mistral - This book 
offers a fairly tutu ailed analysis and descrip- 
tion of the prominent mechanically operated 
television systems. They include the 'l'elehor. 
the Ito !rd. the 'l'elefun ken. the .lea kins. the 
satatbria, the .\Iexanderson, the Roll Telephone 
and the G17tmo111 systems. . \n attempt is 
11111 rte t" estimate the peculiarities and value 
of earl]. 

1:.1,11 sonic Telerision Bps f rm s- -'Pite attempts 
t.1 overcome some of the inherent difficulties 
iu mechanical systeots by the use of varying 
ils. t roil streams nee described here in the fora( 
of the Zworykin. Farnsworth and Con Ardenne 
iIe t rouir systems. The construction. qualities 
:aid use of each are outlined. 

'11 i, vision Nladins and 'Prie rr sm il I ers - 
Ihioi_li telex isbl is generally i" ide roil to be 
in !fil osI rluumhtl St:rtr, n.crrt b,dess it has 
developed a Sl adio 04'11 1011111. 01111 1I1 tell prob- 
lotos peculiar to it alone. 'rite layout if a tele- 
vision studio. the photo -cell arrangement. the 
studio equipment and wiring and outside pick- 
ups. HS they are used in prisent pram ire, are 
fully described. 'Pite design. location and 
operation of the television transmitter itself 
is also taken up. 

How to Build Kud for isors -.\ practical and 
detailed method for ronstrocting n machine to 
rrrei ve teltv ilion 1nuu:'s is described here. The 
building of the scanning dise, the mans of 
driving find synchronizing it. the bu!Iding of 
lens discs and methods of connecting them. 
are all discussed. 

/loir to fin ild Rit,!ioi'i .inn Beeei ,ers -/'a rl 
I. This hook discusses chiefly the radio prob- 
lems In the building of a receiver. Adapting 
tile receiver to the frequencies on whhh it 
must be used is covered fully. with special 
emphasis on detectors and picture frequency 
amplifiers. 

Bow to Build n Rad inrision ffeceirer- -l'art 
11. This book completes the work of 13 'r.\ 
by discussing the complete television circuit. 
based both upon the mechanical type of scan- 
ning and the electronic systems, Commercial 
radiovlsian receivers are drse rased. 

INFORMATION BUREAU 
(Continue,/ from page III 

denser : CT. ('s. C9. l'10, ,I/.. -mf.; C11, 0.9. 
mf.; l'12, l'13, 0.4 -ntf.; C1-1, 100 mmf.; C15. 
0.1I-m f.: t'i l;, .001,1-mt. 

The circuit has three stages of T.It.F., diode 
detector, lilaenetorlynamie reproducer, auto - 
matir volume control and. In the Ou11,11t cir- 
cuit. push -pull pentacles. The lt. F. trans- 
former which is usted to couple the Mr. am- 
plifier to the dinde detector is of :iperiodic or 
ant d type., tir! i circuit lilts potentials 
are obtained by means of resistors in the return 
circuit of the "It" supply ; thus, there Is no 
med to .supply :t separate ''("' battery. 

I f the It. F. tubes are slightly Iudoty normal 
in mutual 1-11111111(Hi ace valu.', the receiver will 
not have Its normally high gain. Realign the 
circuits (when necessary t at 1::00 kc. All of 
the tubes Hire of "automotive" or 0.3 volt fila- 
ment type. 

In installing the reproducer, the hest tone 
quality will result when the instrument is 
mounted on the dashboard facing the tear, It 
should not he mon nted su that the reproducer 
is facing downwards toward the floorboards. 

A- A- A- A -A -H! 
Los Angeles. - Radio service companies. 

wrestling for first listing in the clnssitied phone 
lists, are seeing which can prefix the most 
'.\'.s' to its name. 

Four radio shops on Western nee now 
start their names with live '.\'s' to squeeze 
ahead of the AAAA Radio Service, which has 
Ili branches, 

List is currently headed by the AAA.\A 
Aanderson Itadlo Shoppe. 
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THE THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION OF 

ATTENUATORS AND LINE FILTERS 
(Continued from page 05) 

Zo = 2%/Z, (Zs + Z,) 
Zo X 2 v/82 (40.4 + 82) 
Zo = 2 y'S2 X 122.4 
Zo = 2 X 100 
Zo = 200 ohms 

Therefore "Y," the image impedance of 200 
ohms equals ';' the characteristic impedance, 
which also equals 200 ohms. 

Design of "T" Pads 
Having designed an II -type pad to give us 

the desired loss, let us proceed to do the same 
with a T" -type pad. 

This attenuate is so called, because It Is 
composed of three resistors taking the forum 
of the letter "T." This pad is known as an 
unbalanced network in that series resistors 
are used in only the high side of the line. The 
other side of the network may or may not be 
grounded depending on the type of circuit in 
which it Is to be placed. This network is 
shown in Fig, 12. 

The equivalent circuit of Fig. 12, is given 
in Fig. 1:1, and everything that has been said 
about II -type pads, holds true for the T -type 
pad, except that "Z," the series arm for a T- 
type pad is exactly twice the value of "Z," 
for an II -type pad giving the same loss. This 
is easily seen, for if we take the serles arms 
out of the low side of the line, and still wish 
to maintain the sanie characteristic impedance 
in the circuit. the series arms in the high 
side of the line, must be exactly twice their 
original values. Therefore, knowing the con- 
stants for an 11 -type pad and wishing to design 
a T -type pad to give the saute loss, all that 
would have to be done, Is to leave the two 
series arms out of the low sitie of the line 
entirely, and make the two series arms in the 
high side of the line just twice their original 
values. The shunt arm "Za" remains the same 
in both cases. 

The working formulas for T -type networks 
are as follows: 

"Zt" the series element = Zo 
- 1\ 

A +1 
2 Z, A 

"Z," the shunt element 
Ar -1 

'Zo" the characteristic impedance = VZi (Z, + 2Z,)(6) 

(4) 

(5) 

Example of Design 
As an example of design to illustrate the 

use of this type of network, we may proceed 
to apply the above formulas to the design of 
a T -type pad to also give a 20 decibel loss. 

Given -To design a 20 decibel pad to work 
between two 200 -ohm impedances, (sec Fig. 14). 

Then '"Zo" is equal to 200 ohms (given). 
From Table 4. the value of "A," the am- 

plification constant for 20 decibels, Is given 
as 10. 

Then "A" is equal to 10. 
Solving for "Z," the series element from 

equation (4). 

A - 1 

Z1=Zo - 
A + 1 

10 - 1 

Zit = 200 
10 + 1 
0 Z,=(200- 
11 

Z, = 200 X .82 
Z, = 164 ohms. 

"Z,, the shunt element is the same as for 
the II -type pad, as the formulas from which 
"Z," the shunt arm is determined, is the same 
for both II and T -type pads. This is seen 
from inspect ion of the formulas for the two 
types of networks. 

The completed network shown in Fig. 15, 
having the constants as determined above, of 
"Z," the series element equal to 104 ohms, 
and "Z;" the shunt element equal to 40.4 ohms, 
when interposed between the two 200 -ohm im- 
pedances. will give the desired 20 decibel loss. 

It will be noticed (see Fig- 15) that the 

series arm "Z," as determined for the T -type 
pad. is exactly twice the value found for "'L," 
in the II -type pad, and checks with the values 
given in 'fable 4, 11.01 11 which the constants 
"Z ¡" and "Z_:' for '1` -type pads may be found. 
when working between 200. 500- and 600 -ohm 
Impedan cis. 

Design Information for Resistors 
Used in Attenuators 

The resistors used in nttenmuors must bi 
non -reactive I have negligible inductance and 
eapacita uecI so thaI the nttentuttor will main- 
tain a constant impedance throughout the audio 
baud 10 the ilupednucis bettvetu wltirh it is 
working. By designing the a t tenuat or to have 
it constant impedance. it will offer the same 
degree of attenuation to all audio frequencies. 
with the result that the fregnenry response 
charnch'ristrs of the circuit will be prac- 
tically tint, which is the ideal strived for in 
all voice transmission circuits. 

The following cousUrn ct iounl data on the 
resistors used in attenuntnrs is given, so that 
the above mentioned characteristics may be 
obtained. 

All resistors lower than 300 ohms are wonnii 
in bi ii lac fashion. The bili iar method consists 
of paralleling the wire throughout the wind. 
Ing as shown in Fig. 16. 

For all resistors below :100 ohms. the follow- 
ing necurncy limits for resistance should be 
adhered to: 

Resistor values in ohms Accuracy limit, 
1 50 .1% 

70 100 .25% 
100 150 
150 200 .c 1.0% 
200 250 = 2.0% 
250 300 5.0% 

Resistors whose values are greater than :100 
ohms. are wound in the well -known reversed 
Layer method, in which the layers ore wound 
upon 11101 other in reversed directions. 

For all resistors above :t00 oh nts, the follow- 
ing accuracy limits for resistance should be 
adhered to: 

Resistor values in ohms Accuracy limits 
300 450 = .1% 
450 600 = .25% 
600 750 5% 
750 100 - 1.0 %, 
900 1000 = 2.0', 

1000 ulnas and above x .5.0% 
The inductance of a resistor is expressed in 

micro-henries, and the ca pacita nre of a re- 
sistor is expressed in micro- micro- farads. 

The maximum allow;tbb ind ueta ncc in intern- 
henries for resistors below 1.1810 ohms is given 
in the following table. 

Inductance should not 
Resistor velues in ohms exceed 

I 2.5 3 micro-henries 
'A 6 " " 

50 100 8 
100 200 13 
2110 300 23 
300 400 33 
400 500 43 " 
500 6()0 53 " 
600 700 63 " 
700 8001 73 " 
800 900 Ici " 
000.....1,000 03 " 

The maximum allowable capacitance In miero- 
Mie''re-fa11111s for resist 01, above 1.11(111 is given 
below : 

Resist ": values in ohms 
1,000 2,100 
2,001) 3,100) 
3,1101 4 001 
4,010 5,070 
5,000 6 00) 
6,(10) 7 (101 
7,000 8,00) 
8,001 9 00) 
0,00) 10,1001 

Capacit nere should not 
exceed 

03 miensmiero-faradr 
511 

44 
4(1 " 
i7..5 " - 
'35.7 " - 
14.3 " - 

1:1.3 " 

x2.5 

If the resistors are wound as specified, and 
the accuracy limits for resistance, inductance. 
and capacity, as given above are maintained. 
a practically constant impedance attenuator 
Will be the result. 
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OSCILLATOR 
Licensed by A. T. & T. Co. 

$18 Net to dealer 
V $30 list 

$21 Net to dealer 
with output meter 

If not at your Jobbers we will ship 
direct when remittance accompanies 
order. 

A sturdy modulated instrument 
carefully made. Completely shielded 
with separate battery compartment. 
Furnished with 22t /a -v. and 3 -v. 
batteries and one '30 tube, Direct 
reading broadcast band (550 -1500 
kc.) and intermediate band (120- 
185 kc.). Sharp 2d and 3d har- 
monics for 260 and 475 kc. Oper- 
ating instructions attached in case 
cover with shielded wire leads. 
Very compact. In leatherette case, 
6x11 %x5% in. Weighs but 8 
pounds. Built to high standards. 
Every serviceman should have the 
No. 550 oscillator to align r.f. gang 
condensers, locate defective r.f. 
transformers, adjust i.f. transform- 
ers, check oscillator stage and de- 
termine sensitivity of a receiver. A 
necessary instrument. Get yours 
today. Write for catalog of serv- 
icing instruments. 
r 

Readrite Meter Works 
17 College Ave. 
Bluffton, Ohio 

Please send all information about 
Readrite Oscillator and other service 
instruments. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Readrite Meter Works 
Established 1904 

17 College Ave., Bluffton, Ohio 
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Get Into a Line 

Where There's Action - 
Every Day -And a Pay- 

day Every Week -You 
Be the Boss 

Right now while hundreds ore 
looking for work where there 
Isn't any. the radio service 
held can use trained men. With 
the proper training and the 
necessary equipment, you can 
enter this held and make a 
comfortablellving. w"e Include 
with our course thlemodern set 
analyzer and trouble shooter 
without any extra charge. This 
piece of equipment has proved to be a valuable 
help to our members. After a brief period of train.. 
Ina. you can take the Set analyzer out on service 
calls and really compete with "old timers." We 
show you how to wire rooms for radio -Install 
auto sets -build and Install short -wave receivers 
-analyze and repair all types of radio sets -and 
many other profitable jobs can be yours. 
'l'eaching you this Interesting work Is our bust - 
aeCn and we have provided ourselves with every 
facility to help you learn quickly yet thoroughly. 
if you possess average Intelligence and the desire 
to make real propee s on your own merits, you 
will be Interested in our 

NO -COST MEMBERSHIP PLAN 
Start this very minute! Send for full details of 
this plan and free booklet that explains how 
easily you can now casts in on radio quickly. 
Don't put it oft! write today! Sand Nowt 

YOURS 
without extra cost. 

.:..1 trouble . . 

cityrrof reel....., 
eta. 

Fill Out and fall Today! RCA-8 
RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATIONe1 AMERICA 
Dept. R CA-5, 4513 Ravenswood Av., Chicane, Ill, 
Gentlemen: Send me details of your No -Cost 
Membership Enrollment Plan and Information on 
how to learn to make real money In radio quick. 

Name 
Address 
(its' State 

DON'T FAIL TO SEE THIS HIGH -GRADE 
SIMPLE CODE SET 

Adjustable pitch buzzer. nickel plated metal parts 
mounted on beautifully black molded Bakelite base. Con- 
tinental Code relief molded each slits of key. Clips can 
be put In binding post to hold fountain pen flashlight 
battery. 

Great for practice- signals with wire tip to 1000 lect- 
or gru led and 

nn 
ected to antenna arts as wireless 

transmitter for short distances-signal being received on 
any kind of set -connected to amplifier produces loud sig- 
nal for group practice. Alden Code Set, Price 75c each 
at your dealers or post -paid. 
ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.. Dept. R., Brockton, Mass. 

IUniversal Bullet Type 
MICROPHONES 

CARBON GRANULE TYPE 
WITH HISS ELIMINATING 

FILTER 
A new Cnlversal product designed 
to giro the public address man 
the ultimate in appearance and 
ponied l'NI'K ttS,h I. pet fortis.e 
at sea reasonable cost. Elegant 
design. lugged onnstruction. 
Special adjustment screw for ad- 
justing nth rophone to serving 
aroust lr conditions. fuss level far 
betas background noises encount- 
ered. Finished in highly polished 
Aluminum Chrome Plate. Avail- 
able In Models 1tlt. Kit and LL. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE 
CO.. LTD.. 424 Warren Lane, 

Inglewood, Calif., U. S. A. 
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ELECTRIC CODE 
(Coll lied from page 102) 

The points In favor of replacing unapproved 
extensions with standard wiring, may be mar- 
shalled as follows:- 

It.) S.trerry. Where a householder know - 
ingly permits an electrical menace to exist 
after his attention had been called to its dan- 
gers, responsibility for tollseq ueuces must be 
his own. Loss of life or injury in tires. burns 
from short -circuit flashes. shuck and possible 
1114111 failure from contact with live conductors. 
electrocution if such contact is made while 
the body is moist and is also raking eontnct 
with a grounded object. are the possibilities 
arising from such systems. '!'here is often 
found an attitude among householders who 
seem to feel that. while such results occur to 
other houses. they cannot occur to them. This 
resembles the state of mind of a man who 
has been used to dodging across streets laden 
with heavy traffic. secure in the feeling that 
a special providence Is looking after him. 
After being humped by a taxi or learning to 
drive himself. he finds that he had merely 
been lucky and had been depending upon the 
mechanical excellence of the automobile and 
the skill and attention of the driver for his 
safety. 

12.1 LITTLE . \CTt.tL DIFFERENCE IN COST. 
Cunyeulenee outlets may be installed for slight- 
ly higher cost than the exposed lampeord. that 
is generally supplied. In new buildings, out- 
lets are instal fed at an average cost of $1.50 
each. while the walls and floors of a building 
have not yet been finished. The actual whole- 
sale value of the material used to instthI nn 
attachment reeepta ale Is about $1.00, the Items 
repaired bring: 
15 ft. 14/2 IIX cable. 61 .04 per ft $ l;0 
1 Deaf lees, e, ,12 ea. 1.2 

I Duplex Receptacle, it . 21 ca. 21 
1 Brass !'hate, o, 117 ea. OT 

Total $1.00 
Contractors buying material in large quail- 

titles. can obtain prices as ni tich as :1 per 
cent lower. If so. there remains $.75 for the 
labor. While this seems low enough. a journey - 
nuui electrician and helper. using labor saving 
devices and materials. can install as high as 
as to 41) Outlets per day, writIeli explains how 
an electrical contractor can still make n profit 
after paying $1::.20 and $5,110 per day respec- 
tively to the electrician and helper. The prices 
to be quoted by Service 'Men must depend upon 
the type of household and the construction of 
the building. This will be taken lip In it later 
section. 

(:t. I 1NSItiIITLI MISS. So matter hoer care - 
fully lnmpeord Is tacked across a ceiling. and 
down a wall, it will always show and be a 
collector of dust. Fa lstnui nod ceilings cannot 
be W11811141 writ pout reka lsomi n l ng a nil. while 
wires along walls may be elen nod It is not 
n safe proceedure to wash them with wet cloths. 
Since there is no substitute for soap and 
water to clean grime. the careful housewife 
leaves the wires decidedly alone. Approved 
installations are nearly always concealed in the 
plaster. Even when exposed, the conductors 
are enclosed in n fireproof or metal sheath and 
there is little danger of penetration to them 
without tools being used. Hants and mice do not 
seem to have developed a taste for cold rolled 
Iron or zinc treated steel. 

(4.1 Or Et11.0AUIx,1 Ftx'rritE CONDrCTOtts. 
Most fixtures are wired with So. 15 Rubber 
Covered wire. known as fixture wire. This size 
wire has an allowable current- carrying capacity 
of :I amperes. Most radios are placed in dining 
or living rooms 111111 the fixtures in such rooms 
(lattnlly have :I to i sockets. Fixtures so wired 
with No. I5 wire. while having current earry- 
ing capacity enough for humps. are not de- 
signed to further supply the l'_'.i to 175 watts 
rwpdred for an electric radio. The danger its 
overloading conductors is not ittnnedia tely ap- 
parent. The rubber covering of the wire grads 
ally loses Its elasticity due to the heat fr 
larger currents than it Was designed to pass 
and it becomes brittle and drops off from the 
wire. then the bare conductors ground against 
the fixture and the householder assures the 
trouble s1 for that. for no reason at all, the 
fixtures suddenly sent flame and the lights 
went out. Inspectors testing wiring materials 

(Continued on pdye 123) 

AUTO -DIAL RADIO 
Quality, tone, selectivity, and power 

COMPLETE $40.00- includes set. remote con- 
trol, suppressor kit, tubes and dynamic speaker. 
Set only $18.00. Dealers and agents wanted. 
Write today. 

J -M -P MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
3356 Fond du Lac Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

SERVICEMEN -DEALERS 
Get Our Prices First 

Complete Stock of NEW 
Condenser Blocks 
Volume Controls 

Resistors 
and Radio Replacement Parts 

Write for our Catalogue 

Hard to Get Parts-We hate thews. Send us 
your repair work for estimate. 

Grant Radio Laboratories 
1,321 -C South Ilalsted St., Chicago, III, 

Synchronous 110 Volt. 
60 Cycle, 80 R.P.M. 

Can he Installed In 
Place of old fashioned 
hand winding spring 

motors. Also many- other uses. These 
G. E. touters are all brand new in original 
factory cartons. Fully guaranteed 812.011 s; toe only 
53.95. Slipped Prepaid. :I antif:uturers and dealers 
write for Special quantity price. 

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TOOL CO. 
III W. Lake St. Dept. 178 Chinos, Ill. 

Knowledge Pays Big 
ye Teat II Inne m. build .sill nprrate Italia 
'Ilca sure Finders and how to brate :Metals Cuder- 

.,Mau 
d. Fascinating. Scientific. Accurate. Full 

ll- for 2: ...tamp-Write TODAY. 
Exchange. P. O. Box 607 -W El Monte. Calif. 

O 11 Page 69 of this issue 
will be found full de. 

tails of the 

OFFICIAL 
RADIO 
SERVICE 
MEN'S 
ASSOCIATION 

Be sure to turn to this an- 
nouncement and read it care- 
fully. 
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OPERATING NOTES 
., .,.......,1 front paye 96) 

bayonet contact pin of the baud -selector. To 
nuke the task more simple, it is Isst that the 
cable be disconnected from the terminal strip, 
so tlutt the entire unit may be plowed lu a 
position where it may be Coolly handled. 

'Elle next step will be to remove the six 
machine RIrews holding the subpttnel assembly 
to the COIL one hl each corner Of the sub - 
pfuel and eue on either stile Of the eats. After 
the pilot -light bracket has bun loosened and 
pushed back and out of the way, the sub -panel 
may be lifted out. the side opposite the IOC 

being pulled out first. While this Is done. the 
cable roust be fed through the shield can as 
the panel is lifted. The entire procedure should 
lake no more than ten minutes. 

A screw and nut hold the bakelite socket 
in position over the contacts. When these are 
loosened. the socket is removed and the con- 
tact prongs bent into proper shape. They may 
be den oeil at the same time by the judicious 
use of steel wool. 

'l'Ire second common complaint on the sanie 
mall.' Is n strong hum onfy On rraonu nee. 
Spmrt on employs a .oar, -m f. condenser con- 
nected from one side of the A.t'. lime to thassis 
ground tthe black wire emerging from the pack 
find eonneeted to the ground binding post is 
the lend which connects this unit to ground t. 
Ou nutty occasions. it Is possible tu reduce 
this resonance hum by subst it tIng a .25-mt. 
or . i -mt, condenser in place of the .000 -mf. 
condenser. 

In an eases, ho trerer, a good ground (-on- 
nerlinn ix for porhntt nad rxxcalita. -\ cold - 
water pipe does not always prove to be the 
best ground and it patty be necessary and ex- 
pedient to experiment with several before the 
proper results are obtained. 

Stromberg Carlson 25, 26 
Lack of volume control on the Stnnuberg 

Carlson models 25 and 20 Is caused by a wuu- 
bor of defects: in the main. however. the A14- 
nit, Id- resonator condensers have teen hugely 
responsible fur this complaint. 1Vhru nor of 
these models with thls complaint is serviced. 
the tubes should be tested and tiny below par. 
replaced. The chassis must be re red from 
the cabinet to ascertain the source of the 
trouble, which is usually caused by leaky bi- 
resontators : a test procedure to determine this 
fact will he here outlined. 

Switch the receiver "on" and turn for a 
fairly good l,rouoleastcr. Referring to the 
chassis arrangement . \. in Fig. 2. unsolder the 
Iwo slate -colored lends I from the hi- resonator) 
at points 111 and _I. ('l'he e wet.. ,irctdt 
of this chassis applvns on on de 427 of the 
OFFICIel. R.trto SF:avice NIANVAl., Vol. 11,1 

Shunt a wire across these two points and if 
the volume control is effective then the bi- 
resonator in this circuit is had and should 
he replaced. ILnvever, if the first id-resonator 
proves perfect. the saute operation shutdd Le 
performed at points (a and (41, after III 
leads have been soldered Lark to the colt',' 
lags at tii and (_l. 

It may. sometime. solve time and trouble to 
determine which hi- resonator has failed by fol- 
lowing a somewhat different method. With a 
good ohmmeter, measure the total rrsisttsnce 
between the control -grid cap of the 1;. F, stage 
I nearest the rear of the chassis t and rhttssls. 

A reading of approximately 0,1- megoltms should 
be obtained. -1 resist a nee Measurement from 
the control -grid rap connection of the I.F. 
stage to chassis and from the control -grid crap 
of the first -detector to chassis should indicate 
approximately 42aueg. These values are cor- 
rect for the d0 -cycle models. In the 25-cycle 
receiver, the readings are about 00.000 ohms 
less, in both cases. 

The hl- resonator condensers in this receiver 
are Mooed within Ow close quarters of tin. 
r tenser gang shield housing and therefore 
are very .Ii fflru it to mince. If it Is necessary 
to make n change. the lends to the condensers 
fluty be removed and the new units installed 
Ireuet.th the chassis Iii ricer proxlmi ty to the 
coils. .\ glance at Fig. 211 will disclose the 
internal rouuections of the bi- resonators aloe 
additional head was brought out to save as 
operation in ma n u fart ut'el. 

Distorted reproduction on the same model 
has breit traced to leaky detect fir- eathsle by- 
pass condensers, when the station selector is 
correctly tuned to resonance. This bypass 
unit Is composed of two .2-not sections. con - 
neeted externally. to make .6 -m t, Distortion 
at how volume. bas almost invariably been 
found to Le caused by a poor type °24-\ tube 
in the second -detector stages This quirk heater 
or A -type tube in many instances has proven 
to is a poor detector In T.R.F. sets: or see - 
oud- detector in superlueterody lies. 

.t not infrequent cause for an Inoperative 
receiver of this model -total lack of reception - 
is an open grid section of the oscillator coil. 

At other times. n shorted trimmer condenser 
across one of the LF. coils has produced the 
same condition. Ordinary tests with an anal- 
yzer will not reveal this failure- ntbrin the 
writer robes the Serr ire .11es. x /iced for as 
ohtn ureter capable of oven ra help measuring 
t he barer rrxixtoarr ralilex. I See the nrtirlr. 
".\ i'uiversa)- Image Ohmmeter." In the ,1uly. 
19:;2 issue of lt.snto- l'It.V -r; the range avail- 
Mole in this compact Instrument is from 0.S- 
ohm to 15 megohuts.- 7'echnienl L'difor.I 

We maintain for all radio Service Men a free REGISTRY SERVICE; since we receive each month 
letters and sometimes telegrams in which manufacturers and set owners request the services of expert 
service technicians IN THEIR LOCALITY. 

Fill out the coupon below, paste it on a one -cent postal card and mail it to us. 
There is absolutely no charge to the Service Man, manufacturer or set owner for this service, which 

makes every Registered Radio Service Man eligible. 

REGISTRY CARD FOR SERVICE MEN 

O.R.S.M.A., c RADIO -CRAFT, 
98 Park Place, New York City. 
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SHALLCROSS 
Set Tester 

Compact, Convenient, 
and Light in Weight 

This instrument, which is complet el' - - 

.crihe.l and illustrated with diagrams 
photographs in our Bulletin 160 -P, Ilse, 
special set of Shallcross Super Akra-Olen 
wire -wound Resistors. 
Special prices on this complete kit of Resist- 
ors, together with a copy of Bulletin 160 -1'. 
which gives instruction details and full In- 
formation on the operation of the Tester, will 
Le supplied upon receipt of ac in stamp-. 

Sappr 
Wkrll 
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CTIIICAL fPF[IALTItt 
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Public Address Ampli- 
fiers and Installations 
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Quotations Will Astound You! 

WP manufacture P.A. Amplifiers and allied 
equipment suitable for any indoor or outdoor us,'. 
Investigate our ) hr mw wilt undistorted output 
class ",\" and class "B" amplifiers. 

Our amplifiers are a. alluble In fully assembled 
and wired, or, semi -assembled unwired form, and 
are furnished with .huple blueprints. It you 
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ti gradaons on Hass -A" `' or -Il -' , l'u 'r . 

formers and other component parts. ('I r.,, It 
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NEVER SOLD FOR 

LESS THAN $50.00 

COMPLETE I 
KIT for V. 

o 

There are hundreds of interesting electrical 
devices that your can make with a photo 
electric unit. It will turn on the parking 
lights of your car when the sun goes down 
or light the humps in your house at dusk. It 
will open your garage door when the bean[ 
from the headlight is flashed against it- 
it will detect smoke in your home or protect 
your safe -there is no end of jobs that a 
photo cell unit can do in your horny. 

PICTURES THAT TALK 

GARAGE DOORS THAT OPEN AT 
A LIGHT FLASH 

MECHANCAL MEN 

BURGLAR ALARMS, ETC. 

all owe their origin to photo electric cells. 
It is now possible for you to buy a complete 
photo cell unit in a kit. ready to assemble. 
including an extremely sensitive photo 
electric cell, all necessary tubes, wire, re- 
sistances, relay. etc., with completo dia- 
grams and an instruction book showing you 
how to assemble it in an hour -all for S 1 0.00. 

We also furnish you with a book giving 
complete wiring diagrams and instructions 
on how to build a number of amazing de- 
vices and showing you many uses for your 
photo electric cell unit. The actual value of 
this complete kit is over 550.00 -we are 
making a special introductory price of 
$10.00 to popularize experimental work 
with photo electric cells. 

Clip check or money order to the coupon 
below and mail it today! 

HERA! UN A. DE VRY 
Inc. 

59 E. Wacker Drive 
Chicago. Illinois 

CLIP THE COUPON BELOW ... MAIL TODAY 

Berman A. DeVry, Inc. 
59 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 

Enclosed is $10.00. )'lease send me the 
complet,. Photo Electric ('ell Kit adver- 
tised in It:ullu -rra ft. 

Name 

Address 

Town State 
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I EQUALS E OVER R 

around cue proton :is shown in l'ig. - Callen, 
contains 12 protons grouped together with 6 
elect runs as a nucleus aruu nil which O electrons 
revolve as shown In Fia. :t. 

The central portion of the atom is known as 
the n a rleus and it may eansist of a single 
proton or a group of protons and electrons. 
The electrons revolving arm,il the leas are 
known as the planetary or free electrons, br- 
."nrixe fhcly CO n be r'rinorrit Iron the atom 
without ,dranlging its )general character. These 
planetary electrons revolving mound the 
nucleus may form a single ring or a number 
of rings around the nucleus, depending on the 
complexity of the attimi,' structure of the sub- 
stance. The atomic sturture is shown grnph- 
irally it) the forms illustrated in Fig. a best. 
there is the molecule of an element which 
is composed of atoms and these in turn our 
made up of electrons atol protons. 

Single elements, as described, are familiar 
to all. but many substances we encounter con- 
sist of chemical combinations of the atoms 
of tv,, or more different elements forming an- 
other substance-n compound -.-hose appenr- 
aure find physical properties are different from 
any of the elements, such ass salt. water, etc. 

Far the sake of simplicity. we will limit 
our explanation to the elements and atoms. 

The Charge 
We have shown that atoms are composed 

of minute charges of electricity which, norm- 
ally. are in such a fora[ that the sum of the 
chat ges of all the electrons or negative charges 
equal the sum of the charges of all of the 
protons or positive charges we hove alsit ex- 

that some of the eleotruns are revolv- 
ing around the nucleus In orbits in a Inanner 
similar to the stars around the sun. It is to 
Ile noted that although the substance contains 
electricity. )electrons and protons) it is un- 
charged simply because the Charges are equal 
and balanced. 

If we remove one or more of the planetary 
electrons from an atom. the atom becomes un- 
balaneed and lacks negative electricity (elec- 
trons). In this case, the atom is said to be 
posit fret!, charged. Ou the other hand. if we 
place an additional electron or electrons in one 
of the planetary orbits of an atom, it also 
becomes unbalanced-in the opposite direction 
-and has too mach negative electricity (too 
many electrons). In the latter rase, the atom 
is t'ha rged negative/it. 

From this It can lie concluded that a sub- 
stance is electrified when it has more or less 
than its normal number of electrons and the 
can o tint of eh any." is determined on ply by the 
quantity of electrons displaced- Also, it can 
be deslucted that all electrons are the same 
regardless of the element or compound from 
which they come. 

The Electric Current 
Every substance has a tendency when dis- 

placed from equilibrium, to return to a state 
of balance as quickly- as possible. .Test as 
water will find its own level, so atoms which 
have lost electrons (positively cha rgedI will 
attempt to attach electrons to themselves. and 
atones wIdch have excess electrons will attempt 
to loose them and thus become nentrfi 1. 

Therefore, if we have two substances, one 
charged positively and the other charged nega- 
tively, and we touch them together, the excess 
electrons from the negative will enter the other 
substance In order to reach a neutral state. 
If the two bodies are charged equally land 
oppositely t the electrons will continue to trans- 
fer until both substances are neutral. 

Figure ; show's this effect. In the upper 
part of the illustration the two substances are 
charged; and In the lower part. the excess 
electrons from the negative body have entered 
the positively charged body and neutralized 
the atoms lacking electrons. 

If we have slime means of maintaining the 
charges on the two balls (shown in Fig. 5.i 
continuously. there would he a constant passage 
of electrons from the negative to the positive 
ball. 7'hfs eoti fin unl passage of electrons is 
what is known as an electrical current or 
simply a current. This follows logically from 
the statement we made before ; that electrons 
are electricity. 

It is not possible to add or remove electrons 
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3 Valuable New Books 
Formulas and Recipes 
Radio - Mathematics 

Presented here are three brand new books, of di- 
versified nature, which are most educational and 
instructive. Each hook carefully treats a eubject 
in full, and ie prepared by an expert in the field. 
The hooks arc well written and Goo-mighty illustrated 
tu make the contents easily learned. Get these brooks 
promptly-mail e0upon Lrlaw, 

1. FORMULAS AND RECIPES 
for the Practical Man 

This book has twin e piled tir S. Gernsback, a 
well -known author of practical instnteliuual manuals 
in various scientific fields. It is extremely helpful 
Yod will show you how to sacre money by making in 
your own home, at a fraction of the regular Post. 
the hundred and une prep:mtt which you Dow 
buy for use at home or business. 

HERE ARE PARTIAL CONTENTS: 
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2. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF RADIO 
Radio Simply Explained -Its Origin, Nature 

and Functions 
The honk, written by Lau is Martin, has been pre- 
pared with special consideration given to young mem- 
bers in the radin profession, and those who have 
gained their experienee in a haphazard fashion. This 
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ing up' said systematizing your knowledge of radio. 
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from st suhatnnce without the slid of Soule ex- 
ternal force. This force is known as an elec- 
tromotive forte IG. \I. F.1. we will not go into 
the various walls of maintaining an 1L\I.F., 
here, Several common sources of elertrn- 
nwtive forces are dry batteries, storage bat- 
teries and generlltors. 

The amount of current flowing in a circuit 
I for example the twit balls Iii Fig, 1:1 depends 
an the numi s 'r of elect runs passing through 
the circuit. 'file number of electrons, In turn, 
depends tat toug other things r on the amount 
of the charge If is dependent on titer 
1.:11.1'. applied to flic circuit. We may safely 
conclude, thi1.e01e. Ihat the :tmouut of curt, nI 
flowing in a circuit depends on the value i 
the E.M.F. applied to the virc11lt. 

\-brit visualising the notion of electrons 
through a solid body, such its copper. we must 
remember that the electrons are very small 
and that there :uv comparatively huge spaces 
between the atoms. . \s an ,xtuuple. if a Top- 
per cent were enlarged to be the size of the 
earth's diameter. the distance bet WeeD atom. 
W011111 be aliomt three miles 1111 the eleetvrlts 
)could le only a few B lebes in diameter! 

Resistance 
It is well known Hutt certain materials such 

as «upper. In'ass, silver, rte. will emaily per- 
mit the passage of an e'leetrir current. while 
other materials such as rubber. mica. por- 
1,111in, cotton. silk rte., du 1101. The former 
materials are called conductors and the latter. 
insulators. The reason why metals are such 
good conductors of electricity is that their 
atoms apparently have at weak attraction for 
electrons and large numbers of them are either 
practically in a free state throughout the body 
of the 111fal m' they nee easily shifted by any 
outside electric forces. The more easily the 
electrons can be shiftesl in a metal, the Inwnr 
its resistant.' to a flow of current, merely be- 
r1111sV a greater current flows for the salute 
value of applied E, \h F, 

This action of resistance In conductors in- 
troduces it nether factor in the consideration 
of the strength of current flow. l'p to this 
point we have seen that the amount of cur - 
rent increases its the RNLI'. increases and 
lint -e the opiios if fusil ufferrd by the conductor 
of the current dre eases the current, it may 
he said that the magnat Ode of the current flow- 
ing in any circuit depends upon the lì, \1. F, 
applied and the nppoSit can offered by the cir- 
cuit itself. 

In order to facilitate the measurement and 
computation of electric currents, several Units 
have been set as standards. The I1.3LI', is 
measured in a unit 11111,41 a roll; the current 
is men sit red in am11(1'1s and the opposition or 
resistance is measured in ohms, 'l'he first of 
these units is usually represented by the letter 
E, the second by the letter I and the resistance 
by the letter It. 

'r. sum up: the current I number of am- 
peres' flowing in a circuit depends upon the 
Voltage applied and the resistance of the cir- 
cuit. 'Co state this in anther way, 

F: (voltage) 
I (amperes) _ 

It ( resistance! 
A problem involving this condition Is shown 

in Fig. 7. This involves a resistance of ñ 
10 

ohms in a 10 -volt circuit. Then I = - or 2 
.r 

a pares. 
Another type of problem might arise In which 

it is desired to k the cnlue of the resist- 
ance hr n circuit when the c ultnge and the 
current are known. Here again, Fig. S Illus- 
trates the conditions. This may be deter- 

mined from the ratio It a - : or. if the potcn- 
I 

t ial I volts) is 50 and the current is 3 nm- 
50 

pyres. the resistance will be - or 30 ohms, 

The third condition of the relation tonsid- 
I'lesI above is one in which the resistance and 
the current are known and it is desired to 
know the applied potential. In this case. the 
voltage l' is equal to the product of the cur- 
rent ittul the resist a ti CO I i' - 1 x 

If a current of 10 amperes is flowing through 
it resist /lore of 20 ohms, then the potential 
applied is 10 x 20 or 200 volts, 

From theso three examples. it Is established 
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you may need in your studies. 
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that there are three individual conditions in- 
%miring the relation of I:. 31.1'.. current and 
resistance. These three classifications are as 
follows: 

When E and it are known and the current 
is desired: 

E 
I =- 

R 
When E and I are known and the resistance 

is desired: 
E 

R =- 
I 

When It and I are known and the voltage is 
desired: 

E = It x 1 

The above three fortuities are known :Is 

Ohm's s I.aw In honor of the noted physi i -I 
George Simon Ginn. 

Resistances in Series 
\ \' have already learned that resishuuel is 

the opposition of is substance to the flow of 
current. It is natural then. that the longer 
the substance composing Ike resistance, t he 

greater will be the value of the resistance. 
.Vso. if Iwi conductors are connected so that 
the current pn sses through ea di of than In 
succession. thr'lt the resistance of the circuit 
will be the ...tin of the Ind ividmll resistances 
of the two conductor's. This effect is illus- 
trated at Fig. K. The resistance of the 1e0- 
dnet.rr at lcA is It. Then the total resistance 
of the two resistors nt 811 is the sum of the 
individual resistances. 

\\'hen the area of it conductor is lutreased. 
the opposition to the flow of eurrout will be 
drtsuust,l, as there are Inure atoms to lose and 
_nip elect runs. It also follows logically that 
if two conductors are connected as shown in 

0. the resishittce of the circuit will be 
less than that of either of the individual re- 
sistors It. This is known As a pnrnllel method 
of connection. 

The method of figuring the total resistance 
of the circuit for parallel resistances is dif- 
ferent from that for series 1,515111 H.'s. If we 
refer again to Flg.9. R will I. noted that the 
current flowing from point .\ to point It will 
be divided null part of it will pass through 
moll resistance. If these resistances are equal, 
halt the current will go through each. Then. 
if the applied E.\I.F. is 10 volts and the cur- 
rent in each resistor is I ampere, the reist - 

10 
Dnee of swell of the resistors will be -- or III 

1 

ohms. However, the total current flowing is 
2 amperes. so the resistance of Ile' porn liti 

10 
eireu it is - or i ohms. 

For those renders who are familiar with the 
elements of algebra, the above reasoning may 
be expressed in the following formula: 

1 1 1 1 -= -t --t- -etc., 
It Its 112 113 

in which It is the total resistance and resist- 
ors Its, 112, etc.. are the Individual resistances 
of the parallel t'I Ieul t. 

The discussion of electricity and resistance 
given should Ire of assistance to many radio 
ant husinsts who are confused by the explana- 
tions of Ohm's Law usually given. It is sug- 
gesled that the n rtble he rend over several 
times MI tlut t the details discussed will all 
Is. understood. 

fit might be well to add that the current 
th rungh a given part of a circuit will vary 
direttly as the applied E.M.F. and inversely 
as the resistance. as stalled by \Ir. Palmer. 
It should be em plia sized, however, that when 
port of a circuit is under eunspderat ion, the 
eu[rent, voltage and resist nu cm of that pnr- 
fieudu' pail should only he lln'illnd. ngnrd- 
IeSS of whit lever else coats iu nm.t her part 
of the ei rrui t.- -131i1or.l 

THOSE D. C. SETS 
Did )'ou ever srrviri' n U.1'. power- p'',:Ii .d 

set and flounder around for several hoer- he 

fore discovering that the I).t'. line plug was 
reversed? Remember that It will only work 
with the plug in only one direction. .\nd an- 
other thing, be sure that the set uses an an- 
tenna series condenser. 

Rea i[ 2 
Magazines for 
The Price of Otte 

Path fin der 
and 

Radio-Craft 
limo Is yamr opportunity to nod too marssInes for 
e year - -at the rust of only 011e. Two real lire magazines 

that afford many hours of reading pleasure. One in the 
radio field, the other. weekly of big e 

r 

. r ems. 

The P.tTIIFI NI sEIt, a weekly devoted to the important 
of the d:u (ladies from all par, of the world are 

bmughl to you in arise, but Interesting- manner. 
E: 'Ty page hold. interest by 'imminence of melt- written 
editorials. Also Waal rev Lew!, national polities, foreign 
affairs, business. education. science, les. recreation, 
comics, personalities and dozens of other features. 

lt.t DIU -l'R.t FT. 
r 

onthly radio magazine devoted to 
helping I make numey 11111 of this Iota industry by 

acll ins them how to properly servire receivers, do odd 
lobs in the radio Lusiness and bring to them the new 
drvriotnur-nIS in nil.: field. Each issue brings new advances 
In television, short paves and other allied divisions of 
radio. 

The regular yearly subscription price for RADIO -CRAFT 
dole i. $2.:11. For a limited time only. both magazines 
ells be 

`o 
nt TO r 1 tar the price at Ime- f2.50. Fifty-two 

is-um of PATHFINDER and twette issues of R.tlrlO- 
I.itIPl'. Mail remittance in form of cheek. stamps or 
money order. 

RADIO -CRAFT Magazine 
98 -R Park Place New York, N. Y. 

FREE! FREE! 
KNOW YOURSELF-- 

YOUR TALENTS! 
Inn, l'tu). It', f ;loom[ r.elio 

artist got a report on Ills 
writ log front Frederick St. 
.Won. and this is what he 

v 

about it: 
'`1'Irase accept my einren, 

rb;mks for your grapho- analy- 

I 

1 afraid you hit 
iii.. nail on the head more 

than °nee. It Makes 
>' gaol study and should 

I., cry helpful. Thank you 
and Mill sincere ad- 

.lion for pour work. 

FREE FOR YOU 
Yon can ha c1 a eorreet, srieat ile report on your 

own writing. Your talents, character t nuit s-st slog 
points and weak s are in pow writ Ina. Merely 
send n short letter with this coupon. :\ personal 
rrpnrt from Ire world famous authority, Frederick 
St. .1.thu tic ill re sent yon promptly. 

FREDERICK ST. JOHN. 
RAD IO.CRAFT 
96 Park PI.. New York City. 

1 v Ins to knmr %that no handwriting tells. Enclosed 
find sur in coin mol a shunned. addressed envelope for 
which seul nu. .I strictly personal report. 

tme 

1.trr.d 

Et, - 'lee to u e U.S. P for return of your letter. 
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. e the rapid strides 
in Television come to 
you complete - from 
authoritative sources 
and fully illustrated. 

Now 25c 

GREATEST MAGAZINE 
IN TELEVISION 

TIMELY developments in I irrit wander, 
Television. are pnhlì.h; Issue of 

TELEVISION NEWS-NI r. It ,4 genubark = lat- 
est magazine. Rapid :1.1,aí Hoenl in this art 
today Is becoming a ii I h 

tip.. of the radin 
cycle of years rugir. Dal b broadcasts are be- 
coming more numerous and experimenter, are 

following In 'till. k odder In building tele. Ixion 
set:: for experimental purposex. Foresight of its 
development can be seen try Tire pioneers of 
radio -they are equipping thenrsel, es now will] 
television experience. 

The articles pul.lished In TELEVISION NEWS 
are of primary importance tu experiment ers- 
they are simple 111 construction. understandable 
and replete with diagrams. photographs and 
illustrations. 

Interesting Articles in the Current Issue 
The Studio Aspect of Televlon. 
Single Side nand Teles Lion Transmission. 
Telesislnn in France. 
Television with a Short -wave Convener. 
Latest udunnat Isar our 1'athude Ray Tubes. 

Requirements equirementu fur Teles lslnn. 
Single Control Super- Iletermhme. 
Teti, islon In Naturist Colors. 
Mow tu Make .turlirate Scanning Dises. 
I'h :eshrg the Television Image. 
Synchronizing D. C. Motus. 
The 120 Line Scanning Disc. 
New Dynamic Scanning System. 
A Vision' of Teles isinn So aiming Methods. 
Digest of 'Wet Won Patents. 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

COUPON 

TELEVISION NEWS ItC -1132 
100 Park Piave, New York. N. Y. 

[ I As tier your per r Slal Orter. I enclose here - 
With $1.21 (Canada and foreign $1.5111 for whim 
enter 110 subscription tu TELEVISION NEWS 
for One Year. You will also semi nie FREE. the 
last two booms. I understand that the regular 
rate for such a subscription Is $2.110. 

[ I It all the e sample ropy of TELEVISION 
NEWS for 11.11011 1 enelose I 5r II'. S. Stair's 
or coin mceptedl. 

Name 

Addtc. s 

CO, stade 

A "3- TUBE" SUPER 
(COfl till l+rd from page SO) 

One JIeL11ner, 21:91,,¡ kr. composite oscillator 
roil and Input I.i -'. t r+ulsfottner, I,P :P, 1. 

1.: I.: 
One 1 It.P. Choke, S ndliihenries; 
One Meissner :lutenua roil, type N, I.1; 
11111 chassis : 

Pour knobs; 
tine A.C. cord and plug; 
One 10.000 -11111I vol. control With "on -or. 

switch RIO pot. t)'pe, cathode ant., :i-inch 
shaft. 1 inlli lout¡;; 

9'tvn .1:0a117 -nit. padding vondens,r., CI3. 1'17: 
One 11c.lar 001 -nlf. padding a Irnscr, C2.\ ; 

One Itr.l or droll trimmer, .0(11114, l'::, l4: 
Cie ti inf. 40 -cult elect rnlyt is condenser with 

heads, 1'9 ; 

I lac N utf. 4311 -volt eluctrulytie c tenser with 
leads. 1'111; 

'l'So Anil-inf. molded condenser. l'7, CII; 
one .1103 -nlf. molded condenser. 1'12: 
one ._ :auf. rub tn., 21111-colt condenser, C1::; 
'l'\ce 1 -111f. 200,011 rob condltIm.fo. l'a, CI:; 
mane 20 inf. elect rolyIis condenser, 31) volt, l'S; 
l toe sit i Id con 2 \í inches lung. 2Jí1 /aches 

diameter, drilled for dual trimmer; 
1111e 1st Se 11117 x :11111: 
110e :hurt -wgVe roil :lad IOmeket. 1.4 
nue rolulh V n011,11 I S.1'.F.'1'. I. SW1 
I int 30.oIo -ohm variable rheostat (tone cum 
troll, 1:11; 
une .ore -ulf. rub condenser, 1'10; 
nue ,111 -111f.. moo -cell cult I- leaser, C14; 
une 7..:.no -ohnl, ten n resistor. Ill; 
Ont. 2010-v tilt Is Walt resistor. 112: 
mur .000 -olnn, 1 Self I rrsistur, I::: : 

1)111 230110 -ohm 'j as nil resistor. It t: 
I 111r 1- meguhnl,A )rra It resistor. 
1 Inv 11111.11011 -o11 Ill, '. ten t resist.,', Ib; 
11111. 4 1111- 0 11111, m'ait lasistor. 1: 

()lie 1.111111 -cult, !i w:1tl mister. 
I toc 211 ,dint center tall lesislur, I;u, 

I. F. -R. F. OSCILLATOR 
,out page 91 ) 

The same procedure ran be carried out at 
the zero setting of the oscillator dial. In this 
alt =e the frequencies wul'ked out accurately at 
the first trial. .y luu01011 11- was tlltlleet in rat 
72 on the tuner dial. ludlraling n frequency 
of 7110 lui' :1 1141 at 4::. Indicating a frrqueur} 
of 111:10. 'l'hr differrnre. ::0 kc,. IS the funda- 
menttLl frequency of the oscillator it this set- 
ting- 'l'he second. third :old (Wirth hn rnumicS 
are 111:1 okra on the graph of Pig. 3, This pro - 
edure was carried out of etcry to degree 
setting of the usrllhl for dial. -I series of 
carves, :IS shown un the 1 -hart of Pig. 3 were 
plot led. It was found that the curves were 
actually straight 11111es, due to the straight - 
Ilur- Crequeuey characterist lr of the oscillator 
undtlser. 

If desires very acarntl' readings, nn 
output meter may he connected to the radio 
rc'-1i ter $o that a VISMII Indiition, rather than 
:ul :01dible one. may he Ina, .\ suitable out- 
put meter is desrrihevl on page 92 of this 
issue. 

'l'us make an accnuati oherk of the calibra- 
tion curves of the oscillator, one of the side 
plate's should use renewed and n piece of wire 
connected across the grid Condenser Sc, as to 
Shorteirlbtt it. TII111 the side plate should 
he replaced. In this condition the oscillator 
will generate a tml- ucatuln tid wm ve which can 
Ise used to heterodyne the Sol cr of t1 crystnl- 
Coatrullyd broadcast NI:Ilion 11 lied in on Ilì 
receiver. \ \'hen making this test a short 
door aerial. .just soffit lent to pick sip lit 
bronde:ISt SI ulIctn, should b1 Connrrtcd to the 
aerial post of We re.eic Cr. The oscillator is 
leff connected to th, receiver. Ity Inning -in 
:1 stnttnn, $1111 as \Volt of 7111 kr.. the oscil- 
lator should 14111se it heOioulyui 70111e111 al 7 
1121;, and t:;.e_ 1511111 sittings of the escil- 
I:IfYII on the third. 11,111111 111111 f11111 
11111nlou ins respect we'l'. Tune Ile IlSeilll ter 
dial for zero-hell adjItStment and the calibra- 
tion will he ¡xam. Several stations may be 
tinned -in in this Ma nOer 41 1111 Slight enrreet inns 
Cnn I hen hp made to the precious plotted 
Curves if necessary. after whirls the short -cir- 
cuiting 'Ie in the grid eundenser may lie 
reran caved. 
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EASY-CHAIR 
RADIO REMOTE; 

CONTROL 

TATIC aalì 
tlttngu nrrellelNUt 
OM NI PL\FD ON Tae 

A. Of YOUR MAIn 
ON YOUR 9nDiaó usa 
UM TM't - MYa'MERI. 

STRAP 1115raanY RENOINO 

ContootsVOLUME 

ONTROLS TONE 

Of YOUR NADIO 

DOM ANY PART Of 

YOUR ROOM 

maan.suR 
Ulf WOW 

l'RllE: 33.:41 Sent rostp:ua m toe t . 

\\'nh loe I:Asy'-CIIAII: I:AplO I:t:xpOTE: CllsTl:el. can 
Lml 1. ah wlu. ml r of , radm bolo s pant nl . 

:nlrv .,1nrch, n parka, ucl, Ix.l. Sibmerr 
.. lu .I gdln iRli of radio toot rlu , o.: .,a. xnr , twos. 1oo1 

0h.111a1 .eu, radio -1:11e7.- Control, aud lmmoas ()IV tots of sour 
st born n1'IIn:InI told, tu d,., laNc. \upel'..,,'+ static and clecloral 
iutcrlcrcnc,-.. 1:nnlelo.l nitn a dctxcnaMc, a enUl Ic:dncr don. 
Mor ,uxh. en:11nnR Too po ele.c lile aomn,l m1 úam1 of . 

1 aha In.ralyd hr mhuul 4x.lx m flit,. minutes. 1dafaanu n 
ruaranrcd ill ivfundcd. 

urrbd, iq luu 
ñ 

.harr al r u Intones tprv nr 
unison Esrrr min .nn a rur ,fl for pr.... 

Send no m> Jost maa twlPn,l-- - 
l'IXMeII'TII R.y1110 IIE:y'll'E: /'ll., l'Ly'kllll'TII, l'A. 

Meuse nd me C.O. 11., t3-In. one Eno a'hair nadiu grmntr l'nnnd 
ailh po,drrr or rrlulninR it nirhin Ih,er dn> if md .ab.laarml. 
\.n 
AI 
rm - 

J J 
. \: 11SEit 

improves radin. 
protects tubes and parts. Money- 
maker for Service tn. Send 
81.62 tin Dept. RC -8 far dealers' 
.arm Plu' and .r111CS hr ps. 
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ERITE 
Seif Adjusting 

' VOLTAGE CONTROL. 

To Tune The 

MEGADYNE 
Receiver 

A condenser is just a con- 
denser to some set build- 

, but when results must 
be certain, it is safest to 

choose the Hammarlund specified 
by the circuit designer. Write 
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., 424 W. 
33rd St., New York, for folder. 

Oat. í-1alTart. Radio' 

ammärlund 
PRODUCTS 

TUBE CHECKER 
Oscillator and Short Ir -irr 

n. hunt ruslna nor )I1a;el 
,'t 1.117 .2 214. 3,-. 
e' II transformer. Tests all 

and new tubes including 
e -54 ete. F dl instrue- 

.a 
Included. $2.115. 

tt 1 transformer same as 
"yl clerclerk.. clerk.. Tub 

`1 her. 33.65. Can supply 
r parts. 

..'.enter. 1: nna+s to í nnelg 
..I for testing l' -57, C-7,5. 

` 
- 

l'olnt 'rap Swit rh. nreaks lot 'oven contants. SO 
.a.. . \ll abosr shh,ped Imstnadd. 

L & L ELECTRIC CO. 
336 Madison Avenue Memphis, Tenn. 

The RADO EK C *DEE 
I f 108 Canal Station 

Chicago, III. 
Our new 1932 Radio Service- 
man's Wholesale Price Guide 
will be sent to you upon 

request. Write, using your letter - 
business card. Send for it today. 
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10 NEW in the RádioCa f f 
BOOKS 

Presented on these two pages are the new 
books of the RADIO -CRAFT LIRRARY- 
tlle most complete and authentic set of 
volumes treating individually, important 
divisions of radio. Each book has been de- 
signed to give radio men the opportunity 
to specialize in one or more of the popular 
branches of the industry. The material 
contained in these books will increase your 

Book No. I 

RADIO SET ANALYZERS 
And How To Use Them 

With Full Instructions and Descriptions 
of Set Analyzers, Tube Checkers, 

Oscillators. Etc. 
By L. VAN DER MEL 

This book explains thoroughly the oper- 
ation of set analyzers. tube checkers. 
oscillators and other testing equipment. 
For every radio man this Mork is ex- 
tremely helpful. It roter, sere phase 
of testing and gives you saluable short 
ruts: completely Illustrated Stith photo- 
graphs and diagrams tu facilitate the use 
of modern testers. 

The following chapters briefly outline 
the contents. INTRODUCTION; THE AN- 
ALYZER: Fundamentals, Solutes, A.C. 
and D.C. Voltameters. Calibration and 
'resign; TROUBLE SHOOTING WITH 
THE ANALYZER; Classification of 
Tumble. Analysis of Troubles, Uses of 
Various Analyzers. Care and Mainten- 
ance; CONCLUSION. 

Book No. 2 

MODERN VACUUM TUBES 
And How They Work 

With Complete Technical Data on Alt 
Standard and Many Special Tubes 

By ROBERT HERTZBERG 
MODERN \'ACI'lsI Ti' III:5 describes 

t he fundamental electron theory which Is 
the basis of all Barut u t tube operation, 
and goes progresslveiyfrom the shnpteat 
two -element tubes right up to the latest 
pentodes and Ihyrat nets. It Is written 
In clear, simple language and is doold 
of the mat hernaties which Is usually so 
confusing. \' aluable reference charts and 
characteristic u 

n 
es of standard and 

special tubes are be found, also dia- 
grams of sockets and pin o perdons. 

Here of the 

on 
Tho 

Edison Effectanannd The Electron Theory ; 
Electron Emit ters and the lionization Ef- 
feet; The Thee- e :lerlmde Tube; Vacuum 
Tube l'haracteri stirs; Four- and Five - 
Element Tubes ; Light Sensitive Cella and 
Other Special Tubes. 

Book No. 3 

THE SUPERHETERODYNE BOOK 
All About Superheterodyne, 

How They Work, How to Build and How 
to Service Them 

By CLYDE FITCH 
There is no more fascinating a sublet 

in the large array of radio circuit,: than 
the famous superheterodyne ci nuit. 
Whet her m re a Sen ire Man or experi- 
menter. first-hand knowledge about the 

nstrurt ion of superheterodyne rerehers 
is sen ingorl ant. The book on Suner- 
heterodynrs gins underlying principles 
of their runst ruction, right from the sen 
first set made. 

Tile follow Ins Is n short list of con - 
lents: Raser Principles of the Superheter- 
odyne; The Osel I later, First Detector', 
Single Dial Tuning Systems; Interme- 
diate Amplifier; Serum! Detector. Audio 
Amplifier and l'ose r Supply; Cnmmenlal 
Superheterodyne Ito eh ers; Spry Ding 
Superheterodynrs 

knowledge; you will find them a real help 
in your work and they will contribute to 
your money earning capacity. Read these 
books during your spare time at home. 

The authors of these books are well - 
known to everybody. Each one is an expert 
radio man; an authority on the subject - 
each is thoroughly familiar with the field 
which he represents. 

Book No. 4 

MODERN RADIO H00't -UPS 
The Best Radio Circuits 

A Complete Compendium of the Most Im- 
portant Experimental and Custom - 

built Receivers 

By R. D. WASHBURNE 
It Is fascinating to the experimenter. 

or even tu the un -to -date Service Van. 
to take a commercial set and to change 
it into one using a famous hookup that 
is not found In ara' manufactured set. 
Many excellent circuits hase neter been 

,.etu erelalized, but limited only to home- 
builders. Thousands of these popular 

elnui is have been requested front lime 
to tine, and In this book we have in- 
cluded over 150 circuits. which inelude the 
famous l'erttt ne, Cash -Box A.C.D.C. 
Set and others. 

The circuits cover the following: Broad- 
cast Receivers. All -Wave Receivers, Short. 
Wave Receivers, Converters and Adapters, 
Television Receivers, Home Recording Ap- 
paratus. Automobile Receivers, Audio and 
Power Amplifiers. Power Units and Mis- 
cellaneous Equipment. 

Book No. 5 
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO 

SERVICE MAN 
How To Get Started and How To Make 

Money in Radio Servicing 
By LOUIS MARTIN 

The ambition of many men in radio 
today Is to become a first -grade Servire 
Man. It Is nut as tiff( knit as one might 
believe, but it can eeeee be dote In a few 
short. months. Following very careful l' the 
attire of Mr. Martin. oho has dealt with 
the problem of thousands of Service 
Men. this book deals sen' careful l> ssilh 
the essential stages In the preparation 
fur qualifying as a Service Ilan. 

Here are the chapters; The Small In- 
dependent Service Man; Adcaneed Com- 
mercial Aspects; The Radin Set ; Semi 

Considerations; Ads anced Service 
Data. Each chapter Is again subdivided 
to bring out In minute detail every point 
of Importance. 

Book No. 6 

BRINGING ELECTRIC SETS 
UP TO DATE 

With Pentodes. Multi -Mus, Dynamit 
Speakers- Complete Information How to 
Modernize A.C.. D.C. and Battery Operated 

Receivers 
By CLIFFORD E. DENTON 

In this nitwit n' there are oser ten mil- 
;Ion elert rieal ly operated reed, ers That 
MU Id be modernized-ID placing In therm 
new type tubes, new speaker equipment 
and other modern improvements. This 
business of ¡mono Ins old sets can go to 
the experimenters and Service Men If 
they will quickly juron Into action. 

(tend In this book by Mr. Denton, how 
easily you ran mot lernize any obsolete set, 
and with little additional rants. 

Isere are the high lights of this book: 
Tubes Available for Replacements: Eler- 
trlpinc 'bitten 'teed, ers ; I 'se of the 
New 2- and it -felt Tnbrs; Operating Sels 
x Ith Single I 'ont nil ; Con,erslun of A.C. 
Sets into D.C, and D.C. into A.C.; Re- 
plmdng Output Tubes with Higher Output 
Tubes; Improving Old Supers; Loftin - 
White Amplifiers; Adapters and Their 
Use. 

Clip Coupon and MAIL! 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC. 96.98 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 
I have circled below the nttmbers of honks in the RADIO-CRAFT LIBRARY, which you 

arc to ...toil me. and have deducted 2 Oct, for onlrrinyf fire f 5 ) hooks or more. I have included 
my remittance in full, at the price of 50c each, when less than five hooks are ordered. 

The amount of my remittance is (Stamps. checks or money orders accepted.) 

Circle numbers watttetl : I 2 3 4 u fi 7 A 9 10 

Address 

State osso RC -532 

Book No. 7 

RADIO KINKS AND WRINKLES 
For Service Men and Experimenters 

A Complete Compendium on the Latest 
Radio Short -Cuts and Money-Savers 

By C. W. PALMER 
It often bermes necessary for experi- 

menters and Sen ire Men to call upon 
their memory for some short rut or radio 
%rink le That will tolse a pmulem quickly. 
In business. "short cuts" mean time and 

1moue> 
saved. and tu the Sen ice Man 

11111e saved" means money earned. 
'Mis book Is a compilation of important 

radio kinks and wrinkles and discusser 
only such Items as are constantly used 
luday. 

Here are some of the more Important 
chapters: Introduction; Sen icing Short - 
Cuts; Testing Equipment and Meters; 
'aeuuut Tulles and Circuits ; Volume- 

coati rot Methods; Amplifiers and Phono- 
graph Reproducers; Power Supply Equip- 
ment; Coils and Tuning Circuits ; Short 
\\'sues; Loud Speakers; 'routs and Ac 
cessuriee. 

Book No. 8 

RADIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
A Selection of the Most Important of 5.000 
Questions Submitted by Radio Men During 

the Course of One Year 
By R. D. WASHBURNE 

There has been collected a wide variety 
of ttuestinns which have come into our 
editorial offices during the past two years. 
and only those Shtee answers would 
benefit the majority of amen engaged in 
radio have been Incorporated in this amaz- 
ing question and answer to k. 

The tremendously long list of topics 
better explains the subjects which are 
treated. Itere are the Cities: 

Radio Servicing; Receiver Design; 
Dome Retenlhig ; Tetes 14011; Sound 
Equipment; Short Wasps; Antennas; 
Operating Notes ; Test Equipment; Tubes; 
l' Itra- Short- \Vases; Police Radio; Repro- 
ducers; Superbeterotly ties; Autoummt ive Sets; 
Power Packs ; Automatic and Remote Con- 
trol lift Ices ; Aligning l'nsedure; l'hoto- 
eleetrimlty; Adapters; Measuring Appar- 
atus; hand- Selectors; Converters; Public 
Address F.quinmeu ; Midget Sets; Oscil- 
lators; Phonograph Pickups. 

Book No. 9 

AUTOMOBILE RADIO AND 
SERVICING 

A Complete Treatise on the Subject C.V. 
crin, All Phases from Installing to 

Servicing and Maintenance 
BY LOUIS MARTIN 

Automobile radios are up and coming, 
and someone has to sen Ice therm properly. 
It therefore behooves you tu read this 
immensely Important new book on the 
art of Automobile Radio. The book Is 

Heise, anti full of illustrations, photo- 
graphs. diagrams and hookups. 

H cm e are only a few of sonne of the 
really interesting chapters: Jntroduetionr 
Autumutite Radio lustallal ions; Complete 
Descriptions of Commercial A ulmnmt ire 
Receivers; Sr dei rig Autoamt ive ltecele- 
ers; The Ignition System; General Ser- 
sire Csn.ideradtps ; Erints of Tempera 
lure on Power Supply; Conclusion. 
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J 4,brary 
This is perhaps the first real 

opportunity that you have ever 
had to build a radio library of 
books that are authentic, right - 
up-to- the -minute and written so 
that they are easily digested and 
clearly understood. Mail coupon on 
the opposite page for your books. 

Book No. 10 
HOME RECORDING AND ALL 

ABOUT IT 

A Complete Treatise on Instantaneous Re- 
cordings, Microphones, Recorders, Amplifiers, 

Commercial Machines, Servicing, etc. 
By GEORGE J. SALIBA 

If there is une subject that is fascinating 
ta every radio man, it is that of home 
Recording. Of course, this volume is not 
all un "flume" recanting, hat the information 
contained therein is important to commercial r. I io men, NI LUI io operators, engineers and 
others interested in this phase of radio. 

The art of recording and reproducing 
broadcast selections is becoming more im- 
portant every day to radio men, experi- 
menters and Sen ice Men. Equipping dance 
balls, auditorium., churches, restaurants und 
homes with public address anal amplifiers 
brings many extra dollars and often an 
excellent income. 

In this hook are found such topics as: 
Short History pf the Art; Si icrnpl s; 
Recording Amplifiers; Cutting (leads; Types 
of Records; Commercial Machines; Adding 
Recorder: ta it cool vers Studio Layouts; 
'Mechanical Fill tr- i'r 'Turntables. 

BIG 
DISCOUNT 
OFFERED 

In order to .ke It possible for everyone to buy 
these bait, the fifty (501 rem% price has been 
made uniform for all volumes. You r n huy these 
books separately, but you should lake a,hamage 
of our .special offer. 

When Five (5) Books 
or More Are Ordered 

Deduct 20% 
from Your Remittance 

Simply fill In the ((anon below, and flail It to 
us together with your remittance. Cheeks, stamps 
or money orders accepted. 

All Books Uniform 
The books in the new R.tl1I0- 
CIR.tF'T I.!hlf.U(Y are all 
strictly up-tn -date, and 
written by men who 

know their subjects. 
The to:umes are an 
uniform size. A x 9 
Inches, and contain on 
an a,erage of 50 to 1:10 
Illusiratimo. Each book 
Is printed on line look 
paper, and no expense 
has been spared to make 
It an outstanding seine. 
for Its editorial content; 
as well as front the 
mechanical stand - 
no!nt. 

ELECTRIC CODE 
(f'ont in acd front page 11G) 

always dig into the insulation with n linger 
nail to determine the life In robber covered 
wire. 

I ..1 LOWER I Ssrlt.Sc1: IH.t'rE:s. . \11 insur- 
ance organizations are merely pools wherein 
the supposedly unlucky few who ha c( suffered 
reverses, tl re compensated for their losses by 
the fort u nit te man', 'Thus tune lire loss is 
paid for cult of the premiums paid by many 
who Imve not 1111,1 lire losses. I f Ina ny lies 
occur. more moue' mast b, paid in by tlwse 
vc ho haw. not had any tires, operating higher 
iusuraut. rates. If each 1/M1nel/older dill his 
Ili t t, prevent tires. all tire insur:aicr rates 
on this type of inswra nee would go down. An- 
other thing to hear in mind is Ihat insurance 
coupe ales do not have inexhaustible pots of 
guild to ladle otlt to their policy holders. as 
Seen15 to be the popular coucepth)ti, .111 (111111- 

ages collected by is householder f the in- 
surance company for loss caused by a fire or 
otherwise 011151 COMP from Ih, packets of his 
flIPi111S and neighbors since the rates for the 
sahu risks fur the same types of residences 
differ in va riou5 loco lit its. dm entirely to the 
poor rick and the frequency 1 I twh c tires I wit n which i 

occur. l usury nee rates are the force most 
civet rival authorities Ilse to (corbel rmu1ol 
of violations when peaceful requests have 
failed. By reclassifying a risk, as anything 
insured is known. Intl) it grade where More 
losses occur. rates are doubled and tripled. 
For example, It building insured for $10o.000. 
and paying a rate of 1 'F. per cent or $1,500., 
will Marl' its rani' doubled -:: peerrnt ur 
ecen +4_ percent ernes Ore s dimes charged. 
Thus the rust of Insurance is raised from 
#t.5110, to $:1.(1110, is year at .3 percent or 

itt 4 percent. The difference between 
t hese sums would pay for at lot of electrical 
wiring. 

Uonbt less, radio Service lien who will give 
the snh.iect Some study. can find many other 
reasons to advi nee against the natural "hiec- 
thin of the householder to any change, abso- 
lutely not vital to the playing of Ids radio. 
Figures on reinspectlon are available and rler- 
tricttl contractors throughout the country are 
seeking legislation to provide enough inSpertors 
so filar every electrical installation may be 
inspected and reported upon every two years. 
The most cunmm,Il, defense of Ianappi owed wir- 
ing: -Everybody's doing IL" dues nut seeul 
to impress insurance authorities or magistrates 
tuts nu adequate explanation of why the law 
is being violated. 

For the Service Man operating In a Section 
where a license le not required, or where it 
Serci Man has trade contact with an elec- 
trical contractor who will mile for him and 
al'ta in the necessary certificates. we will take 
up the vii riots approved methods of obtaining 
electrical connections for appliances, in the 
following section, 

Hey, Service Man. how would you like t0 own 
a little side show like this? 
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SKINDERVIKEN 
Transmitter-Microphone- 

Amplifier Units 

A FEW USES FOR THESE UNITS 
-LOU SEAK R 

RETRANSMaSSION- 

II 

evrros 

'rf ,t 
- 11-4-W it -.. `\ 

M- :muse -,WpLUICRr-r 1 111 

-It1110 LEAS- 

-ONE 
LI AMPFITION- 

^ J 

STAOE 
CA 

-RADIO AMPLIFIER 

1.1 ......... 

. i¡'l . _ 

ypry 

Nana. N, 

..N 
. 

.-... 

brroV 

N 

.or. t 
-TAIIf NG LION, 

EeOE PACTI : OEVI CE- 

f." .' 7 
- ` 

.. 

- ,. . 
a 

wV, 

-gAL N ONeerE u.Nunu. "\5 arr -ä- d, 

HUNDREDS OF USES FOR THE 
EXPERIMENTER: 

RADIO AMPLIFIER PHONOGRAPH AMPLFIER 
DETECTOPHONE TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER 
STETHOSCOPE LOUD SPEAKER AMPLIFIER 
MICROPHONE 

LOUD 
SET AMPLIFIER 

HOME RECORDING OUTFITS 

WE PAY $5.00 IN CASH 
for every new use developed for this unit 

and accepted and published by us. 

One Unit 95c; Two for $1.75 
12 -PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET 

containing suggestions and diagrams fer innumerable 
uses. furnished with euh unit. 

EVERY AMATEUR SHOULD HAVE TWO OR THREE 
OF THESE AMPLIFIERS IN HIS LABORATORY 

SEND NO MONEY 
When the postman delivers your order you pay him 
for whatever you have ordered, plus a few cents 
postage. 

PRESS GUILD, Inc.. 
Is Murray St., New Yerk, N. 

Please mati me at once as 
as I have Indicated. 
....Rkhiderrlkem Transmitter 

for 2; 32.50 for 3: 3120 
When delivered I will Oar 

Item specified plus postage. 

Name 
Addre.e 

RC -S 12 
Y. 

many of the following Item 
T'nite at 95e. for 1; $1.75 
for 4. 
the postman the cuit of tho 

State 
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where the thousands 
of Short Wave fans get their valuable 

information - -- quickly! 

HOW TO BUILD 
AND 

OPERATE 

SHORTWAVE 
RECEIVERS 

PORLISIIED BY 

HIM 
WAVE 
CRAFT 

08 PARK PLACO 
NEW YORK 

T HE greatest book of its kind ever published. 
HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT 
WAVE RECEIVERS is the best and most up- 

to -date book on the subject ever put between two 
covers. 

The book has been edited and prepared by the 
editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and contains a 
wealth of material on the building and operation, not 
only of typical short wave receivers, but short wave 
converters as well. 

Dozens of short wave sets will be found in this 
book, which contains hundreds of illustrations; actual 
photographs of sets built, hook -ups and diagrams 
galore. 

WE SAY -AND REPEAT IT -THAT NOTH- 
ING LIKE THIS HAS EVER BEEN PUBLISHED 
BEFORE. 

The book comes with a heavy colored cover, and 
is printed throughout on first -class paper. No ex- 
pense has been spared to make this the outstanding 
volume of its kind. The book measures 71/2 x 10 ins. 

-I Published by the publishers of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT magazine. This alone will be your guarantee 
that it is a really wonhwhile publication. SHORT WAVE CRAFT Re.8 

96-98 Park Place, New York City. 

I enclose herewith fifty One) rents for which 
please nd me a lolly of Your nes book HOW 
TO III ll.it ANI) OPERATE SHORT WAVE 
RECEIVERS. (Send money order, cheek. cash. 
or new U. S. Stamps. Register letter If it 
inntabu currency or sumps.I 

Name 

Address 

City and Slate 

We know that if you are at all interested in short 
waves you will not wish to do without this book. It 
is a most important and timely new radio publication. 
76 Pages - 250 Illustrations - Stiff Paper Coven 

NOT SOLD ON NEWSSTANDS 
Mail Coupon At Left! 

CLASSIFIED : Ill I-F,/t TI.1/1:JII:NTS 
Advertisements in this section are inserted at the cost of ten cents per word for each 

insertion -name, initials and address each count as one word. Casts should accompany all 
classified advertisements unless placed by a recognized advertising agency. No less than 
ten words are accepted. Advertising for the September 1932 issue should be received not later 
than July 9th. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

ATTENTION: Distributors. Dealers, Salesmen - 
Make money selling nationally known Hoover 
Range Oil Burners; retails at $29 to $39; your 
special price $12.50. (order sample). Write hoover 
Oil Burner Co., 1497 Main St.. Bridgeport, Conn. 

INVENTORS 

PATENT YOUR INVENTION: Send for FREE 
book, "How to Obtain a Patent." and "Record 
of Invention" blank. Consult us about how to 
protect your ideas. Victor J. Evans & Co., 62011 

Victor Bldg.. Washington. 1). C. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

"IF You want to make new friends by mail 
or go into business. We publish mailing lists of 
all descriptions. Write for free information. 
Box 100 -AB. Freinent. Ohio. 

RADIO INSTRUCTION 

LEARN Radio, television and talking pictures 
in Canada. Day, evening and home study classes. 
Free scholarship and trip to Toronto, all ex- 
penses paid. Booklet on request. Radio College 
of Canada. 310 Yonge St., Toronto. 

(t) 

q 

SS,000 ANYONE 
PAID 

W H 
TO 

PROVES THAT THIS IS 
not t he actual pinto of myself 
show log n y = petb physique 
Ind haw the Itoos Son em has 
tnrreased my oo own height to 
ß ft. 3 3 -4 Inches. hundreds 
Of Testimonials. Clients on 
to 45 years old gain from 1 to 

inches In a few weekst 

No As /lisnees -No Drugs -No Dieting. ROSS 

SYSTEM NEVER FAILS. Fee Ten Dollars Cora. 

aisle. Cons toeing Tetimony and Particular+ 8 

rot stoop. "Ulmr time for return molls wnqs 
the Atlontic." G. 
Searbereugh. En /land. (P 

Height Sae <Itlist, 
O. Bet 

Flot In 1907 
First Te -day 
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RADIO 

GUARANTEED "Pocket Radio," $2.110. Catalogue, 
10c. Neil Tasker, Shamokin, Pennsylvania. 

GUARANTEED MICROPHONE REPAIRS -Any 
make or model -24 hour service. Stretched dia- 
phragm double button repairs, $7.50. Others 
$3.00. Single button repairs, $1.50. Write for 
1932 Catalog with diagrams. Universal Micro- 
phone Co., Ltd., Inglewood, Calif. 

MAKE Simple Crystal Radio. "MELOMITE" 
Crystal with instructions, 25c. New "Melody 
King" crystal radio, $1.00. Complete with phone, 
aerial. $2.75. Melomite Co., 1781 Fairmount, 
Kansas City. Mo. 

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND, varnished. baked, 
guaranteed, reasonable cost. SPEAKER REPAIR. 
INC, magnetic $2.00- $2.50; dynamic, voice coils, 
fields, etc.. reasonable charges. Clark Bros. Radio 
Co., Albia, Iowa. 

RADIO Service Men Attention -Power transform- 
ers rewound or rebuilt to your requirements. 
Meyke Radio Service, 2624 Margaretta, Maple- 
wood, Mo. 

BACK ISSUES 

of RADIO -CRAFT can be had at the 

price of 25c each. Address 

RADIO -CRAFT 
98 Park Place New York, N. Y. 

Index to Advertisers 

Alden Mfg. Company 
Alumaweld Company 
Amperite Corporation 

A 

112. 116 
l.i 

1_1 

C 

Cable Radio Tube Corporation..Inside front cover 
Chemical Institute of N. Y. _.. 12(1 

Clarostat Mfg. Company . .... 119 
Classified Section 124 

Coast- toCoast Radio Corp. 117 
Coyne Electrical School 65 
Crosley Radio Corporation 109 

D 

DeVry, Inc., Herman A. 115 
Drake Ilotel 126 

E 

Electrad, Inc. 116 

F 
Hotel Flanders 12 

G 

Gernsback Corporation, S. 125 
1:old Seal Mfg. Company 114 
Grant Radio Laboratories 116 
1:renpark Company 125, 127 

H 

Ilammarlund Mfg. Company 126 
Iloodwin Company, ('has 112 

I 
International Resistance Company 108, 119 

J M P Mfg. Company 

J 

L 

116 

L & L Electric Company 121 
Lincoln Radio Corporation Inside back cover 

M 

Merriam & Co., 1:. & C. 114 
Midwest Radio Corporation 107 
Hotel Montclair 126 
My Own Radio, Inc. 110 

N 

National Electric Tool Company 112, 116 
National Radio Institute 67 

P 

Plymouth Radio Device Company 121 
Polymet Mfg. Company 110 
Popular Book Corporation 121. 124 
Press Guild, Inc. 119, 123 

R 

Radio Trading Company 128 
Radolek Company 121 
Radio Training Assoc. of America 116 
Readrite Meter Works 115 
Ross, Malcom 124 
Russian Village 126 
Shallcross Mfg. Co. 117 
Supreme instruments Corp. 111 
Sylko Microphone Co. 110 
Sun Radio Company 108 

T 

Triad Mfg. Company ... ... ......Back cover 

U 

Universal Microphone Company 116 

(While every precaution is taken to insure 
accuracy. we cannot guarantee against the pos- 
sibility of an occasional change or omission In 
the preparation of this index.) 
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Headquarters 
FOR 

Materials and Parts 

FOR 

Building 

TREASURE 
LOCATORS 

l 

Radio, Audio, Ground Potential 
measurements, Hughes Induction 
Balances and other types; Oscil- 
lators and amplifying systems in- 
cluded. 

We can supply all materials 
needed for building and operating 
of any of the recognized treasure 
finders. 

With this 
locate buried 

apparatus you can 
treasures, metal war 

relics, mineral deposits, subter- 
ranean water veins, buried gas and 
water pipes, and lost objects, tools 
and treasures sunken in water, etc. 

Write for pamphlet giving history 
and theory on this interesting sub- 
ject. Twelve different circuits are 
described and explained. List of 
parts and prices included. (Price 
of pamphlet 10e.) 

Mail Coupon TODAY! 
y 

GRENPARK COMPANY Dept. RC -8 I 
245 Greenwich St., New York, N. Y. 

Endaal find 10e for which kindly send me I 

pamphlet on Treasure Finders. I 

.1 

Name 

Address 

State 

A SET ANALYZER 
f'nn f Ìn urd f rota prf(lr :C:I 

t wren control _i id and cathode of screen -grid 
tubes; No, 1:: k "Ch- Iif ;OV." and 1s the same 
as Nu. 12 but using the 60 -volt scale; No. 14 
is "l'- K-300Y." meaning the 300 -volt scale is 
concreted between plate and cathode; No. 15 
is "l'- SIi110\'." and Is the sanie as No. 14 using 
the 600-volt scale; No. 10 Is "P- 121.\," mean- 
ing the 12 -ma. range Is in series with the 
plate circuit. No. 17 is "P- 6O -M.\." nid is the 
saine as No. 10 using the IRL -mi, sente: No. is 
is "I'- 1211 -MA." and is the sane its No. 10 and 
17 using the 1211 -nia settle: No. 19 is "(:-120- 
MA." meaning the Lu -mm. stale Is in series 
with the grid circuit : No. 211 is "l't:- Ii:IOV. 
nbvl wing the voltmeter is between the "pen- 
tode grid" and cathode of an R.F. "pentode 
tube." This "pentode grid" is the one on the 
Side of the lase of an WE. I'. pentode tube. The 
30-volt scale is used. The "1 "' In this case 
should not be confused with the "I "' position 
on other positions of the switch which refer 
to plate connections. No. 21 Is "Output" and 
the range covered is determined by the external 
connection to the output jacks. 'these are 
marked-Low-Med. and High. 'l'Iris scale is 
used as it visual indicator of resonanee in rou- 
heetlon wIth an (Wills tor. Directions for the 
use of this steal.' will be given later. No. 22 
is not marked and represents the "off' posi- 
tion of the D.C. meter. 

A.C. Selector Switch 
The A.C. meter is controlled by the smaller 

selector switch to the left. It has seven Po- 
MI ions. '1'wo of these are marked "off." 
Counting from the top, No. 1 is the "off" po- 
sition, No. 2 is marked II-Ili-4A' meaning the 
.\.C, voltmeter is connected across the filament 
circuit using the 4 -volt seule. No 3 Is 11 -111- 
8\' meaning the S -volt settle is connected across 
the filament circuit. Nn. 4 is the other "off" 
position and this "off' pusl tien separates the 
low -voltage SCRIPS from the high. Nu. i is "1'- 
115011\'." and means the 500 -volt scale is con- 
nected from plate to filament. This refers to 
reef flier lobes and measures directly the A.C. 
voltage applied to one plate of nn 'SO rec- 
tifier of to the pinte of an '81 rectifier. No. 6 
is "1: -1i- 500\'." and measures the .\.t'. voltage 
applied to the second plate of the 'SO rectifier. 
No, 7 is marked and connects the current range 
of the A.C. meter to the proper small jacks 
at the rear of the panel. 

Automatic Switch for Tube Tests 
The small selector switch to the right Is for 

testing tubes. It Is automatic and springs 
back Into the "off" position when released. 
.hi hilt rectifier tubes are tested with this 
switch. As the rectifier does not have a grid, 
such a test is not needed for it. 

To test all other tubes, first record the nor- 
mal plate current, if the tube is one of the 
s1.1.1.4.n-grid types such as the '22 '24, '51, 
37 or '3S, push down on the selector switch 

and at second plate current rending should be 
obtained. If the tube under test is an ordinary 
three- element type, or '47 type. turn the switch 
Ill the "up" position to get the second plate - 
ourrent rending. 'Phis chu nge in plate current 
determines the rendit ion of the tube. In most 
rases the greater the difference in the two 
plate current readings, the better the tube. 

It Is not possible to give any definite values 
to d" t e rot o ne the condition of tubes. Reeelvers 
apply different voltages to tubes and there- 
fore different current values will be recorded. 
however, nfter a little practice in testing gond 
anti bad tubes by this method. one inn 50011 
learn to tell when a tube Is defective. When 
testing n detector, it is best to move the tube 
to another socket as in the detector stage a 
high bins is present which limits the plate 
current tu a small value. 

LEAD -IN STRIPS 
When N1.1, a rrrri err which is noisy, 

itit erniitt eat reeept ion or 110 reception at 
test the lend -In strip to he certain that 
window, especially in the summer has 
broken through the insulation and ruined 
strip. 

has 
all. 
the 
Hof 
the 

Would Not Part 
With It for $1001g 

1.1?'l' ALL HE PAID 
WAS $3.98 

Dear Sir: 
After receiving your new second 

edition Radio Encyclopedia, and 
looking through it, I find that it is 
one of the most valuable books I 
have ever laid my hands on, and I 
would not part with it for one hun- 
dred dollars, if I could not replace it. 

Thanking you for giving me this 
opportunity of securing this valu- 
able book, I remain, 

Ralph Tomilson 
Myrtle Station, 
Ontario, Canada. 

What the New Second Edition Radio 
Encyclopedia Gives You 

It eau es you an explanation of curry word used 
In radio. These explanations -or. rather, defini- 
tions-are not brief outline information like those 
of an ordinary dictionary. but they give in fullest 
detail, and at un.,siderable length. the meaning 
ynd application of every word, phrase, general and 

agdal terns used in the science of radio. They 
are Written in plain. eu-ryday English, easily 
understood by anyone. 

Practically every deflnit Ion In the book Is Illus. 
u rated by draulusa,. photographs, diagrams. or 
harts. . \ll put need to do is to look up as you 
meld in a dictbmary the unrd or phrase about 
hieb you a 

re 
seeking information. Furthermore. 

nfaros page iskey - indexed. for greater convenience 
n I speed in local ing any definition. All the Sob 

ject- Matter is Arranged in Alphabetical Order. 
This greatly' enlarged Second Edition Radio En- 

ryrinuedla is an absolute necessity to everyone In- 
terested In Radio. It answers all radio questions, 
increases your knowledge sand sores your tine. It 

-ers esery known radio problem, and is a gold - 
mine of practical Information for es ery radio nsan. 

2,201 RADIO DEFINITIONS 
1,253 TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 

34 TABLES AND CHARTS 
24 PAGES OF APPENDIX 

Red Morocco- Keratol Flexible Binding 
Printed on strong ledger paper, Loose -Leaf 

- Arrangement 

352 
pages 

9 x 12 

inches 

Weight 
3 

lbs. 

$3.98 

S. GERNSBACK CORPORATION. 
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y,. 

Send me one copy of the new Sr rond Edition 
S. t ;ens.l,ark's Radio t:nry.iepe lia. I rot lose here - 

sdth 93.9s. cheek or money order preferred. 
(Foreign and Canada. add 35c extra for postage 
\Imes refunded in full if not satisfactory. 

Kama 

Address 

City 
RC -832 

State 

-b 
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Hotel Directory of the Radio Trade 

THE HOTEL 

MONTCLAI 
LEXINGTON AVE., 49th to 50th STS. 

NEW YORK 

Directly Opposite the Waldorf - Astoria 

SOO t 
I1 OOMS 

Every Room With Bath 

From $3.00 per day 

Attractive Rates by the Month 

A RADIO IN EVERY ROOM 

Short walking distance from 
Grand Central Terminal 
and B. & O. Motor Coach 
Station. Ten minutes by taxi 
from Pennsylvania Station. 

American Home Cooking Served 

in a Notable Restaurant 

OSCAR W. RICHARDS, Manager 

"The Gathering Place 
ö. of 
:. Cosmopolitan New Yorkers." 

The RUSSIAN VILLAGE 
100 West 57th Street 

o New York City 
Dining, Dancing, Russian and Gypsy 

Entertainment. 
LUNCH - TEA - DINNER 
No cover charge at any time. 

4, Broadcasting R'OR Circle 7 -9434 i. 
4. 

12 6 

The Hotels on this page are 
Patronized by the Radio Trade. 
Make them your Headquarters. 

"-'i: ,.,,tti IttÍ,.. ,i 
{. . . . . - _ _ _ _,. . 

This Summer Enjoy Your Chicago Business Trips 
A STAY at THE DRAKE adds pleasure to business. Overlooking Lake 
Michigan, your business days ... and nights will be spent in resort -like 
comfort. Restfully quiet . convenient to all loop business . 

theatres, and with beaches, bridle path and beautiful Lincoln Park, 
close at hand. Rooms are light and airy 
. . . pleasantly comfortable. Without f' 
extra cost, extra accommodations are made 
available to the guest for large or small 
conferences. Room rates begin at $4 
per day. HOTEL, CHICAGO 

Under Black.rtone Management 

. " A N A D D R E S S O F DISTINCTION'' III 
A HOMEY HOTEL IN THE 
HEART OF NEW YORK 

THE 
NEW 

FLANDERS 
133 W. 47th Street through 

to 48th Street 

One of the Finest Hotels in 
Times Square 

Single Rooms with Adjacent 
Bath $1.50 and up 

Single Rooms with Bath 2.00 and up 
Double Rooms with Bath 3.00 and up 
Suite -2, 3, 4 People 5.00 

Special Weekly Rates 

FRED W. BIZEL, Resident Manager 

THE SE NsATIO NAL.. 
(HOLLYWOOD 

RESTAURANT 
WAY. at 48 ̂  -5T. N.Y.C. 

. NEW REVUE 

Presents 
the great- 

est cabaret entertainment 
the world has ever seen. 
Broadway's Best Dinner 

51.50 51.75 $2.00 
ALTER 

THEATRE 
Popular Prices. 

Important 

/announcement! 

On pages 122 and 123 

of this issue will be 

found a very import- 

ant announcement 
telling of the RADIO - 

CRAFT LIBRARY. Be 

sure to turn to these 
pages NOW and learn 
of the ten new and in- 

teresting books which 

are being published. 
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$100,000 Speaker Sale! 
Included in this tremendous speaker sale are the p products 

They 
mare sold far by leading 

regular 
makers. Every speaker 

were 
e brand new and shipped in original factory sealed cartons. They are sold far below their regular list price because they were bought in exceedingly large quantities and our purchase price permits us to give yòu the benefit of low cost. 

LOFTIN -WHITE AMPLIFIER (Licensed) 
LOFTIN- WIII TE amplifiers in striking 
modernistic finish. Ideal fur Phi Ii 4rph 
or public address work. 
245 Model uses 1 -224, 1 -215, 
l -280 

25e M del uses 1 -224, I -2. 
$12.50 
$15.95 

247 Single Pentode Amplifier _. $14.95 
247 Push -pall Pentode An' $19.95 

JENSEN 
Rectifier $14.95 Dry Rectier 

A.C.-D.7 
Audit Tube 10. 
A.C. -D.15 
Concert Jr. 95 Tube Rect.... Q $7 
D.9 -2500 OHM 
D.C. $7.50 

$7.95 
$4.75 

D.7 -2500 OHM 
D.C. 
Field 
D.15 -M i11 t 

2500 OHMS .. 

ROLA SPEAKERS 
Model K. Midget A.C. using $8.50 280 Rect. Q 
D. C. Models Model F 
2300 ohm P.P. Output Trans. $4.25 .00 ohm P.P. Output Trans. 
.:.n0 ohm Single Pentode. Each 
2300 ohm Push Pull 238. Model 
1000 ohm Single 238. 
1800 ohm Single Pentode 300 ohm 

fur Bins. 
Tap 

BALDWIN 
A. C. using 280 
Tube $ 6 9 5 
D. C. 2500 
OHM -110 $A.95 
Volts __..._._.- f 
D. C. 2500 O Ii M -110 
Volts Field $4.00 
Less Stand -. 

D. C. 2500 0 II M -I1" 
Volts Field Less 
Output Trans. $3.25 í 

OXFORD 
A. C. Models 
14" A $1035 
12" 
ing 28udit 0 Rrc[ 
12" Concert De. 
nand,. 210 Rear $8.50 
9" Midget Dy- 0 namie 280 Ref t $7.5 
D. C. Models 
14" 5000111,2 
Field 

$8.95 
11" 2500 t .112 $4.95 Field 
9" 2500 OHM $3.49 Field 
All 9" Midgets are sup- 
plied with Hum balancer 

Do Not Write For Catalog! 
All offers are F.O.B. New York. and subject to prior 
sale. Terms: A deposit of 20% is required with 
every order. Balance may be paid on delivery. Or, 
deduct 2 °, if full amount is sent with order. 
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UTAH "TREASURE CHEST" 
Magnetic Speaker 

This beautiful w a l n u t speaker, in three -tone ef- 
fect, makes a handsome 
decorative speaker for ally 
radio set. Tone qualities 
are excellent -cover raises 
and lowers to give various 
degrees of loudness desir- 
able for the room. The 
"Treasure t.'hest" contains 
a UTAH Magnetic Speaker 
unit. The chest itself meas- 
ures only !tit.x111/2x9l/ ". 
YOUR 
PRICE $2.95 

NEW PRIME ELECTRIC MOTOR 
For 110 Volt A. C. 

50 to 60 Cycles 
A sturdy, powerful compact 

heavy duty induction type pho- 
nograph motor. Absolutely 
free from commutator brush- 
es. It will not set up any dis- 
turbances. Equipped with 
large bearing surfaces to pro- 
vide adequate support and 
insure long life. 
YOUR 
PRICE $4.95 

R.C.A. & VICTOR 
Victor A.C. Audit 
Model with $12. 5 
Tube 
Victor D.C. 
Audit 2500 Oho $8.95 
Victor D.C. 
Ohms 

D Less output $7.95 
R. C. A. 

$12.50 A.C. With 
tube rect 
D.C. 8000 ohm $5,50 
300 V. Field 
D.C. 8000 ohm t.) V. 
Field 
output . $4.50 
D.C. 800 ohm I It) V. 
Field 12 $750 

All latest type RCA speakers 

R.C.A. VICTOR HAND 
MICROPHONE 

This microphone is furnished with the 
latest model Radiola 86 Honte recording 
Super- Heterodyne Receiver and amplifier. 
Do not confuse this microphone with the 
"toy" type as it can be used for many pro- 
fessional and commercial uses. It is a 
single button "mike" with a gun metal 
finish. ICs total length is 61" and has 
as standard equipment a four foot cord. 

PENTODE 
ADAPTER 

This Pentode Adap- 
ter permits the in- 
sertion of a type 
247 Pentode Power 
Tube in place of the 
type 245 tube. Sim- 
ply remove 245 tube, 

and insert the Adapter, and 
plug in the 247. $1.20 
OUR NET PRICE 

YOUR PRICE 

$2.95 
FARRAND INDUC- 

TOR DYNAMICS 
Used on A.C., 

D.C., and Bat- 
tery Sets with 
Equal Results. 9.. 

$5.95 
12 

$6.95 

GRENPARK CO., Dept. RC., 245 Greenwich Street, New York, N. Y. 



AUGUST SPECIALS 
EVERY month we list on this page certain $7',11? * items, which are STOP SHOPPING. 'Ehc lowest prices are right on this page. No ono 

NOT LISTED IN OU at CATA 1.01:, These pre all specials of which uedcrselle es. We meet any price on ANY NEW Merchandise. Order 
the noon titles on hand are not sufficient to catalog them. Once sold out, direct from this pMe and sa ye Money. 1011 satisfaction on emey trau- 
no reorc can be hail. First come, first served. Save yourself disappoint- section. Take advantage of these special offers. ORDER NOW, TODAY. 
went by ordering NOW. 

IMPROVED READRITE MODEL 700 ANALYZER 
EIGHT METER SCALES AVAILABLE 
The "\ ludri 700" 

e 

extremely 
compact device. The outside dimen- 
sions of the carrying case are only 
10% by 7°s by 3% Inches. The an- 
alyzer contains a 14 C. voltmeter. an 
A.C. voltmeter and a ndlllaunleteo. The 
D.C. voltameter Iras three ranges: 
0 to On: u to 200; and 0 to 600 volts. 
'Mc A.C. voltmeter has also three 
rangea: 0 to 10; 0 to 140: and 0 to 
700 rolls. The milliamnetcr has two 
ranges; one for 20 -milt easing and 
the other for 100 -mill. This variety of 
ranges makes it possible to lest every 
conceivable radio circuit; high voltage 
secondaries of power transformers, 
current drain of ail radin tubes, In- 
cluding the high tower 230 and 210 
tubes, etc. 
CONVENIENT SELECTOR SWITCH 
The Instrument is equipped with a 
ix -welt lnn hi -polar a,leltnr switch: 

by meula rd which readings may he 
htained of "C" volts, "C" volts 
used, "K" volts, "K" "K" volts 

versed. plate voltage. und screen -arid 
voltage. A 4%volt battery is supplie[ 
with the analyzer. to provide "C" 
bias, for grid tests. continuity tests. 
eta 
TESTS PENTODES -"MULTI -MUS" 
'57's and '58'a --and '80 RECTIFIERS 
There are twos sockets un We panel of 
the analzer, cm for hair prong tubes 
and the other for five -prong tubes. 
Them l a "grid- test" push- button. 
l'in jerka are available for the indi- 
vidual ri se of all meters, externally. 
In every range. There Is a screen - 

Itrid pin jack. and there are two pin 
jacks fur connecting the external hat- 
ter. A two -way to'gh switch controls We testing cif- Model 710 

cuit for either regular cr pentode tube. Your Pelee 

Tests Latest Type '57 and '58 
6 -Prong Tubes 

Ruth plates of the '80- 
type root tiller may be 
tested by use of a spe- 
cial adapter furnished. 
('harts are prow in for 
measuring eesistam'es 
and capacities. 

FREE 

We take pleasure 1 

offering with line mur 
chess cf each analyze 
-ABSOLUTELY FREE 
OF CHARGE- no lat- 
est radio publication to 
Palle off the press. 

"Radio Set Analyzers" 
Contains detailed de- 
scriptions, photographs 
and circuit diagrams of 
all commercial set an- 
lzers and Waters. - 
A Real Book. 

The Analyzer Is furn- 
ished complete with lost 
leads. connecting cables. 
Burgess 4!4 -volt bat- 
tery, several battery 
leads. l'Y to l'X adap- 
ter. Sn rectifier, adap- 
ter and nsistaure and 
caiarity charts. Ship - 
ping weight, 8 lbs. 

Analyzer. List Pelee $35.00. $14.70 

"MEGADYNE" ONE -TUBE PENTODE 
LOUDSPEAKER RECEIVER KIT 

In the front part of uur catalog-get your FIDE ropy 
-the is prisenti a thoroughly Illustrated disrus- 

:ln 

now-there 
on the construction and operation of the MEl ;- 

ADYNE R. rrivrr 
by Hugo cerns- 
baek,elitur. This 
ingeulous eland 
was originally de- 
scribed i1 

) 

111 e 

July issue of the 
10UIlr CRAFT 
Magazine. FREE 
Only of w It I c h 
will be given with 
each purchase. 
This receiver is 
indeed one of the 
most outstanding 

developments. in the radio, i aluetry. It Is the lint real 
tine.11be receiver which will actually nieralr a loud- 
speaker. Thousands of experimenters and radio fans will 

Sut m build this remarka fir receiver. For their non - 
venienee, we have rompi led a osnlplete list of parts re- 
quired for its usant met lull. Thew' parts are of the highest 
quality and 
following parts, 

specified 
rnntrise thempletetlkil 

be author. The 

I 11.51.5. Fixed Crystal Detector; I 6 -Mom Filament 
Rheostat: 1 3eircnit tuner for used with .0005 suf. 
tuning nnuletiser; 1 Na-al, type 481 J'S' 5 -prong socket; 
1 Hammer' I type MI. -23 Variable Condenser: 2 sets 
of ('inch double binding posts: 1 Pohmet. .00025 if. 
fixed rum tenser, I X -1. Variadenser; 1 l'nlymet 00025 

cad. fixed condenser, or 1 Polmet .0005 tuf. fixed con- 
denser (NOTE: Only one of the latter two condensers Is 
actually miaowed In the circuit I ; 5 Fahnesto'k liinding 
poets: 1 25 -ft. roll of honk -up wire; 2 black Bakelite 
1%. knobs: 1 Kun- Kaseil vernier dial with 0 to 100 

scalp reading clockwise: 1 type '38 pentode tube, "Triad" 
or "Speed ": 1 Bakelite Panel already drilled with all 
holes, size 7 z 10 x 3/16 Inch; 1 hardware assortment_ 

The woolen Anse Is not Included. $10.25 
No. 2545- Megadyne Receiver Kit. Your Price 

WORLD -WIDE 
SHORT -WAVE SET 

t 

Range 18 to 200 me- 
ters. Employs low cur- 
rent drain 230 tube. 
Requires but l!45 volt 
"It" battery, 2 No. 8 

dDTrlls 1 earphones 
to operate. 
No. 1666 -S.W. 625 . 
Set Your Price 

V L 

R.C.A. -VICTOR 
HAND "MIKE" 

D,slgned es - 

peelally for 
home record - 
hm and Per- 
sonal en- 
teeSatoeelle. 
Requires but 
a 22% volt 
b a t t e r y 
to operate. 
Easily con- 
nected to any 
radio or am- 
plifier in 

few 
In.lsmtiminatelyy t 

Responds 
all 

sreerh and music ire 
gnencles. Sold complete 
x' ittl 6 ft. caille. Snips 
pang weight 2 lbs. 

No. SP9084. RCAVicter 
Hand "Mike," 275 Your Pel . ee.. -- J 

A.C. SUPERHET 
S.W.CONVERTER 
Converts any broad- 
cast receiver Into 

full fledged superhet 
S.W. Receiver. Blume 
20 to 115 meters. Re- 
quires 
soils. Has inuilt -In 
filament transfnmler 
for WI volts 60 cycles 
A.C. Employs 3 227 
owes. Single dial 
central. Instmrtlons 
Included. Shinning 
wt. S lbs. 

Nu. 1614 -Converter, NOW $7.50 Your Price 

*ELECTRIC CLOCK 

Act 
Now - 
Only 
Few 
Left 

Naval 
right from your light 
socket! No spring to 
wind, n o batteries. 
Neer aim of oraler. 
For 110 volts 00 eyrie 
A.C. operation only. 

No. 1689 -Clock. 
YourPrice ,. / $1.00 

*UTAH 
AMIC SPEAKER 

*METALLIZED PIGTAIL RESISTORS AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES 
A very fortunate purchase 
enables us to rarer these 
line resistors at primes which 
surprise even ourselves 
prices pore than three Hones; s 

lower that In o 
r 

own ratio 
lino. Resistors a 

a 
ran 

teed to maintain their 
mder even .c ere.. op- 

erating renditions. The re- 
sistance element Is based on 
the famous metallized prin- 
ciple which has proven Its Na SP2226. Metal- 
superiority wherever arrur' Used Resistors. NOW 
acv and uniformity are Para- YOUR 6c mount requlsihs.'nn'slr,tal PRICE 
ceramic easing of these re- 12 for 60e. EACH 

. __. r(I 
Values 
Clearly 
Marked 
on Each 

Unit 

alstors Is of sturdy construe - 
tlou and affords maximum 
heat dissipation. A (centre 
of these resistors is their 
molded end -rails. tattered so 
they can be mounted In all 
standard realal. r nhi,,lnts. By 

cans of their pigtails, they 
may also he soldered In any 
roovenIent position. Availa- 
ble In the following sizes -- all 
rated at one watt: 300, 450, 
Olin, 5.00, 10,000, 12,000. 
350.000, Act fast to lake 
advantage of this offer, as 
the supply Is llndteol. Sold 
only In lots of six or amore. 

RADIO AND SHORT WAVE TREATISE 
The new and enlarged Summer edition 
of Nor Radio and Shot ware Treatise, 
No. 120. has just Nome off the press - 
100 solid pages of useful Information, 
radio Items, diagrams and illustrations. 
Posit hely the g 

s 

test book in print - 
NOT JUST ANOTHER CATALOG. Con - 
tains a large editorial section with val- 
uable Informal tun not fnuud anywhere 
else. l'onalderable space Is devoted to a 
TREATISE ON SHORT WAVES for 
both beginners and regular "halls." 
.\n,ong the Lely technical Information 
listed are the Ldhnci ng : Modernizing odd 
radio sets -repairing speakers and head - 
sets -ranking superhets out of old sets - 
data on constructing twovolt battery 
and automobile receivers-circuit of the 
famous Gernsback Megadyne One -Tube 
Loudspeaker Set -short wave coil wind 
In a data -discussion on S.W. adapters, 
converters and receivers. etc.. etc. 

WRITE TODAY. Enclose 4 cents 
for postage. Treatise sent by re- 

turn mail. 
100 New Nook -Ups, Etc. 

1000 Illustrations. 

AUTOMATIC *8 MF. 
BLOW TORCH ELECTROLYTIC 

CONDENSERS 

Heat intensity o v e r 
1200 Fehr. Itrlinireo 

I mouth -blowing. En- 
tirely automatic. Used 
for heavy duly snlder - 
lug. alnmimun solder- 
bog. metal tempering. 

Shad. I. 1 lb. 
No. K1006- Torch. 
Your 
Price $0.60 

These guaranteed 
molts will perform 

miracles In elim- 
inating mhie'tinn- 
.1. C. hum from 
A. F. amt filter 
circuits. Easily 
mounted through 
u s e of bayonet 
soeket. Shinning 
weight 1 Ib. 

No. SP 9054- Condenser. 

P $0.49 
MICROPHONE & 
PRE -AMPLIFIER 

OUTFIT 
Excellently suited for 
P. A. work, inter -com- 

otiraliun systems. etc. 
Comprises sensitive sins 
glch1lttnl1 ndrrophone, 
Ill rrnphone eon id l ng 
transformer and battery, 
cot -off switclh, gain ena- 
trnl and output termin- 
als. Put up In neat black 

crankle 
- finished metal 

ase, equipped with con- 
venient 

5 "xeu 
e ie cat ear ying handle. 

an4 x, % "' Will correctly match the input Imped fir, Easily ,mnamtetimr 
aIn c 

mine' bruaeh'iliit re wirer for home rernoraing. Ship. wt, 10 lbs. Na. 1654 -Pre A m e l l Oer, 
Your Price $8.25 

RADIO MIRROR 
PENLIGHT 

NEW PENTODE 
ADAPTER 
.\ new xnet 
.11111110 11e, ire 
for replacing 
the old '15 
type pmr'er 
mnbr w1111 Ille 
latest super- 
power Pen. 
lode. IG'mnve 
the '15. In- 

sert adapter In serrated 
racket and then place 

a pentode tube in the 
socket of the adapter. 
(lives added life and 
power to Old receivers 
and amplifiers. Ship- 
ping weight 14 IL. 

01,cran es I ram 11/1 volt 60 
cycle A.C. line. 9" high 
by 9%. wide by 71/2" 
Jeep. Ship. wL 19 lbs. 

No. 1506 -Speaker 

Pro $7.45 

A clever desire Mr look- 
hic around orners or 

other Inaccessible gads 
on the radio chassis, 
CnmprDes tots hash- 
light and magnifying 
mirror. Complete with 
battery and bulb. 

No. 1695- Penlluht.. 

Your ... $0.85 
Price 

*MIDGE MICRO- 
ONE 

MIDGET DYNAMIC I SPEED "295" 
SPEAKER TRIPLE -TWIN TUBE 

real microphone of 
sheet,' button type. Ex 
trenneiy sensitive. itv 

for 
Ex- 

cellent f rl l'.A. work. 
etc. Standard resistance 
of 100 ohms. Responds 
up to 2500 cycles. Ship. 
wt 1 lb. 

No. 1655-Mike. 
No. 1873. Adapter. C f`C Your 
Your Price V J Price 

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CAN- 
NOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $3.00. 

If C. O. D. shipment is desired, pleane remit 20% 
remittance, which must accompany all orders. 

If full each aeeompaniea order. deduct 2% discount. 
Send money order -certified cheek -U. 8. stamps. 

$2.25 

A real dynamic speaker 
wiih surprising volume 
and tone. t; i." overall, 
414" diaphragm. Stand- 
ard 2500 ohm field rail. 
Output transformer to 
match all type Output 
tubes. Wt. 5 lbs. 
Ne. 1549 -Speaker. 
Your 
Price fia. .7 

$9 0 5 

Equivalent to 
one 227 de- 
tector and one 
215 P uw e r 
lune. consti- 
tutes a two- 
stage 41 lreet- 
nupled am- 

plifier In It- 
self. Fila) 
ment, 2 A.C. 
254 e.: plate 

Collage 250. 
Large undistorted output. 
Ship. rr'L 12 ox. 

No. SISO. Tube. $1.85 
Your Price 

Radio Trading Co. 
23 West Broadway 

New York, N. Y. 

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. You will find special 
prices from time to time in this magazine. Get our 
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains. 

Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post. be 
sure to include sufficient extra remittance for same. 
Any excess will be refunded. 
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TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AT A GLANCE 
B y C. H. W. NASON 
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Fig. 1. A self -perpetuating nomograph for determining tube characteristics. 
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U ECENTLY, in Europe, a graphic chart 
1L has been developed which represents di- 
rectly the characteristics of the vaccuum 
tube. It is based on the theorem of Ceva 
which states, briefly, that if lines be drawn 
through the apices of a triangle so as to 
pass through a point within the triangle, the 
sides will be divided by the lines into seg- 
ments having a definite relation between 
one and the other. Conversely, if the lo- 
cation of a given point within the triangle 
is known, the relative length of the lines 
into which the sides of the triangle will be 

divided may be predetermined. 
As shown in Fig. 1, a line drawn from 

an apex through an index number to a side 
of the graduated triangle will indicate am- 
plification factor, u; plate resistance, Re: 
and mutual conductance, Go,. 

The tube reference numbers used in Fig. 
1 are as follows: 1, WD -11, 12; 2, '12A; 3, 
'20; 4, '71A; 5, '99; 6, 'OOA; 7, '01A; 8, '10; 
9, '24; 10, '26; 11, '27; 12, '30; 13, '31; 14, 
'32; 15, '33; 16, '35; 17, '86; 18, '37; 19, '38; 
20, '40; 21, '45; 22, '47; 23, '50; 24, 852; 
25, 865; 26, 211; 27, 841; 28, 845; 29, LA; 
30, Wunderlich; 31, 44; 32, 56; 33, 57; 34, 
58; 35, 46 (Class A). 

The chart is self -perpetuating, since when 
a new tube is released it is only necessary 
to draw lines through the apices or corners 
of the triangle, cutting the points on the 
sides at the designated characteristics. These 
lines will meet at a point which may be 
marked for future reference as the locus 
of intersection for that particular tube. 

Other data on tubes and other equipment 
may be plotted in this manner; and tech- 
nicians may be interested to make a num- 
ber of such nomographs for handy refer- 
ence. 

If these are accurately prepared, and uni- 
formly arranged, they may be submitted to 
RADIO CRAFT for publication at space rates. 
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A CONTINUITY- AND OHMMETER 

NE of the most useful devices in making 
tests is a continuity meter; in other 

words, a voltmeter with a battery in series. 
However, in addition to straight continuity 
tests, it is often desirable to know the 
resistance of certain portions of the circuit. 

Volt -ohmmeters, on the market, depend 

O 
4.5V \ 

I I I I:----wwvwr2 

RI 

R 2 ) 
0.1-MEG TO 

100 0NMS 

-B 

SWITCH 
1 

c-II115111 
RL 

RS. 100 TO 10 OHMS 

Rz 1 
0.1 -M!0 . TO 
100 OHMS 

4.5V. 
_.IlI1I+ 

SWITCH (OVIN 
FOR THIS 

RANGE 

R3,100 TO 10 OHMS 

R2 .0.1-MEG.Nor, 

TO 0.1 HOG 

31.5 V. 
BATTERY 

Fig. 1. Continuity -Ohmmeter Connections. 

By JOHN C. BANK 
for their accuracy on the voltage of the bat- 
tery being exactly the value to which the 
meter is calibrated. In the factory -made 
types they are equipped with a "regulator," 
consisting of a magnetic shunt (a piece of 
iron), which is moved in front of the poles 
of the instrument magnet by a screw, to 
compensate for changes in the reading as 
the battery voltage changes. 

This method is not practical for one who 
wishes to construct his own ohmmeter, so 
we will show how one can be made with a 
regulator for voltage variations. 

The best and least expensive meter to 
select is a 1. ma. milliammeter such as a 
Jewell Pattern 88, or a Weston Model 801.. 
Connect in accordance with Fig. 1A. Resis- 
tor Rl is a 200 -ohm rheostat; R2, an 
Electrad Truvolt type B -35 unit, 3,500 ohms. 
All of this equipment will mount nicely in 
a box measuring 8x4x2% inches deep. 

To find the value of an unknown resis- 
tance from the reading of the meter, consult 
column Dma., Table I, below: 

TABLE 1 

Rs. Dma. Rs. Dma. Rs. Dms. 
0 1.000 1.600 .687 10,000 .260 

100 .972 1,800 .660 12.000 .226 
200 .946 2.000 .637 14,000 .200 
300 .921 2.300 .583 16.000 .180 
400 .898 3.000 .538 18.000 .163 
500 .875 3.500 .500 20.000 .143 
600 .852 4.000 .487 23.000 .123 
700 .832 4.500 .438 30.000 .104 
800 .814 5.000 .412 40,000 .080 
900 .798 6,000 .868 50.000 .005 

1.000 78 7.000 .333 7', ono .045 
1.200 .743 8,000 .305 100.000 .034 
1.400 .713 9.000 .2,1 

A better way, however, is to mark the 
points on the scale. To do this, remove the 
cover from the meter and mark the values 
along the top arc of the scale with a very 
fine pen and india ink. Put figures, over 
the cardinal points, starting with zero, 1,000 
2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, 50,000 
and 100,000. Since these run into a large 
number of figures it is necessary to use 1, 

RADIO -CRAFT 

2, 5, 10, etc., and to multiply the reading by 
1,000. Note that the cardinal points are 
positions on the ohm scale where the value 
of the divisions change. For example, from 
0 to 1,000 we have ten divisions. This means 
that each mark is 100 ohms. From 1,000 
to 2,000 we have five divisions, or 200 ohms 
per division. Thus, by consulting the num- 
bered points we know where to look for a 
change in value. 

Although the range of this instrument is from 
about 100 to 100,000 ohms, it may be necessary to 
increase the scope to include values above and 
below. 

To extend the lower end of the range, below 100 
ohms, add an "off -on" switch to the circuit so that 
shunting resistor R4 may be cut in and out, 
around the meter itself, as shown in Fig. 1B; 
use an Electrad type B -.05 resistor. 6 ohms, which 
has a sliding contact that can be adjusted and 
then clamped in position. Also, add resistor RS. 
of 360 ohms; its value is conveniently reached by 
connecting in series an Electrad type B -3 resistor 
of 300 ohms and a type B -.6 unit of 60 ohms. 

To calibrate, short the two posts for the 100,000 
ohm range and set the pointer on the top mark 
by means of the regulator. The shunt must be 
disconnected. When this setting is made, cut in 
the shunt and vary it until the pointer is at 0.1. 
which is one -tenth of the full -scale deflection. 
Check back by opening the shunt and note 
whether the pointer is at full scale. When this 
calibration is complete and the test leads are con- 
nected to the common post and the one through 
resistor R3, the meter will read one -tenth the 
values on the scale. This will enable us to read 
down to at least 10 ohms. 

To increase the range above 100,000 ohms we 
must add another resistor, R5, of 36,000 ohms: its 
value is conveniently checked by connecting in 
series an Electrad type B -300 resistor of 30.000 
ohms and a type B -60 unit of 5,000 ohms. 

To make the circuit complete, an additional 
battery of 81.5 volts must be placed in series 
externally. as shown in Fig. 1C. To use this 
combination, short the test leads and set to full 
scale by means of the regulator. Open the test 
points, connect in the unknown resistance, read 
the deflection and multiply by 10. This gives 
scale up to 1.000.000 ohms. 
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LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION 
Dept. RC -8, 329 So. Wood Street 
Chicago, Ill. 

Please send literature to 

Name 

Address 

City 

Dear Mr 
Send me 
tery Sets 
does not 

Name 

Address 

State 

H. C. LEWIS, President 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. C2 -8H, Chicago, M. 
Dear Mr. Lewis :-Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and all de- 
tails of your Special Offer. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Dept. 2HXX 
Smith: I want to take advantage of your Special Offer. 

your two books. "Trouble Shooting in D.C., A.C. and Bat- 
" and "Rich Rewards in Radio." I understand this request 
obligate me. 

CABLE RADIO TUBE CORP. 
230 -242 North 9th Street 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: Please send me current bulletins without charge or 
obligation on the items checked: 

SPEED Radio Tubes SPEED Foto- Lectrie Tubes 
SPEED Television Tubes SPEED Triple -Twin Group 

Name 

City State "M" 

Address 

City State 

C - 



you can now have -right in your own home 

RECORD BREAKING 
PERFORMANCE 

You can equal 
the records of world 
famous LINCOLN 
owners whose sen- 
sational reports of 
International recep- 
tion are published 
the world over - - - 

LINCOLN DE LUXE SW 33 

A New Receiver which has Revolutionized Radio Reception! 

Just Weigh these Few Performance Facts Carefully. 

THE OLD WAY THE NEW WAY 
1. 70% of the Short Wave Stations have been missed by the 
average tuner due to interfering noise and sharpness of tuning. 
2. When distance was desired it was necessary to advance volume 
control, which raised noise level, often drowning out the signal. 
3. Short wave stations fade completely out and then build up to 
heavy volume. 
4. When volume was reduced, sensitivity dropped; when volume 
was increased, lack of handling power caused distortion. 
5. The register of musical frequencies was limited in the old 
style detector circuit. 

IN BRINGING OUT the new Lincoln DeLuxe SW -33, I believe we have 

advanced far ahead of the commonly known radio today. Personally I have 

been a confirmed DX lover for many years, and I simply could not be 

satisfied with the limitations of the present known receiver. In the SW -33, I 
am getting the biggest kick of my life out of performance I have never known 

before. A few days ago I tuned in G5SW, Chelmsford, England just to see 

how great an undistorted volume I could get. Every word of the broadcast 

could be heard 300 feet away from my home through an open window, and 

"Big Ben" was heard a block away. Pontoise, France, in the afternoon, and 

EAQ, Madrid, in the evening, were just the same. I can promise you a 

great treat with this great receiver. 
W. H. HOLLISTER, President. 

1. Visual meter tuning accurately registers even the weakest carrier 
waves, many of which are impossible to hear. Meter permits pre- 
cision tuning and accurately measures comparative signal strength. 
2. Volume control does not affect sensitivity. Distance may be 
tuned at low volume, eliminating noise. 
3. All stations, regardless of distance, are received with auto- 
matically controlled volume held at constant level. 

4. When volume is reduced, sensitivity automatically rises. When 
volume is advanced, handling power automatically increases, mak- 
ing distortion impossible. 
5. Push -pull Twin -Grid detector circuit allows passage of greatly 
enlarged range of musical frequencies perfectly conveyed through 
double push -pull audio system. 

WRITE AT ONCE 
for complete information on performance facts on the new DeLuxe SW -33. 
and world breaking records of Lincoln Equintnvnt. Think! 39 Foreign 
Countries. 106 Foreign Stations. everyone voice or music, no code. Loud- 
speaker Operation on each. This one log is not a collection of foreign 
stations received by several thousand individuals collectively, but instead 
it represents only what one. of many, Lincoln owners has done in just an 

average location in his spare time. 

LINCOLN 
Defuxe Receivers 

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION 
Dept. RC -8, 329 S. Wood St., Chicago, Ill. 

Please send literature to 

Name - - - 

Address 

City - 
State 
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Limited 
Introductory 

Offer 
THIS LARGE GUAR- 
ANTEED HAMMOND 

SYNCHRONOUS 

ELECTRIC WALL 

CLOCK 

roe 

Remarkable 

Purchase 

Enables 

TRIAD 
to give you 

this fine 

Hammond 
Electric 
Clock 
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SERVICEME 
CERTIFIED TRIAD TUBES are the result 
of many years experience. All the guess- 
work has been eliminated. They are designed, 
manufactured and tested by the most modern 
machinery. They are produced by skilled oper- 
ators. No better tubes can be bought. 

A complete study of the proper method of mer- 
chandising tubes, in order to protect the seller 
as well as the buyer has resulted in the adop- 
tion of an entirely new form of distribution. 
The CERTIFIED TRIAD SERVICEMAN is 
the key stone. You can become one of 
the agents, who are taking a handsome 
profit from these tubes, by tilling in 
the coupon. The whole interesting 
story will come to you by return 
nail. 

If you are selected to 
represent TRIAD, we will 
protect your territory, 
for you. Every Tom, 
Dick and Harry will 
not be competing 
with you. 

SELLS AT 

$18.00 
BUT GIVEN ABSO- 

LUTELY FREE 

TO DEALERS AND 
SERVICEMEN 

with their first $25.00 
($50 list, less 50% dis- 

count) order of 

CERTIFIED TRIAD 
TUBES. 

This is a reduce) fac- 
simile of the Triad 
Radin Tula- Certifica 
Comput. which i< sealed in 
the Ism with tube tu which 
it refers. 

and 

DEAL 

F 

R 

E 

E 

RIAD 
Even a geed radio receiver will sound like "nothing at all" if it is equipped with poor tubes. Must people realize that the radio tube is the heart of their receiver. Onlivan' tubes ean be Ii,ugilt for a song, but you usually get what you pay for. No one expects to get Cadillac or Lincoln see ice from an Austin. NO one lucks for custom -made shoes for t hoc dollars. Those who expect the very liest performance fn an inferior tubes are not logical and they are sure to be disappointed. No form of entertainment is as inexpensive as radio. Isn't it good business to keep is working at its best. You cant be sure of dicing so, by insisting on CERTIFIED TRIAI) TCRF.S. A line to us will enable us to send you the CERTIFIED TRIAI) SERVICEMAN, we have selected to serve your vicinity. 

The TRIAD Line is complete. If includes all types of standard Tubes as well as Photo - 
Electric Cells and Television Tubes. 

CERTIFIED TRIAD TUBES are licensed by RCA, and are sold at the same list prices. 

at ta 
TRIA 
TI'ItE 
court. 
11AMMON 
Lt" Pt:LY 

Name 

ING CO. 
,R.I. 

for $25.00 is 
the CERTIFIED 

te regular TRIAI) 
50, less 50% dis - 

,rive the $1X,01) 
CLOCK, AM). 

Address 

City State 
Mr letterhead or bnsi liess card is attached. 


